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Abstract
A new oxidised-alginate / N-succinyl-chitosan hydrogel system with potential biomed-
ical applications has been explored for precursor solution viscosities within the injectable
range (<∼0.2 Pa·s). When fully developed, its advantages may include: 1) good mechanical
properties due to covalent crosslinking; 2) increased degrees-of-freedom to tailor properties
and unique stress strain response due to the hybrid structure; 3) suitability for cell encap-
sulation / use as an injectable gel due to biocompatibility / mild formation conditions; and
4) excellent adoptability due to readily available and low cost raw ingredients.
The current work is focused on two initial studies of the system: 1) development of
hybrid hydrogel compositions to meet target viscosity and stiffness ranges that are appro-
priate for common hydrogel applications, and 2) development and validation of models to
predict hydrogel swelling and stiffness behaviour.
As gel systems become more complex, predictive tools are crucial for more focused
development work so that end users can tailor gel systems to their precise requirements.
In this work, we have undertaken the development and/or advancement of three predic-
tive models: 1) advancing current swelling models to apply to hybrid systems containing
polyampholytes; 2) refining membrane osmometry models to handle polyampholytes and
to incorporate modern corrections for non-ideal solutions; and 3) proposing a new stiffness
model for hybrid gel systems. These models were verified using a comprehensive experi-
mental program for which new experimental equipment was custom-designed and built.
To form the new gels, limit-oxidized alginate (∼45% repeat units modified) and six
N-succinyl-chitosans (22 to 52% primary amine substitution) were synthesized from com-
mercially available polymer. Solutions were prepared using phosphate buffered saline. A
viscosity guideline of <0.2 Pa·s was obtained from the injectability literature. This was
easily met by oxidized-alginate solutions. N-succinyl-chitosan was limited to five substitu-
tions (22 to 48%), with respective concentrations between 4.8 and 2.0 w/w%. Gels were
formed by blending alginate and chitosan solutions at five different ratios (2:1 to 1:9).
Gel stiffness was characterized in the ‘as cast’ state by compression testing. Swelling was
characterized in phosphate buffered saline.
Our results showed that the stiffness model provided a good fit (largest p-value <0.03).
From the model it was found that limit-oxidized-alginate is 16 times less stiff than N-
succinyl-chitosan. This combined with the restricted injectable concentration range re-
sulted in a maximum stiffness of 7 kPA, which is below the target window for muscle tissue
(i.e. between 10 to 30 kPa). To simultaneously achieve both targets further investigation
is recommended using higher concentrations of lower molecular weight chitosan or stiffer
oxidized polysaccharides. For N-succinyl-chitosan, the membrane osmometry model gave
an excellent fit (largest p-value ∼10−7). A key finding was that the Manning-Oosawa
model for ion condensation does not accurately predict behaviour. The relatively fast rate
of oxidized-alginate degradation prevented osmometry from being used to collect empirical
ion condensation data. Without this data, classical swelling theory could not adequately
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predict experimental response. In future work, conductivity experiments are recommended
to characterize ion condensation. Recent models by Trizac and O’Shaughnessy are recom-
mended as improvements to the swelling theory.
The primary scientific contributions from this work are: 1) the first systematic charac-
terization of the stiffness and swelling of injectable oxidised-alginate / N-succinyl-chitosan
hydrogels; 2) the first analysis of polyampholyte ion condensation by membrane osmometry
since the advent of modern ion activity models in the early 1990’s; 3) the aforementioned
advancement of osmometry and swelling theory; and 4) the proposal and successful exper-
imental verification of a new model for hybrid gel stiffness.
In addition, a number of other contributions were also made, mainly: 1) a membrane
osmometer was designed and built to characterize small samples of polyelectrolytes at el-
evated temperature and in concentrated chloride solutions, 2) N-succinylation was found
to fit a log-linear empirical correlation with respect to input reagent concentrations; 3) a
small increase in chitosan moisture affinity and thermal stability was observed with increas-
ing N-succinyl substitution; 4) anomalous phase separation and rheological behaviour was
observed in N-succinyl-chitosan solutions near the solubility limit; and 5) polyampholyte
solution rheology was found to scale differently than that of polyelectrolytes.
Although the stiffness is below what was anticipated, the oxidised-alginate / N-succinyl-
chitosan hydrogel system shows good potential. Provided the stiffness limitation can be
overcome, the existence of high strain ‘secondary stiffness’ behaviour provides the potential
for a much closer match to the non-linear elastic response of muscle tissue than is currently
possible with single component systems. In addition, interesting phase behaviour near the
N-succinyl-chitosan solubility limit may allow independent control of pore size and stiffness
via a heterogeneous structure.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Background
1.1 Motivation for Work
Hydrogels consist of polymer networks swollen with water. In pharmaceutical science,
injectable hydrogels provide sustained drug delivery to a physically limited target area [2],
e.g. the cavity left after tumour removal, reducing both dosage and systemic toxicity [3].
For tissue engineering the similarities of hydrogels to natural cell supports make hydrogels
ideal scaffold materials for developing tissue constructs such as replacement organs [2–
5]. In both applications, the gels start with well defined properties tuned to the target
environment, and then degrade at a well defined rate, disappearing when their purpose is
served.
Both drug delivery and tissue engineering are multi-disciplinary fields. The end users
(health care professionals), and developers (chemical engineers, chemists and biologists),
are all dependent on each other for guidance outside of their own particular areas of exper-
tise. An understanding of mechanical properties is not central to any of these disciplines
yet has become important to further development work. The link between drug delivery
and mechanical properties is not well understood. This may limit gel use in stressed loca-
tions, e.g. in and around joints [2]. In tissue engineering correct mechanical properties are
particularly important as mechanical stimulation influences cell and tissue development [3,
4, 6, 7].
No single hydrogel system stands out as superior [2, 3, 5, 8]. Current trends include:
1) covalently crosslinked gels for better mechanical properties and usable life [2, 3, 7];
2) hybrid gels, combining two or more polymers for more degrees of freedom to tailor
properties [2, 9, 10]; and 3) injectable / castable systems to allow less intrusive delivery
/ cell encapsulation / formation of complex flow channels for 3D constructs [2, 8, 10–13].
Based on these trends we have explored the development of a hybrid gel composed of
oxidised-alginate and N-succinyl-chitosan. An additional benefit is that both alginate and
chitosan are inexpensive and readily available in sufficient quantities for widespread use.
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In characterizing this material we seek to streamline efforts, by wherever possible, pre-
dicting properties from theoretical foundations. Much of the hydrogel literature is devoted
to cataloguing gel performance using a phenomenological approach. This was useful for
simple systems, however the phenomenological approach is running into decreasing re-
turns. As system complexity increases (e.g. hybrid systems, attached pharmaceuticals or
signalling molecules) it becomes impractical to adequately characterise all the permuta-
tions without predictive models. Swelling is one area that is often poorly characterised
(See Section 1.4) and where predictive models exist [14–16].
1.2 Project Outline and Scope
As far as the author is aware, the oxidised-alginate and N-succinyl-chitosan system
has yet to be developed. Our interest is to explore the development of a potential hybrid
system that offers precursor solution viscosities within the injectable range of less than 0.2
Pa·s and stiffness values of at least 10 kPa. These target ranges are based on a review
of common hydrogel applications as practical biomaterials. To initiate this development
work, this thesis will build upon the existing swelling and stiffness models and wherever
necessary, either refine them or offer new alternative models to predict property behaviour.
Membrane osmometry was selected to determine unknown model parameters for swelling
prediction. This posed an enormous challenge as the technique fell out of favour in the
early 1990’s. Commercial instruments were unavailable making it necessary to build and
validate an instrument in house. In addition, to analyse osmometry data it was nec-
essary to assemble an updated model paralleling the approach that has been successful
for gel swelling. A core component of this research study was to conduct membrane os-
mometry experiments to characterize, number average molecular weight, polymer/solvent
interactions, and polyelectrolyte apparent ionization due to ion condensation. For stiffness
characterization, uniaxial compression experiments were undertaken. To determine limit-
ing concentrations for injectable formulations, additional rheological characterization was
also necessary.
This thesis consists of eight chapters. Figure 1.1 provides a project overview. Modelling
background, derivations and simulations are provided in Chapter 2. Modified polymer syn-
thesis and characterization are found in Chapter 3. N-succinyl-chitosan solution rheology
is investigated in Chapter 4, while membrane osmometer design and use are covered in
Chapters 5 and 6. This provides the necessary background to answer the primary ques-
tions in Chapter 7. A summary of overall conclusions and recommendations is provided in
Chapter 8. The remainder of the current chapter covers application and material specific
background.
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Figure 1.1: Thesis Overview
1.3 Proposed System Background
Hydrogels are weak elastic solids consisting of a volume spanning network and an
aqueous sol phase. The network phase is generally the minor component (<5 w/w% is
common). Good general reviews of polymeric hydrogels are provided by [17–19]. At this
level of generalization it is possible to introduce three key physical proprieties, namely: 1)
the gel elastic response primarily arises from the network; 2) the processability of precursor
solutions is dominated by the contained polymer; and 3) gel construct dimensions are a
strong function of solvent concentration (swelling). Swelling is controlled by a dynamic
equilibrium between the network elastic response and the solution mixing physics. To
identify related systems and gain insight into expected behaviour, further classification
is required. Three categories are discussed, namely: 1) types of polymer, 2) network
3
crosslinking type, and 3) network architecture.
1.3.1 Polymer Type
Polymer type has a significant influence on the swelling behaviour of gels and the rhe-
ology of polymer solutions. Polymers must be hydrophilic to be soluble in water; however
strong affinity for the solvent drives swelling. Water affinity is derived from polar groups.
The most polar are charged polymers, which as a general class are called polyelectrolytes.
These are further subdivided into simple polyelectrolytes, polyampholytes and zwitteri-
onic polymers. Simple anionic or cationic polyelectrolytes carry only positive or negative
charges, polyampholytes carry both positive and negative charges on the same polymer and
zwitterionic polymers carry both positive and negative charges on the same monomer [20].
Correct classification is necessary when choosing model branches in later chapters. An
important aspect of polyelectrolyte solution physics is the presence of oppositely charged
counterions, which must be present to maintain overall electroneutrality.
Alginate is an anionic polysaccharide extracted from brown algae. It is a co-polymer
of 1-4 linked β-D-mannuronic acid (M) and α-L-guluronic acid (G) residues (Figure 1.2).
Long M and G blocks typically exist as well as alternating sequences [22, 23]. Both repeat
units can be oxidised with sodium periodate. The resulting aldehyde functionality exists
in equilibrium with hemiacetals formed with neighbouring repeat units [21] (Figure 1.2c
and d). Similar to glucose this equilibrium is heavily biased towards the hemiacetal form.
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Figure 1.2: Alginate Structure; a) β-D-mannuronic acid (M), b) α-L-guluronic acid (G),
c) oxidised M form, d) hemiacetal formed with neighbours. Adapted from [21].
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Oxidation is limited to a maximum of 45% because rapidly forming hemiacetals shield
adjacent repeat units against further attack [21]. Note that the oxidation reaction does
not affect the charged moiety.
Chitosan is a cationic polyelectrolyte. It is unique among common polysaccharides in its
amine functionality. Its primary repeat unit is 1-4 linked poly-D-glucosamine (Figure 1.3a).
Chitosan is produced from the chitin in shrimp and crustacean shells by deacetylation, but
almost always contains some residual acetylated repeat units [22] (Figure 1.3b). Chitosan
is soluble in weak acids, but modification is necessary for solubility at physiological pH.
In this work we use the ring opening polymerization reaction between succinic-anhydride
and the chitosan amine to add carboxylic acid functionality (Figure 1.3c). The resultant
N-succinyl-chitosan is a polyampholyte. The minimum succinylation extent for solubility
is approximately 50% [24].
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Figure 1.3: Chitosan repeat units; glucose-amine (a); acetylated (b); succinylated (c).
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Figure 1.4: Crosslinking Reaction Scheme
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1.3.2 Crosslink Type
A crosslink is a junction where three or more network chains join [19, 25, 26]. Crosslinks
can be classified as chemical or physical in origin [17]. Physical crosslinks arise from ionic
interactions, phase separation or conformational entanglements. These are generally sen-
sitive to environmental factors resulting in rapid degradation and poor mechanical per-
formance [2, 3, 7]. For this reason chemical crosslinking via covalent bonding has been
recommended [2]. Oxidised-polysaccharide / chitosan systems, such as the one proposed,
crosslink covalently using the Schiff base reaction (Figure 1.4) [27–33], following one of the
preferred approaches for injectable gels [2, 34].
1.3.3 Network Architecture - Relationships Between Stiffness
Swelling and Pore Size
In simple gels, network architecture is characterised by crosslink density, νe/Vo and the
chain length between crosslinks, Mc [5, 19, 25, 35]. Though some independent control
of these two parameters is possible, they are highly correlated resulting in effectively one
degree of freedom for design [25]. For homogeneous networks, Equation 1.1 provides a
scaling relationship between Mc and pore size, ξ [5, 19, 36]. Using the theory of rubber
elasticity, a similar scaling relationship can be derived for stiffness (E ′, Equation 1.2) [5, 18,
25]. The theory also predicts the stress-strain behaviour for simple gels, which is inherently
less complex than those observed in natural tissues [7, 18, 25]. Swelling is only opposed by
network stiffness, meaning for given polymer chemistry, degree of swelling (Q) will also be
proportional to crosslink density [14, 19, 25]. Predictive theories for stiffness and swelling
are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 2. The key point here is that the inability to
independently vary gel physical properties means it is not possible to have a homogeneous
single component gel with both a custom pore size and the desired stress-strain response.
ξ ∝ Q1/3M1/2c (1.1)
E ′ ∝ Q−1/3M−1c (1.2)
Multicomponent systems give more design degrees of freedom. Several different network
architectures are depicted in Figure 1.5. Simple gels with a single polymer type have
already been discussed. Gels with more than one polymer type are gaining popularity
due to improved design degrees of freedom [37]. In this work we differentiate between
multi-network gels (e.g. [37], Figure 1.5b) and hybrid-network gels (e.g. [9, 31, 33, 38, 39]
1.5c). Multi-network gels contain two or more interpenetrating networks which interact
via physical entanglements, while hybrid-networks incorporate two or more distinct chain
types forming the network analogue of a block co-polymer. The proposed alginate-chitosan
material is of the latter type. Networks with distinct populations of chain lengths exhibit
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increased toughness [25]. It is hypothesised that a similar mechanism may operate for
hybrid networks with different chain stiffness’s. This is discussed in much greater detail
later, particularly Chapter 7 where results are interpreted in terms of a hybrid network
structure.
Although homogeneous hybrid networks provide the potential to control the shape of
the stress-strain curve and to improve toughness, they do not break the pore size / stiffness
correlation. Using pore size theory provided by Chan [14] and stiffness relationships from
Erman et al. [25] it can be shown that homogeneous oxidised-alginate / chitosan hydrogels
with 10 to 30 kPa stiffness will have a pore size of less than 1 µm. This is outside the 2
to 100 µm range recommended for tissue scaffolds. Many techniques to improve porosity
by introducing inhomogeneity have been developed [13]. One of the most promising ap-
proaches for injectable gels is the use of a gelatine based sacrificial porogen [13, 40]. A
greatly desirable alternative is a thermodynamic approach which produces porosity though
phase separation during crosslinking, e.g. [41]. This is preferable due to its simplicity of
implementation once the right conditions have been found. The low solubility of chitosan
and potential for control through N-succinylation suggests such a formulation might exist
[2, 8, 11, 24].
1.3.4 Required Model Parameters to Predict Swelling
Published swelling models (e.g. [14–16, 26]), are covered in detail in Chapter 2. Swelling
is driven by mixing and ionic potentials and opposed by the elastic potential. Equation
1.3 provides a simplified version of the equilibrium condition. Table 1.1 lists the respective
material parameters that dominate each physics. Table 1.2 summarises the best available
b) c)a)
Figure 1.5: Hydrogel Network Architectures: a) Uniform-Network, b) Dual Network or
Co-continuous, c) Hybrid-Network; Dots represent crosslinking points
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Table 1.1: Parameters Required to Predict Swelling
Term Parameter Group
Elastic E ′ ∝M−1c ∝ (νe/Vo)
Mixing
(
1
2
− χ1,2
)
v¯2 ∝ A2
Ionic γf fξ i; i = F (pKα, pKβ, 6h/h
2
0, l, rmin)
estimates known to the author in the open literature. Enough data is available to plan
experiments, but the available information is insufficient to expect quantitative agreement
during modelling. As a result, three physical parameters have to be experimentally mea-
sured to verify the new models being developed in this work. These are the stiffness, E ′,
the osmotic second virial coefficient A2 and the counterion condensation correction γf fξ.
The later two are to be determined using membrane osmometry experiments.
Elastic Potental = Mixing Potenal + Ionic Potental (1.3)
E ′ in the elastic term is the uniaxial zero deformation modulus. In the simplest theory
it is proportional to the molecular weight between crosslinks Mc and crosslink density νe/Vo
[25]. For the proposed system, polymer-polymer crosslinking makes prediction of crosslink
density uncertain. Steric hindrance is expected to stop crosslinking after an unknown
conversion. Parameters for the elastic term must therefore be determined independently
for each gel.
Due their nature, mixing parameters must be for a specific solvent / polymer pair. The
Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ1,2 describes the affinity of the polymer for the sol-
vent. As such it is expected to be the influential parameter when describing mixing physics
[26, 42]. The partial specific volume v¯ is part of a correction for differences in solvent and
monomer molar volumes. It includes information on mixing affinity via excluded volume
affects; however these are second order when compared to the base affect of molecular size
[43].
As can be seen in Table 1.2 literature values were only available for the unmodified
polymers. These should be sufficient for modelling alginate, however those for chitosan are
only suitable as a rough estimate for experiment planning. Because unmodified alginate
is soluble under the required conditions (See Table 1.4), its parameters can be determined
at the correct pH and ionic strength. Also, oxidation is not expected to have a significant
affect on v¯ or χ1,2. The effect of oxidation on monomer molecular weight is very minor and
a precedent exists for assuming χ1,2 is similar for both forms [44].
Chitosan modification has a significant effect on monomer molecular weight and poly-
mer solubility. As such using χ1,2 values for unmodified chitosan is highly suspect and v¯
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estimates are likely to be low. Though both parameters can be determined via a num-
ber of experimental methods [26, 42, 43], membrane osmometry provides the potential to
evaluate their combined contribution to swelling physics via a single experiment [26, 42,
45]. This is accomplished via the osmotic solubility parameter A2 which also appears in
swelling theory.
The ionic potential is dominated by the effective counterion concentration within charged
polymer gels. γf fξ corrects for counterions localised in the vicinity of the polymer chains
due to the large net charge associated with polyelectrolytes. i is the average charge on a
monomer and is proportional to the total number of counterions. Quantitative prediction
of γf fξ is still an open question. Rough published estimates are available for alginate [14];
however in the knowledge of the author estimates for N-succinyl-chitosan are not available
in the open literature. Conductivity measurements and membrane osmometry are two
known approaches to evaluate γf fξ [46].
Quantitative estimation of i is possible. All the required parameters can be found in
Table 1.2. Published alginate pKα values indicate the polymer is almost fully dissociated in
the pH range of interest, making i insensitive to the choice of model used for its prediction.
Similar to alginate, the succinyl pKα is far from the experimental range and therefore low
resolution estimates are acceptable. The chitosan pKβ is close to the target pH range
requiring that the relatively complex Katchalsky model be used [20, 47]. As the most
influential parameters are independent of polymer modification they can be estimated
from published data for unmodified chitosan.
1.3.5 Review of Related Systems
To predict the performance of the proposed system as an injectable gel / castable
tissue scaffold, we look at oxidised-polysaccharide systems crosslinked via a Schiff base re-
action. These are summarised in Table 1.3 and discussed relative to application guidelines
in Section 1.4. This background study turned up two prior reports of network formation
between oxidised-alginate and chitosan [48, 49]; however neither recognised the potential
for injectability and both used extreme processing conditions incompatible with injectable
formulations. The potential for an injectable formulation had been established by other
authors using oxidised-hyaluronic acid [28] and oxidised-carboxymethyl-cellulose [29]; how-
ever to the best of our knowledge, our own study [31] represents the first report of an
injectable / castable oxidised-alginate / chitosan system reported in the open literature.
Since our initial report, the potential of the proposed system for the purposes of cell culture
has been assessed by another group [50].
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Table 1.2: Literature Estimates for Alginate and Chitosan Model Parameters
Symbol Alginate Chitosan Units Description
v¯ 0.45-0.49a [51, 52] 0.57-0.58b [51, 53] cm3/g Monomer Partial Specific Volume
χ1,2 0.233
c [14] -0.01d [54] — Polymer-Water Interaction Parameter
γf fξ ∼0.4a [14] Unknown — Free Solution Charge Activity
pKα ∼3.52e [55] ∼4.65[56, 57] — Negative Monomer Intrinsic Dissociation Constant
pKβ — 6.13±0.04f g — Positive Monomer Intrinsic Dissociation Constant
6h/h20 — 0.57±0.12gh nm−1 Chain Extension Parameteri
l 0.515-0.53j [14] 0.53j nm Monomer Contour Length
rmin — 0.4[58] nm Ion Pair Average Centre Separation
a Unmodified alginate
b Unmodified chitosan
c Unmodified alginate in water at physiological ionic strength
d Unmodified chitosan in 0.3M aqueous acetic acid with and without 0.2M sodium acetate. Enthalpic contribution only,
methodology suspect [59].
e Average of 3.38 (M) and 3.65 (G) for unmodified alginate[55]. See Figure 1.2 for monomer types.
r Average of 9 independent estimates obtained by fitting of Katchalsky ionization model (Section 2.4.6) to [60]. Error bars
represent a 95% confidence interval on the average.
t Estimate consistent with average apparent pKa value of 6.3 obtained by other authors [55, 56].
h Contrary to expectations based on underlying form the estimate is largely independent of molecular weight.
i h is chain contour length. h0 is rms end to end distance. Used in Katchalsky ionization model, Section 2.4.6 [61–63].
j Distance between ether oxygen centres in the fully extended polymer. From a structural model based on simplified
polysaccharide monomer geometry [26].
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Table 1.3: Chitosan / Oxidised-Polysaccharide and Related Gels
Amine Polymer Oxidised Polymer Injec. Cure Stiff. Swell. Bio. Degrad. Ref.
adipic dihydrazidel alginate — — h i Yes — Yes [64–68]
poly(acrylamide-co-
hydrazide)
alginate Yes — i Yes — Yes [68]
hydrazide-hyaluronic-acid methyl-cellulose Yes j g Yes c Yes [69]
carboxy-methyl-
cellulose
Yes j g Yes c Yes [69]
hydroxy-propyl-methyl-
cellulose
Yes j g Yes c Yes [69]
hyaluronic-acid Yes j — — c Yes [70]
dexamethasone-hydrazide-
hyaluronic-acid
hyaluronic-acid Yes j g yes c Yes [71]
chitosan alginate — — — Yes d e Yes [48, 49]
sclerogucan — k — — — — [27]
starch — k g — — — [30]
carboxymethyl-chitosan alginate Yes j — Yes cd f — [32, 72]b
N-succinyl-chitosan alginate Yes j h — d e — [31]a [50]b
RGD-peptide-alginate Yes — — — d e — [50]b
carboxymethyl-cellulose Yes — — Yes d Yes [29]
hyaluronic-acid Yes j h Yes e f Yes [28]
starch Yes j g Yes e Yes [33]b
dexamethasone-N-succinyl-
chitosan
hyaluronic-acid Yes j h Yes e f Yes [39]b
a our initial report; bfirst available after acceptance of our initial report
c biocompatibility in vivo; din vitro cell viability and proliferation; ein vitro cell adhesion; f in vitro cell encapsulation
g shear stiffness; h compressive stiffness; iindentation
j single point formation time; kkinetics data
l non-polymeric crosslinker
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1.4 Application Literature Review
Translation of experimental systems to clinical practice has been identified as an on-
going challenge for injectable systems [8]. Any new material must meet well established
guidelines. In tissue engineering design, as in other fields, failure is initiated by whatever
property is limiting. Table 1.4 summarises recommendations collected from the many ex-
cellent reviews of the field [2–4, 6–8, 10, 11]. These are discussed and the oxidised-alginate
/ N-succinyl-chitosan systems potential is evaluated based on what is known from related
systems. Discussion is divided into four topics namely: 1) injectability; 2) in situ degrada-
tion and biocompatibility; 3) physical properties (stiffness, swelling and porosity) and 4)
commercialisability.
1.4.1 Injectability / Suitability for 3D Construct Casting
The material requirements for injectable systems and certain approaches to 3D con-
struct design are almost identical. Uniform seeding of cells throughout a volume and main-
taining adequate nutrient exchange are major challenges facing 3D construct manufacture
[3]. These can be addressed by encapsulating cells within the scaffold material as it forms
[11, 78] and including flow channels with active media circulation during construct manu-
facture [12, 13]. Cell encapsulation precludes processing steps that could harm cells while
injectable systems must not harm surrounding tissue [2, 11, 78]. The resultant biocompat-
ibility constraints are more or less identical. Requiring flow channels limits the available
manufacturing options. Casting with degradable cores and three dimensional printing are
two methods by which the complex internal geometries associated with flow channels can
be produced. Precursor solutions with good fluidity are required for casting, while rapidly
gelling or weakly gelled precursors that stay where they are placed are required for 3D
printer ‘ink’. This mirrors the fluidity and cure rate requirements of injectable systems.
For ideal biocompatibility, a castable / injectable system must be non-toxic in its pre-
cursors and crosslinking process [2, 4]. The low molecular weight crosslinkers often used to
produce ‘chemical gels’ are highly toxic preventing cell encapsulation and requiring post
processing to neutralise or remove residual active groups [2]. The same chemical species
are much less toxic when present on large molecules. For this reason, in order to produce
adequate stiffness and an appropriate degradation rate without compromising biocompat-
ibility, covalent bonding via polymer-polymer crosslinking has been recommended [2, 3,
7]. The proposed system conforms to this recommendation meaning precursor toxicity is
very unlikely in the brief period required to form crosslinks. Longer term biocompatibil-
ity of oxidised-alginate and N-succinyl-chitosan are discussed further in the next section.
Crosslink toxicity can be largely ruled out as the Schiff base crosslinking reaction is one
of the ones recommended by the review [2] and cells have been successfully encapsulated
using related systems [28, 39, 72].
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Table 1.4: Background Recommendations for Tissue Engineering Applications
Injectable / Castable <0.2 Pa s precursor solution viscosity [2, 73]
(Handling and <1 min gel time for localised delivery [2, 8]
Biocompatibility) All precursors non-toxic [2]
No crosslink toxicity [2]
Crosslinked in an environment suitable for cell viability. [3]
Biocompatibility Non-immunogenic [2–4, 11]
(in situ) Correcta Cell Signalling [3, 4, 41, 50]
No toxic degradation products [2–4, 11]
Maintains an environment suitable for cell viability. [3]
Environment for pH 7.3-7.5 [74]
Cell Viability Ionic strength 125-185 mmol/L [75, 76]
Temperature 36.5-37.5 ◦C [77]
Stiffness 10 to 30 kPa at no load, equilibrium swelling [4, 6, 7, 11]
Stress-strain curve similar to target tissue [7]
Swelling No guidelines given; however volume changes are not desirable
in injectable formulations.
Interconnected >8 nm therapeutic protein diffusion [14, 78, 79]
Porosity >10 nm antibody diffusion [78, 79]
(diameter) >2 µm cell migration [80]
5-100 µm capillary formation [41]
Degradation 4 to 8 weeks to 50% mass loss [81]
∼6 months to complete dissolution [82]
Commercialisability Easy to Sterilise [8]
Raw Material Availability [7]
a Functionalization to control cell adherence, proliferation and differentiation is being recommended
by a number of authors (e.g. [3, 4, 41, 50])
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Forming gels under the environmental conditions listed in Table 1.4 has implications
for physical properties and precursor processability. Evaluation of formulation injectability
is a developing field [73, 83]. In this work an upper viscosity threshold of 0.2 Pa·s is used
based on the guidelines provided by Martens et. al. [73]. Alginate is not expected to be
limiting because it is easily soluble under the required conditions and oxidation is known
to reduce solution viscosity [23, 32, 72, 84]. Chitosan solubility in the indicated pH range
is reported to start at approximate 50% succinylation with weak physical gels (very high
viscosity solutions) reported for insoluble chitosans [24]. As succinylation uses up amines
necessary for crosslinking, an optimum balance is expected to exist between modification
for solubility and amine concentration for crosslinking potential. Published viscosity data
on N-succinyl-chitosan is sparse. The only report known to the author examines the effect
of molecular weight at a single unspecified degree of succinylation [85]. A need for further
study of N-succinyl-chitosan solution viscosity as a function of modification extent was
identified.
The cure of polymer-polymer systems is characterised by a rapid second order reaction
until gelation followed by a transition to zero-order kinetics [86]. Low conversion of reactive
groups is expected due to the leash effect imposed by the polymer chain after incorporation
into the growing network. As both reaction rate and final crosslink density are functions
of initial reactant concentrations, independent control of physical properties and cure rate
are not possible. Cure is one of the more well documented properties in Table 1.3. The
two studies with kinetics data show the expected behaviour [27, 30]. A rate maximum
was observed near pH 7 with study at higher pH limited by the solubility of unmodified
chitosan [27]. Reported gel times between 3.5 s and 5 min are typical in crude single point
gel time tests [28, 32, 39, 69, 71]. This suggests obtaining the required rate is plausible for
the proposed system.
The proposed system is expected to meet the biocompatibility requirements for in-
jectable gels. Handling requirements are more challenging due to low chitosan solubility
and unknown cure kinetics. It is reasonable to expect some formulations will exhibit ac-
ceptable cure rate based on the range observed for related systems. It is recommended
that N-succinyl-chitosan solution viscosity be characterised to ensure only formulations
with the potential to be injectable are studied.
1.4.2 In Situ Biocompatibility and Degradation
Without appropriate biocompatibility, gel materials may not be used for drug delivery
or tissue engineering [4, 7]. For this reason it would be irresponsible to proceed with gel
development without evaluating the expected performance of the proposed system. The
base biocompatibility requirement is no toxicity and no adverse immune response [3]. The
adaptability of the mammalian immune system means that even very inert materials may
eventually be recognised as foreign and attacked. One strategy to prevent this is to limit
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scaffold materials to those that degrade and disappear, resulting in non-toxic by-products
and leaving behind minimal residue [4, 10]. Inherent or added functionalization to control
cell adherence, proliferation and differentiation is also recommended for tissue engineering
applications [3, 4, 7].
Oxidised-alginate / N-succinyl-chitosan hydrogels are expected to primarily degrade via
hydrolysis. Alginate is not degradable by human enzymes and though chitosan with a low
deacetylation extent is degraded by lysozyme [11], this effect is limited in the 80 to 90%
deacetylated material commonly available [87]. Degradation by hydrolysis is a random
depolymerization process resulting in the release of fragments with a predictable molecular
weight distribution [34]. The oxidised monomers are particularly susceptible, resulting in a
relationship between oxidation extent and degradation rate [34, 88]. The relationship is not
straightforward, as oxidation also increases crosslinking potential, and highly crosslinked
formulations typically exhibit slower degradation [28, 64, 65, 67, 68]. Polymer-polymer
crosslinking further complicates the issue as it has been proposed as a method to decouple
degradation and mechanical properties in related systems [65]. Degradation times ranging
from days to months are observed depending on the exact details of the formulation studied
[28, 29, 64, 65, 67, 68]. Incubation in media bearing amines is observed to accelerate
degradation, which was attributed to interaction between media and dangling aldehydes
along the oxidised polymer reducing ability for fragments to re-crosslink to the network
[64].
Though unmodified chitosan and alginate are well known to be non-toxic and non-
immunogenic [3, 4, 7, 10] this does not mean derivatives are [72]. In vitro studies on oxi-
dised polymers produce conflicting toxicity results. Two studies reported a dose-dependent
decrease in cell viability [29, 69], while six others report no or beneficial effect [28, 39, 50,
71, 72, 89]. In the most significant negative report, cells were exposed to polymer solu-
tions [69]. A related study found this approach had a similar effect regardless of polymer
oxidation, suggesting that the methodology may be flawed [71]. Gel studies in live animals
report no toxicity [69, 71, 72], no inflammatory response [72, 88] and good hemocompati-
bility [72]. Three of these were closely related to the proposed system [69, 71, 72] and one
evaluated the effect of oxidised-alginate / N,O-carboxymethyl-chitosan on a wide range of
organs and tissues over a 21 day period [72]. From this we conclude that oxidised-alginate
is sufficiently biocompatible for use in this project. Biocompatibility of N-succinyl-chitosan
was established in two studies which evaluated its biodisposition after direct injection of
solutions into a mouse model and found no ill effect over the 35 day study period [90, 91].
Without modification the only expected cell interaction with the proposed system is an
ability for attachment. This expectation highlights an advantage of the hybrid approach.
Though alginate lacks biological recognition domains [3, 10], cells are observed to attach
readily to high chitosan hybrid gels [28, 33, 39, 50]. A recent study studying cell attach-
ment with and without RGD peptides on the proposed system only observed statistically
significant differences in cell proliferation when both mechanical stimulation and peptide
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modification were used [50]. This interaction with mechanical stimulation highlights the
importance of substrate stiffness which is the topic of the next section.
1.4.3 Stiffness
Hydrogels and tissues are non-linear elastic. As such the deformation range at which
stiffness measurements are quoted is important. When establishing attachment, cells typ-
ically only deform substrate materials by 3 to 4% regardless of substrate stiffness [6];
however larger deformations may result from muscle contractions (>20% [7]) and swelling
may result in very large linear strains (>100%)[14, 68].
The stiffness targets in Table 1.4 are those of muscle tissue (both cardiac and skeletal)
at swelling equilibrium and zero load [6, 7]. This focus is due to the relative shortage of
scaffold materials within the required window compared to other tissues [6, 7]. As was pre-
viously noted, achieving “nonlinear elasticity that is similar to that of heart muscle” has
been identified as the “most important challenge” facing tissue scaffold designers today
[7]. Several benefits result from the correct substrate stiffness. In static culture, cor-
rect substrate stiffness promotes cell attachment and phenotype maintenance [6]. Correct
cell alignment and improved growth are additional benefits imparted by the presence of
mechanical stimuli [81, 92]. For heart repair via hydrogel injection, the best results are
expected when material matching the stiffness of healthy tissues is used [7, 93–95].
Examining the related systems in Table 1.3, stiffness is generally characterised after
swelling (ideally at equilibrium); however equilibrium is more often assumed than verified
and the swelling extent of mechanical specimens is seldom quoted. Stiffness values between
10 and 30 kPa were reported by several authors [28, 33, 39, 68], though in some cases these
were achieved by using unreasonably high polymer concentrations (e.g. 20 w/w% [33]). The
N-succinyl-chitosan and oxidised-hyaluronic acid system stands out with stiffness centred
on 20 kPa at only 2 w/v% polymer [28, 39]. This is very promising for the proposed system
as alginate is very closely related to hyaluronic acid.
1.4.4 Porosity and Swelling
Porosity and swelling are both poorly characterised for injectable systems due to the
tendency to freeze dry samples prior to testing. This allows the ‘dry polymer mass’ to be
used as a baseline for swelling (e.g. [28, 29, 32, 33, 39]) and SEM analysis to be used for mi-
crostructure characterization (e.g. [28, 29, 32, 33, 39, 70]); however freeze drying is known
to modify network structure by phase separation during ice formation [96]. In addition,
polymer-polymer crosslinking is expected to be halted by steric hindrance. When network
volume is drastically reduced further crosslinking can be reasonably expected during the
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initial stages of swelling experiments. Though the freeze dried pore size and swelling mea-
surements share a baseline, neither is directly applicable to an injectable system as the
network architecture is expected to be heavily modified by the process.
Pore size requirements are well summarised in Table 1.4. As pore size characterization is
beyond the scope of this work, discussion here will be brief. Reviewing related systems, pore
size is only characterised by SEM. An ASTM standard listing more appropriate options is
available [96]. It is significant to the suitability of the proposed system that correct pore size
and stiffness are not expected unless low chitosan solubility introduces inhomogeneity. For
this reason pore size measurements are recommended as a follow-up for any compositions
where inhomogeneity is observed.
Swelling requirements are situation and system dependent. Swelling is generally not
desirable in an injectable system as it has the potential to put pressure on surrounding
tissue. In cast constructs, diffusion distances and therefore cell viability might change
significantly due to swelling strains. Linear strains of 14 to 40% were reported for the only
system in Table 1.3 that used ‘as-cast’ gels as a baseline for swelling (Q = 1.5 to 3.0 [69,
71]). The physics of this behaviour mean that eliminating swelling is not practical. Even
if a base system with minimal swelling were developed, changes to system formulation
encouraged to promote biocompatibility (e.g. RGD peptide modification) are also likely
to modify swelling behaviour. For this reason swelling prediction is made a priority in this
work. If swelling can be predicted its effects on dimensions, pore size and stiffness can be
accounted for during construct design.
1.4.5 Commercial Potential
Several authors recommended that systems under development be readily adoptable or
commercializable [4, 7, 8, 10]. Key factors determining adoptability include sterilizability
[8, 10], availability [3, 7, 8, 10, 11] and cost [8, 10]. Based on these factors the proposed
system is expected to be highly commercializable. Sterilization is not a challenge. The
generally adopted approach for related systems is to irradiate dry polymer prior to solution
preparation [28, 39, 50, 69, 72]. Irradiation or autoclaving in solution was also reported
[29, 33]. Both alginate and chitosan are readily available. This is indicated in several
reviews of the field [3, 7, 8, 10, 11] and also by how frequently they are used (see Table
Table 1.5: Research Grade Polymer Cost in 2011 (per gram)
PEG PVA Gelatin Alginate Chitosan Hyaluronic Fibrin Collagen Peptide
Acid Based
$0.07 $0.12 $0.13 $0.24 $0.81 $39 $71 $1000 $2000
[97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105]
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Collagen16.8y
Chitosan10.4y
Fibrin9.9yPEG7.4yAlginate6.5yPeptide	Based6.4yGelatin6.2ypHEMA4.1yDextran1.6y
Elastin2.2y
Polyacrylamide1.6y
Hyaluronic	Acid1.5y
PVA1.2y
Agar1.0y MAA1.0y PAA0.6y
Other	Gels21.6y
Figure 1.6: Hydrogel Frequency: Journal of Biomaterials (2009) Vol. 30, Issues 1-24
1.6). The cost of both polymers is also very competitive (See Table 1.5). It is worth noting
that the cost differential is expected to narrow going from research grade to medical grade
material; however this is not expected to significantly affect the analysis.
1.5 Concluding Remarks
The proposed oxidised-alginate / N-succinyl-chitosan system is expected to meet the
stringent biocompatibility constraints imposed on injectable systems. Based on related sys-
tems, acceptable stiffness is also expected. Due to its hybrid nature, strength and toughness
are not necessarily directly linked to stiffness and control of stress-strain curve shape may
be possible. To insure formulations are representative of injectable systems, characteriza-
tion of chitosan solution rheology as a function of modification is recommended. Though
outside the scope of the current work, potential to use chitosan solubility to de-link stiffness
and porosity was also identified. As N-succinyl-chitosan solubility and crosslinkability are
inversely proportional a key challenge is that design degrees of freedom may be insufficient
for simultaneous control of all variables (i.e. stiffness, fluidity and pore size). This would
require moving to even more complex formulations, potentially by blending with related
systems. As system complexity increases the need to move to a design approach for tis-
sue construct development becomes more urgent. In light of this, swelling prediction was
identified as an area where models are beginning to bear fruit. Stiffness measurements
and membrane osmometry experiments are recommended to support the modelling work
necessary to develop this proposed gel system.
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Chapter 2
Models for Polyampholite Solutions
and Gels
2.1 Overview
The goal of this work is to find three types of mathematical models to describe the
new gel behaviour. These are a model to describe hybrid gel stiffness, a model to predict
polyampholyte gel equilibrium swelling, and a model to analyse polyampholyte solution
membrane osmometry. To keep the scope of discussion manageable, greater emphasis is
placed on the background required to support the proposed approach in later chapters. In
line with tissue engineering approaches, the properties of phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
are used when solvent data is required to decide between model branches.
The modelling work was inspired by a desire to narrow down the experimental field by
estimating in advance which gel formulations were likely to be successful. Based on the
quantitative agreement for gel swelling obtained by Chan [14], six key factors were iden-
tified, namely 1) elastic potential, 2) solution mixing, 3) ionic interactions, 4) electrolyte
solution nonideality, 5) counterion condensation and 6) weak electrolyte ionization.
Parameters for 1) are determined by compression testing in Chapter 7. Models for
this purpose are well known, although there is some inconsistency regarding their usage.
Improved models for hybrid gels are recommended, a topic that is discussed further in
Chapter 7.
Parameters for 2) and 5) are found by membrane osmometry in Chapter 6. The mod-
els used for these are the least well developed/documented and therefore the osmometry
experiment also represents a test of the theories. To assist in this work a Monte Carlo
simulation is presented which is used to estimate error tolerance and compare statistical
designs prior to conducting physical experiments. Despite or perhaps because of the fact
that osmometry is a very old technique, the author was unable to find a suitably compre-
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hensive model for analysing polyelectrolyte osmometry experiments. A suitable model was
therefore assembled and is presented towards the end of this chapter.
Parameters for 4) and 6) are available in the literature. The models are well developed
and suitable for the system under study. Simulations using these are presented to support
experimental work in Chapters 4, 6, and 7.
2.2 Gel Swelling and Membrane Osmometry
2.2.1 System Description and Balance Equations
As can be seen in Figure 2.1, membrane osmometry and gel swelling are closely related
topics. During gel swelling, polymer is prevented from mixing with the reference solution
by network connectivity. In osmometry a semipermeable membrane separates the polymer
containing sample from the reference solution. In both cases the solvent and ions can freely
cross the boundary between the two phases but polymers cannot. In the system definition,
the polymer side is often refereed to as the “internal” or “sample” phase , e.g.[26], and the
other side is the “external”, “reference” or “surrounding” phase. In both cases the driving
forces are solution mixing and ionic interactions. Countering potentials come from elastic
energy during swelling and membrane pressure in osmometry.
The thermodynamic model used in both cases treats the sample and reference phases
as two independent thermodynamic systems with a shared boundary defined by the gel
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Figure 2.1: Swelling and Osmometry System Schematic: a) Gel Swelling b) Membrane
Osmometry. Note three analogous pairs: 1) Reference Solution / Reference
Compartment; 2) Gel Boundary / Membrane and 3) Internal Compartment / Sample
Compartment
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surface or semipermeable membrane. At equilibrium, the free energy of a thermodynamic
system is constant, and any component that can cross the system boundary must have
equal chemical potential on both sides [42, pp. 506-510].
Swelling model derivations often start with an equilibrium chemical potential balance
on the solvent [16, 26, 106, 107]. Equation 2.1 is as presented by Flory [26, p. 591] for
polyelectrolytes and is sufficiently general as to apply to polyampholyte systems as well.
Here ∆µa,b is the change in chemical potential across the system boundary and ∆µ
c
a,b
the change in ‘phase c’ relative to the standard reference state. Subscript a defines the
component of the mixture (solvent = 1) and b provides the cause of the change.
∆µgel1,ionic −∆µsuroundings1,ionic = ∆µ1,mixing + ∆µ1,elastic [26, p. 591] (2.1)
To the best knowledge of the author, the membrane osmometry equivalent to Equation
2.1 does not appear in the open literature. The starting point for osmometry derivations
is typically van’t Hoff’s equation, (e. g. [26, pp. 269-272], [42, pp. 568-575], see Section
2.4.1). This makes sense when the focus is on molecular weight; however other effects must
be interpreted by models introduced partway though the linearization process. This leads
to implicit approximations which may not always be justified. To better demonstrate the
similarity between gel swelling and membrane osmometry and provide a clearer under-
standing of the interaction between the different physics, Equation 2.2 is proposed as the
starting point in this work.
∆µsample1,ionic −∆µreference1,ionic = ∆µ1,mixing + ∆µ1,osmotic pressure (2.2)
Equation 2.2 is determined by analogy to Equation 2.1 and is consistent with Flory’s
swelling model derivation [26, p. 591], Himenz derivation of the van’t Hoff equation [42,
p. 545] and Oosawa’s [108] discussion of additivity rules. It assumes various effects on
solvent chemical potential are additive which has been observed experimentally since the
1960’s [109].
Table 2.1: Models for Gel Swelling and Membrane Osmometry
Term Model Section References
∆µ1,elastic theory of rubber elasticity 2.3 [15, 16, 19, 25, 26, 36, 110, 111]
∆µ1,osmotic pressure van’t Hoff equation 2.4.1 [26, 42]
∆µ1,mixing Flory-Huggins theory 2.4.2 [14, 16, 26, 42, 106]
∆µsample1,ionic −∆µreference1,ionic Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium 2.4.7 [14, 16, 26, 42]
Terms for Equations 2.1 and 2.2.
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2.2.2 Model Usage
For each term included in Equations 2.1 and 2.2 a model exists. A summary of the
models and where they are discussed is found in Table 2.1. Both equations neglect the
(usually small) electrostatic contribution from ions along the polymer backbone [106, 107].
This is discussed further in Section 2.4.3. For polyelectrolytes the Donnan term tends to
dominate [20], see Chapter 6. In order to evaluate this term accurately three additional
topics must be considered, namely: 1) solution nonideality (Section 2.4.4), counterion
condensation (Section 2.4.5) and weak electrolyte ionization (Section 2.4.6).
Due to its relative importance to polyelectrolytes, how the Donnan term is evaluated
is one of the key factors differentiating comparisons between theory and experiment. Two
groups have obtained quantitative agreement, one by considering all three factors for equi-
librium swelling [14] and the second by direct potentiometric evaluation of the Donnan
term for a gel membrane [57, 112]. Qualitative agreement was obtained by considering so-
lution nonideality but neglecting counterion condensation and weak electrolyte interaction
effects during ionization [107, 113]. Neglecting condensation might be reasonable given
the focus on charge balanced polyampholytes but according to Kudaibergenov [47] weak
electrolyte interaction effects are significant. Other authors who discuss the full polyelec-
trolyte swelling model do not provide strong tests of theory. They either fit the model to
their data [16, 114] or do not compare theory to experiment [15, 16, 26, 42, 106, 115].
The literature for polyelectrolyte osmometry is even more sparse. Based on the pa-
rameters in Table 1.2 and the Section 2.6.3 simulation, at physiologically significant ionic
strength and pH, both salt and mixing effects were thought to be of similar importance for
N-succinyl-chitosan. For a variety of reasons few authors consider both. Model derivations
starting with the van’t Hoff equation break the derivation into two cases: 1) a low salt
regime where osmotic pressure is independent of mixing effects, and 2) a high salt regime
where it is independent of ionic effects [26, 42]. This was in good agreement with early
work (1960-1970) [109, 116–119]; however during this time ion activity models (solution
nonideality effect [120]) were not sufficiently advanced to quantitatively investigate even
the intermediate regime. The focus was therefore on the low salt regime, where mixing
effects could be neglected. Though mixing effects are considered in a discussion of scaling
relationships from the early 1980’s [121], works published since 1991 when activity mod-
els appear to have matured [122] still focus on the low salt regime and therefore neglect
a significant section of the physics [123, 124]. To the best knowledge of the author, a
formal evaluation of the full osmometry model for electrolytes, including all the effects
necessary for quantitative agreement with equilibrium gel swelling, does not appear in the
open literature.
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2.3 Gel Stiffness - Theory of Rubber Elasticity
The most successful model for hydrogel stiffness is the theory of rubber elasticity [15,
16, 19, 25, 26, 36, 110, 111]. According to the theory, the stiffness in network polymers
has an entropic origin, similar to pressure in gasses. Any deformation of the gel perturbs
network chains from their preferred configuration and a force must be exerted to maintain
the perturbation. In accordance to this theory, gel stiffness is only dependent on chain
conformational statistics and network architecture [25, 26]. Provided it can be modelled as
a flexible random coil, the nature of the polymer backbone only effects stiffness indirectly
via the number of monomers in a statistical segment.
The theory has been well reviewed by Erman and Mark [25]. To support its use in this
work four topics must be covered, namely 1) the zero deformation reference state; 2) the
assumed chain conformation statistical distribution; 3) the assumed constraint imposed by
the network on connection points; and 4) deformation mode specific derivations (volumetric
swelling and uniaxial compression).
In his 1953 textbook Flory notes that “the volume of the relaxed network” is the
accurate reference state for volumetric changes [26, p. 578]. This is often referred to
as the ‘unswollen’ state due to the original focus on natural rubber crosslinked in the
absence of solvents. Some authors have therefore erroneously used the solvent free state
as the reference state for hydrogels. Gel networks are typically formed in the presence of
solvent out of polymer chains that are in their relaxed state. Assuming that crosslinking
has a negligible effect on chain conformations, the correct reference state is the solvent
concentration present at the time of formation [15, 16, 19, 25, 26].
Assuming Gaussian statistics allows network chain length to be eliminated from the
model [26]. The resultant Helmholtz free energy function for deformation of an individual
network chain (Equation 2.3) is only dependent on the unperturbed (〈r2〉0) and instanta-
neous (r) chain end to end distances [110]. Here kB is the Boltzman constant and T is the
absolute temperature.
∆FChain =
3
2
kB T
r2
〈r2〉0 (2.3)
The Gaussian assumption holds for most polymers provided deformations are not large
enough to fully extend network chains. Non-Gaussian versions of the theory are avail-
able [14, 16, 19, 25, 26]; but we can assume that the Gaussian approximation suffices for
this work. Chan compared Gaussian and non-Gaussian approaches to modelling the volu-
metric swelling of covalently crosslinked alginate [14]. Her simulation results indicate the
difference in elastic potential is significant for short chain lengths; however the effect on
the equilibrium swelling ratio is small due to the rapid change in swelling potential near
the equilibrium point. As will be demonstrated in Chapter 7, simple Gaussian models
provide a good fit to uniaxial compression data for practically significant deformations of
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N-succinyl-chitosan / oxidised-alginate hybrid gels. As such, only Gaussian models will be
covered in detail here.
Two classical versions of the theory that are often used for hydrogels are the ‘affine’ and
‘phantom’ approaches. Equation 2.4 gives the Helmholtz free energy arising from elastic
deformation of a network according to the respective theories [25, 110]. Here νe is the
number of crosslinks, φn is the network functionality (number of chains originating at a
crosslink), λ2i are the principal stretch ratios, V is the instantaneous network volume and
Vo is the reference state volume.
∆FElastic =

1
2
νe kB T
(
λ2x + λ
2
y + λ
2
z − 3− 4φn ln
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2
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2
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(2.4)
The ‘affine’ and ‘phantom’ approaches have been demonstrated to represent limiting
cases for the freedom of network junctions to move relative to the overall network [25].
The ‘affine’ theory assumes entanglements between chains provide sufficient constraint that
network junctions move linearly with macroscopic deformation. ‘Phantom’ theory assumes
that neighbouring chains do not interact; making junctions only subject to the ‘leash’ effect
of the chains they connect. In practice, under tensile loading only very rigid thermosets
exhibit the idealised ‘affine’ behaviour and most rubbers fall somewhere between the two
limits. Hydrogel chains are well separated by solvent resulting in almost pure ‘phantom’
behaviour [25, 26]. From this it would appear the ‘phantom’ model is the correct form,
although a key difference between the elastic free energy functions for the two models is
suppressed in volume conserving deformation modes.
The volume term V
Vo
drops out of Equation 2.4 if incompressibility can be assumed. For
hydrogels, an assumption of incompressibility equates to an assumption that local solvent
concentration remains constant throughout the deformation [111]. Agreement between
the ‘phantom’ theory and experimental results can be explained if solvent rearrangement
within local pore spaces is rapid, but solvent movement from or into any portion of the
gel is slow compared to the time scale of the experiment [111]. Therefore incompressibility
can be assumed for tensile or compressive tests, but creep, stress-relaxation and swelling
phenomena are all driven by solvent redistribution making this assumption more uncertain.
This has led to the extensive use of the ‘affine’ model for swelling in hydrogels [15, 16, 19,
111].
To convert free energy into quantities measurable in specific deformation modes the
following algorithm is followed: 1) geometry based simplifications are applied; 2) the ex-
pression is formulated in terms of the desired deformation measure; and 3) the result is
differentiated to get the work associated with deformation.
Unconstrained uniaxial deformation with an assumption of incompressibility allows the
Equation 2.5 geometric simplification to be used [110]. Force as function of instantaneous
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length l is used as a stepping stone to stress as a function of some strain measure. The
definition of the stretch ratio, Equation 2.6 contains l; where lo is undeformed length and ε
is the more familiar logarithmic strain. Substituting Equations 2.5 and Equation 2.4 into
Equation 2.7 and using Equation 2.6 to take the derivative with respect to l gives Equation
2.8 [25, 110].
λx = −λ1/2y = −λ1/2z = λe and V = Vo (2.5)
λ =
l
lo
= exp(ε) (2.6)
σ =
1
Area
δ∆FElastic
δλe
δλe
δl
(2.7)
σ =
{
kB T
νe
Vo
(λe − λ−2e ) afine(
1− 2
φn
)
kB T
νe
Vo
(λe − λ−2e ) phantom
(2.8)
The equivalent simplification for unconstrained volumetric swelling is Equation 2.9
[110]. Here solvent chemical potential is required at equilibrium swelling as a function
of instantaneous concentration. This can be accomplished via Equation 2.10, where the
volume of the swollen network is expressed in terms of the number of additional solvent
molecules n1. Here ‘V¯1’ is the partial molar volume of the solvent and NA is the Avogadro
constant.
λx = λy = λz = λs and
V
Vo
= λ3s (2.9)
λ3s =
V
Vo
=
Vo + V¯1N
−1
A n1
Vo
= Q (2.10)
∆µ1,elastic =
δ∆FElastic
δQ
δQ
δn1
(2.11)
∆µ1,elastic =
kB T N
−1
A
νe
Vo
(
Q−1/3 − 4
φn
Q−1
)
afine(
1− 2
φn
)
kB T N
−1
A
νe
Vo
Q−1/3 phantom
(2.12)
From a scaling analysis point of view the two theories are identical for uniaxial case.
All differences are in the front factor which is a constant for any given network. Differ-
ences in scaling analyses appear in swelling where a second term appears for the predictor
variable. All theoretical models discussed are for a single chain type in network. Theories
incorporating more than one chain type exist [25] however they are less well developed and
in knowledge of the author are not formulated for hybrid systems of the type covered here.
A model derivation for the hybrid systems covered in this work is found in Chapter 7.
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2.4 Polymer Solution Models
Polyelectrolyte solution properties are important for predicting gel swelling and analysing
osmometry results. Four different models provide terms for the Section 2.2 energy balance,
namely: 1) osmotic pressure via the van’t Hoff equation, 2) solution mixing via Flory-
Huggins theory, 3) polyampholyte Coulomb potential via a model proposed by English
[107] and 4) ionic partition potentials via Donnan equilibrium. As is seen in Chapter 6 the
Donnan term dominates. To accurately model it, three additional topics must be consid-
ered, namely: 1) solution nonideality, 2) counterion condensation and 3) weak electrolyte
ionization. Diverse concentration units are used by the different models, necessitating a
discussion of unit conversions if they are to be assembled into unified whole.
2.4.1 Osmotic Pressure - van’t Hoff equation
Equation 2.13 is the usual form for osmometry where ai is solvent activity, Π is osmotic
pressure V¯ is partial molar volume, R is the molar gas constant and T is the absolute
temperature.
− ln(a1) = V¯1 Π
RT
[42, p. 545] (2.13)
This equation assumes solvent incompressibility but is otherwise exact. Derivations for
van’t Hoff’s equation as it applies to osmotic equilibrium appear in Flory [26, pp. 269-272]
and Hiemenz [42, pp. 545-548,568-575]. The basic equation can be transformed without
loss of generality for substitution into the Section 2.2 energy balance or linearised through
a series of approximations for direct analysis of membrane osmometry data.
Linearization for Charged Polymers
Though a rough linearization is derived by Himenz [42] to demonstrate key points of
polyelectrolyte physics, the complexity of polyelectrolyte solutions means the potential
balance (Equation 2.2) is a better starting point. Himenz notes at least three regimes exist
namely: 1) salt free, 2) low salt and 3) high salt. Results are interpreted in terms of Donnan
equilibrium or Florry-Huggins theory depending on regime [42, 46, 118, 119, 121, 124, 125].
Using the thermodynamic definition of activity (Equation 2.30, see Section 2.4.4), Equation
2.13 can be alternatively stated as Equation 2.14. This reduces the pressure contribution
equation to its term in the energy balance without loss of generality.
∆µ1,osmotic pressure = −V¯1 Π [42, p. 545] (2.14)
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Linearization for Neutral Polymers
As similar approximations are used in the Section 2.5 model linearization, it is worth
following the standard derivation in detail.
For osmometry experiments on neutral polymers Himenz [42] uses the following ap-
proach: 1) a two component system is defined with solvent and polymer having subscripts
1 and 2 respectively; 2) assuming a dilute solution allows solvent activity to be approx-
imated by mole fraction, x1; 3) the definition of mole fraction can be used to introduce
polymer concentration; and 4) the logarithm is approximated through a series expansion.
V¯1 Π
RT
≈ −ln(x1) = −ln(1− x2) = x2 + 1
2
B′x22 +
1
3
C ′x32 + · · · (2.15)
Himenz [42] then introduces number average molecular weight Mn, and converts be-
tween polymer mole fraction and polymer mass per volume concentration ρ∗2 through Equa-
tion 2.16. A series of approximations are required, made possible by repeated application
of the dilute solution assumption: 1) polymer mass per volume concentration is defined;
2) the polymer volume contribution n2 V¯2 is assumed insignificant; 3) the number of poly-
mer molecules n2 is assumed insignificant as a fraction of the total; and 4) polymer mole
fraction is substituted for its definition.
ρ∗2 =
n2Mn
n1 V¯1 + n2 V¯2
≈ n2
n1
Mn
V¯1
≈ n2
n1 + n2
Mn
V¯1
= x2
Mn
V¯1
(2.16)
Substituting Equation 2.16 into 2.15, rearranging and truncating after the second term,
results in Equation 2.17.
Π
RT ρ∗2
≈ 1
Mn
+
B′ V¯1
2M2n
ρ∗2 =
1
Mn
+ A2 ρ
∗
2 [42, p. 551] (2.17)
Equation 2.17 forms the basis for the ASTM standard approach to osmometry data
analysis [45]. The linear form allows the unknown parameters Mn and A2 to be obtained by
regression based on a series of experiments conducted at different polymer concentrations.
The approximation becomes exact in the limit as polymer concentration approaches zero
[42, pp. 551-553]. The left hand side is known as the reduced osmotic pressure. A2 is
the osmotic second virial coefficient which describes the solution nonideality involved in
polymer solvent mixing. As such A2 is often interpreted using Flory-Huggins theory [42,
pp. 559-560].
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2.4.2 Polymer Solution Mixing - Flory-Huggins Theory
Flory-Huggins theory accounts for the portion of mixing free energy arising from mixing
entropy and short range specific interactions between system components [26, 43]. It
neglects the effects of long range Coulomb interactions which are considered elsewhere (see
sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.7). The derivation uses a lattice model of the polymer solution. An
implicit assumption in the derivation is that polymer segments are distributed randomly
and homogeneously throughout the solution. This is reasonable in gels but is a source
of inaccuracy when data is extrapolated to infinite dilution for osmometry [26, p. 511].
Monte Carlo simulations indicate the theory is less accurate at low volume fractions but
still provides useful predictions [126].
A general theory for systems with an arbitrary number of components is found in [26,
p. 549]. Using this theory the mixing contribution to the component 1, chemical potential
may be estimated for two and three component systems by use of equations 2.18 [26,
p. 511][127] and 2.19 [26, p. 549][127].
∆µ1,mixing = RT
[
ln(Φ1) +
(
1− 1
x12
)
Φ2 + χ12 Φ
2
2
]
(2.18)
∆µ1,mixing = RT
[
ln(Φ1) + (χ12 Φ2 + χ12 Φ3)(Φ2 + Φ3)
− Φ2
x12
− Φ3
x13
− χ23 Φ2 Φ3
x23
] (2.19)
Subscript 1 typically refers to the solvent and subscripts 2, 3 to solutes. Φi is volume
fraction, χab is the Flory-Huggins binary interaction parameter and xab is a size parameter
measuring the volume of component b in terms of molecules of component a [26, 127]. As
such it is given by Equation 2.20 where the polymer volume has been partitioned into the
monomer partial molar volume V¯b,r and the chain number average degree of polymerization
Xn,b. Equation 2.21 provides the relationship between dXn,b and number average molecular
weight, where Mr is the molecular weight of a monomer [42].
x1b =
V¯1
V¯b,r
Xn,b (2.20)
Mn = MrXn (2.21)
For gel swelling x1b’s are proportional to the nearly infinite polymer network degree of
polymerization eliminating all related terms from the equations. In this work the theoret-
ical debate over the polymer-polymer interaction term, χ23
Φ2 Φ3
x23
[128], can be avoided by
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noting that osmometry experiments (Chapter 6) are only conducted using a single poly-
mer. In swelling experiments where two polymers are used (Chapter 7) it is argued that
the very small polymer volume fractions combined with the spacial constraint imposed by
the gel network makes this term of negligible practical significance.
To interpret A2 from Equation 2.17 the theory is linearised [42]. The derivation is
intended for use with neutral polymers in pure solvent and as such starts with Equation
2.18. The definition of volume fraction is used (Equation 2.22), allowing a series expansion
(Equation 2.23). After truncation, this results in Equation 2.24.
Φ1 = 1−
n∑
i=2
Φi (2.22)
ln(1− x) = −
∞∑
n=1
1
n
xn (2.23)
∆µ1,mixing =
Φ2
x12
+
(
1
2
− χ12
)
Φ22 (2.24)
Equation 2.25 can be used to convert concentration units without approximation and
Equation 2.21 is used to introduce Mn. This results in the right hand side of Equation
2.17, showing that according to Flory-Huggins theory A2 is related to χ12 via Equation
2.26 [42].
Φ2 = V¯2M
−1
n ρ
∗
2 (2.25)
A2 = (
1
2
− χ12) V¯
2
2
V¯1M2n
(2.26)
Linearization of the theory only introduces series truncation error when used with
neutral polymers in pure solvent; however if salts are present the definition of solvent
volume fraction should include salts and the use of two component theory is incorrect.
The appropriateness of its use with polyelectrolytes in salt solutions is discussed further in
Section 2.5.1.
2.4.3 Intra-chain Coulomb Potential
The intra-chain Coulomb potential results in charge attraction (polyampholyte only)
and repulsion within individual polymer chains. Osmometry is only indirectly affected
via the shape of polymer in solution [46]. This can influence solution mixing via modi-
fied contact between the polymer and solvent [26] and Donnan equilibrium via modified
counterion condensation [108]. During the swelling of polyelectrolyte gels, the apparent
stiffness of the polymer network may be reduced by charge repulsion making extended
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chain conformations and non-Gaussian elasticity more likely. In most cases the magni-
tude of the intra-chain Coulomb effect is expected to be small [106], particularly when the
screening effect of physiological ionic strength is considered [46]. Highly charge-imbalanced
polyampholyte gels are expected to behave similarly to polyelectrolyte gels. However for
polyampholyte systems near the isoelectric point charge attractions can partially oppose
swelling and therefore cannot be wholly neglected [107].
Equations 2.27 to 2.29 provide the free energy model for the Coulomb effect on polyam-
pholyte gel swelling proposed by English [107]. Here r is the approximate nearest neighbour
distance, Ne is the effective number of fixed charges giving rise to attractive interactions, z
is the maximum number of oppositely charged nearest neighbours, V is the gel volume and
N+, N− are the respective numbers of the indicated charges carried by the gel network.
∆Fcoulomb = −z
2
Ne λB
exp(−κ r)
r
(2.27)
r ≈ 2
(
3V
4pi(N+ +N−)
)1/3
(2.28)
Ne = N+ +N− − 2|N+ −N−| (2.29)
The model is very rough, however it might serve to provide an order of magnitude
estimate for the polyampholyte effect. It can be converted to solvent chemical potential
following the same procedure as for the elastic free energy (see Equations 2.10 and 2.11).
In this model λB and κ are electrostatic length scale parameters introduced in Section
2.4.4.
2.4.4 Solution Nonideality - Debye-Hu¨ckel and Pitzer
In ideal solutions chemical interactions and reactions are proportional to concentra-
tion. Due to long range ionic interactions, charged species in solution only act in this ideal
manner at very low concentrations. This is particularly significant in Section 2.6.1 when
evaluating phosphate buffer equilibrium. To address this, corrected concentrations or ac-
tivities ai are defined thermodynamically (Equation 2.30) such that the chemical potential
change with activity in a nonideal solution is the same as its change with concentration in
an ideal solution [42, 129]. Activities are treated as dimensionless but their value is influ-
enced by the reference state by which they are defined. The reference state for molality mi
is 1 mol/kg while for molarity ci it is 1 mol/L. Models for activity are typically expressed
in terms of activity coefficients γi which are defined as in Equation 2.31 [122, 130].
∆µi(m) = RT ln ai(m) OR ∆µi(c) = RT ln ai(c) (2.30)
ai(m) =
γimi
mref
OR ai(c) =
γi ci
cref
(2.31)
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Debye-Hu¨ckel Theory
To calculate activity coefficients the Debye-Hu¨ckel ionic cloud model (Equation 2.32)
provides a starting point. As a model it is only useful at ionic strengths below 0.01 [129,
p. 273] but it is the origin of many parameters necessary for more complex theories.
lnγi = −12 z2i λB κ = − ln(10)Az2i I1/2(c) (2.32)
In Equation 2.32 λB is the the Bjerrum length given by Equation 2.33. λB is the
separation distance at which the interaction energy between unscreened ions equals the
average thermal energy [131]. This should not be confused with the inverse Debye length
κ (Equation 2.34), which is a measure of the screening distance over which ions can ’see’
one another in solution. The Debye-Hu¨ckel parameter (A, Equation 2.32), encompasses
the portion of (λB × κ) which is a constant for a given solvent at a given temperature.
It is used in a number of more complex theories [122, 129]. Where A and λB are solvent
properties, κ is also function of overall charge density in solution. This is modelled using
ionic strength I (Equation 2.35). I is very widely used and its significance was recognised
before Debye [122].
λB =
2
4pi εr ε0 kB T
(2.33)
κ =
(
8 pi λB NA I(c)
)1/2
(2.34)
I(m) =
1
2
∑
i
mi z
2
i OR I(c) =
1
2
∑
i
ci z
2
i (2.35)
In Equations 2.32 to 2.35 zi is the charge on species i, ci or mi is the concentration of
the ith ionic species in solution, NA is the Avogadro constant,  is the elementary electrical
charge, ε0 is the permittivity of free space, εr is the solvent relative permittivity, kB is the
Boltzman constant and T is absolute temperature.
Choice of Pitzer Model
Several relatively simple modifications to Equation 2.32 exist that extend the range of
validity to I ≈ 0.1 [76, 122, 129]; however for blood and sea water (I = 0.16, I = 0.7)
more complex models are necessary [76, 122, 132]. Deciding which models to use has been
a topic of debate, with ion association models favored based on physical significance and
simplicity for pure systems [129] and ion interaction models (such as Pitzer’s) favoured for
computational simplicity in mixtures [132]. Models of both types show good agreement
with experiment at very high ionic strength (NaCl, c = 5 mol/L ion association [129] or
m = 6 mol/kg Pitzer ion interaction [122]).
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Reviewing model usage in the open literature: English et al. [113] use the McMillan and
Mayer approach [133] (an ion interaction predecessor to Pitzer) to model polyampholyte
gel swelling; Chan [14] uses single-component Pitzer-Mayorga theory [120] to model cova-
lent alginate gel swelling in PBS; and Covington et al. [76] use the mixed-system Pitzer
equations [122] to propose a high ionic strength unified pH definition for phosphate buffers.
Between Pitzer [122] and Covington [76] a full set of model parameters is available for
phosphate buffered saline at 25 ◦C (Tables 2.2 and 2.3). Further work by Partanen et al.
[134, 135] determined that the Pitzer parameters for potassium phosphate exhibit very
weak temperature dependence allowing accurate calculation of activities in their range of
study (25 to 35 ◦C) using the 25 ◦C parameters.
Given usage, applicability to problem at hand and availability of model parameters,
in this work the mixed-system Pitzer model is used (Equations 2.36 to 2.41). The three
virial coefficients from the single-component Pitzer-Mayorga theory and first order mixing
effects are considered. Following Covington [76], Equations 2.36 and 2.37 neglect Pitzer’s
additional mixing parameter Eθ′ij(I). Also neglected are OH
− / phosphate like charge
interactions, three component interactions and neutral species interactions all of which are
Table 2.2: Pitzer Interaction Parameters for Oppositely Charged Pairs
M X β0 β1 Cφ
Na+ Cl− 0.0765 0.2664 0.001 27
Na+ H2PO
−
4 −0.0533 0.0396 0.007 95
Na+ HPO2−4 −0.058 28 1.466 0.0147
K+ Cl− 0.048 35 0.2122 −0.000 84
K+ H2PO
−
4 −0.0678 −0.1042 0
K+ HPO2−4 0.024 75 1.274 0.008 19
Parameters from [122] for Equations 2.39 to 2.41 and 2.45
Table 2.3: Pitzer Interaction Parameters for Like Charged Pairs
M M’ ΘMM ′ = ΘM ′M X X’ ΘXX′ = ΘX′X
Na+ K+ −0.012[122] Cl− H2PO−4 0.1[76]
Na+ H3O
+ 0.036[122] Cl− HPO2−4 −0.07[76]
K+ H3O
+ 0.005[122] Cl− OH− −0.05[76]
H2PO
−
4 HPO
2−
4 −0.53[76]
Parameters for Equations 2.36, 2.37 and 2.44
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expected to be negligible in the systems studied here.
lnγM = z
2
M f
y +
∑
a
ma (2BMa + Z CMa) +
∑
c
mc (2 θMc)
+
∑
a
∑
c
mamc
(
z2M B
′
ca + zM Cca
)
+ . . .
(2.36)
lnγX = z
2
X f
y +
∑
c
mc (2BcX + Z CcX) +
∑
a
ma (2 θaX)
+
∑
a
∑
c
mamc
(
z2X B
′
ca − zX Cca
)
+ . . .
(2.37)
f y = −Aφ
(
I1/2
1 + b I1/2
+
2
b
ln
(
1 + b I1/2
))
(2.38)
BMX = β
0
MX +
2
α21 I
(
1− (1 + α1 I1/2)exp(−α1 I1/2)
)
β1MX (2.39)
B′MX =
−2
α21 I
2
(
1−
(
1 + α1 I
1/2 +
α21 I
2
)
exp(−α1 I1/2)
)
β1MX (2.40)
CMX =
Cφ
2(−zM zX)1/2 (2.41)
Z =
∑
i
mi |zi| (2.42)
In the equations I is the molal ionic strength given by 2.35. β0MX , β
1
MX and C
φ
MX are
empirical pair parameters which can be found in Table 2.2. Empirical mixing parameters
θXX′ , θMM ′ can be found in Table 2.3. zi is the charge on species i. Subscripts M and
X refer to the components of salt MX and are constants in a given equation. Subscripts
a (positive) and c (negative) are summation variables across the species in solution with
the respective charge. Subscript i in Equation 2.42 is for summation across all species in
solution. Parameters b = 1.2 kg1/2mol−1/2 and α1 = 2.0 kg
1/2mol−1/2 are constants for all
salts studied [76, 122]. Aφ is the molal Debye-Hu¨ckel parameter which is tabulated over a
wide temperature range by Pitzer and equals 0.4023 kg1/2mol−1/2 at 40 ◦C [122].
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Solvent Activity
For polyelectrolyte osmometry the effect of solution nonideality on the solvent is more
significant than that of the ions (see Section 2.5.2). The osmotic coefficient φ as defined in
Equation 2.43 provides a relationship between ion concentrations mi and solvent activity as
[43]. Here Ms is the solvent molecular weight. The Pitzer model for the osmotic coefficient
is given by Equations 2.44 and 2.45 where the parameters have the same meaning as above.
ln as = −φMs
∑
i
mi (2.43)
(φ− 1) = 2∑
i
mi
[−Aφ I3/2
1 + b I1/2
+
∑
c
∑
a
mcma
(
Bφca + Z Cca
)
+
∑∑
c< c′
mcmc′ θcc′ +
∑∑
a<a′
mama′ θaa′ + . . .
] (2.44)
BφMX = β
0
MX + exp(−α1 I1/2) β1MX (2.45)
2.4.5 Counterion Condensation - Manning-Oosawa Theory
The counterions to a charged polymer typically exhibit lower activity in solution than
would be accounted for by acid equilibrium stoichiometry and Debye-Hu¨ckel theory [131].
The physical cause has been attributed to the high charge density in the vicinity of the
polymer. This can overcome the thermal energy, trapping a counterion atmosphere [108].
A systematic limiting theory (applicable at zero polymer concentration) was put for-
ward by Manning [131] who credits the terminology “counterion condensation” to Oosawa
[108]. Experiments [109] and extensions to the theory [108] indicate the concentration de-
pendence is weak making the limiting theory useful even at finite polymer concentrations.
The theory’s accuracy at physiological ionic strength is more questionable, however good
agreement has been found at elevated ionic strength in some cases [131]. This has led to its
wide use [14, 46] and extensions providing better quantitative agreement have only been
put forward recently [136, 137]. As such only the limiting theory is discussed here.
According to the theory, the onset of counterion condensation occurs when the non-
dimensional inverse charge density (ξ, Equation 2.33) exceeds the inverse magnitude of
the counterion charge, |z|−1 [14, 108, 131]. The fraction of free counterions fξ is given by
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Equation 2.47. Here λB is the Bjerrum length and b is the average spacing between unit
charges along the polymer contour.
ξ =
λB
b
(2.46)
fξ =
{
1 if ξ < |z|−1
(ξ z)−1 if ξ > |z|−1 (2.47)
As a result of counterion condensation the charge density on the polymer is reduced
to the critical value. For the calculation of electrostatic interactions an effective charge
parameter ξeff is defined in Equation 2.48 [131].
ξeff =
{
ξ if ξ < z−1
z−1 if ξ > z−1
(2.48)
Manning provides Equation 2.49 for the activity coefficient of free counterions [131].
Here ce is the molar stoichiometric counterion concentration and κ (Equation 2.34) accounts
for added salt only. Note that in Equation 2.50 the counterion activity ae as a function of ce
must be calculated using the combined effects of ion condensation and solution nonideality.
ln γf = −2 pi NA λB ξeff ce
1000κ2
(2.49)
ae = γf fξ ce (2.50)
To derive Equation 2.49 Manning uses the Debye-Hu¨ckel approximation for the screened
potential and assumes the polymer can be modelled as a line charge within the screening
radius. These assumptions are expected to break down at high ionic strength [131].
2.4.6 Weak Electrolyte Ionization Equilibrium
The phosphate in PBS and all polymers in this work are weak electrolytes. As noted in
Section 2.4.4 the phosphate dissociation equilibrium influences ionic strength. The charge
density on the polymeric species is a function of their degree of dissociation, influencing
Coulomb interactions (Section 2.4.3), counterion condensation (Section 2.4.5) and Donnan
equilibrium (Section 2.4.7).
The non-polymeric weak acid dissociation equilibrium is modelled using the Hender-
sonHasselbalch Equation 2.51 [14, 16]. Here, to correct for solution nonideality, activities
are substituted for the more commonly used concentrations [76, 122]. In Equation 2.51,
pKa is the negative logarithm of the acid disassociation constant Ka and aA− (dissociated),
aAH (associated) are the activities of the acid species.
pH = pKa + log
(
aA−
aAH
)
(2.51)
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The pKa of phosphate buffer solutions can be modelled in a manner consistent with
the Pitzer activity model using Equation 2.52 [1, 43, 122, 138]. Here T is the temperature
in Kelvin, R is the molar gas constant and all other parameters are as found in Table 2.4.
pKa,T =
pKa,θ R ln(10)
T
Tθ
−∆rHop,θ
(
1
Tθ
− 1
T
)
−∆rCop,θ
(
Tθ
T
− 1 + ln
(
T
Tθ
))
R ln(10)
(2.52)
Polymeric weak electrolytes including polyampholytes can be modelled using a mod-
ified form of the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation [47]. Here Equation 2.53 is for acid
functional groups and Equation 2.54 is for bases where α and β are the respective frac-
tional dissociations. In both cases pK ′i is the apparent acid dissociation constant of the
species and may differ from pKi, the intrinsic dissociation constant of the monomer [47,
139]. Provided a lower threshold is exceeded, pK ′i is only a weak function of ionic strength;
however in polyampholyte systems it can be strongly influenced by the degree of acid/base
substitution via neighbour interactions [47, 61, 62].
pH = pK ′α + log
(
α
1− α
)
(2.53)
pH = pK ′β + log
(
1− β
β
)
(2.54)
To model pK ′i the approach of Katchalsky et al. [61–63] is highly recommended [20, 47].
Their simplest model (Equations 2.55 to 2.58) deals with polyampholytes with two types
of monomers and assumes all species of one type have the other as a nearest neighbour.
They assert that this assumption holds reasonably well provided the scarcest species does
not represent more than a third of the total [61].
pK ′α = pKα −∆pKShort + ∆pKLong (2.55)
pK ′β = pKβ + ∆pKShort + ∆pKLong (2.56)
Table 2.4: Ionization Correlation Parameters for Phosphate Buffers
Reaction pKa,θ ∆rH
o
p,θ ∆rC
o
p,θ Tθ
kJ mol−1 J mol−1 K−1 K
H3PO4  H+ + H2PO−4 2.148 -8.0 -141 298.15
H2PO
−
4  H+ + HPO2−4 7.198 3.6 -230 298.15
HPO2−4  H+ + PO3−4 12.35 16.0 -242 298.15
Parameters from [1] for use with Equation 2.52
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∆pKShort = 0.4343
2
r DE kB T
(2.57)
∆pKLong = 0.8686λB
(ν − ζ)
h
ln
(
1 +
6h
κh20
)
(2.58)
Equation 2.55 models short range positive/negative neighbour interactions where r is
the average distance between the centres of the charged groups, DE is the effective dielectric
constant in the vicinity of the charge couple, kB is the Boltzman constant and T is the
absolute temperature. DE may be appreciably lower than the dielectric constant of the
surrounding water [61].
Equations 2.58 models long range electrostatic effects. Here λB is the Bjerrum length
(Equation 2.33), ζ (positive) and ν (negative) are the mean number of charged groups on
a polymer molecule, κ is the inverse Debye length (Equation 2.34), h is the polymer end
to end distance and h0 is the root mean squared end to end distance in the absence of the
electrostatic field [62, 63].
Parameter estimates for N-succinyl-chitosan and oxidised-alginate can be found in 1.2.
Assumption checks regarding which parts of the Katchalsky model are significant for the
system under study can be found in Section 2.6.2.
2.4.7 Gibbs-Donnan Equilibrium - Ion Partition due to Charged
Polymers
Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium arises in systems where some charged groups are “fixed” in
one phase but other ions can diffuse across the phase boundaries. This describes poly-
electrolyte gel swelling and membrane osmometry (see Figure 2.1). The “fixed” charge
constrains ion movement, repelling coions and keeping an excess of counterions on the
polymer side of the boundary (internal phase). This is opposed by entropic driving forces
which promote concentration equalization. The result is a mobile ion imbalance across
the phase boundary which depends not only on the polymer concentration but also on the
concentration of added salts.
Equations 2.59 or 2.60 are used to estimate the difference in solvent chemical potential
arising from the mobile ion imbalance. Equation 2.59 provides the theoretically exact
solution taking into account solution nonideality by using the formal definition of the
osmotic coefficient φ (see Section 2.4.4) [26]. As far as the author is aware, this is not used
to model hydrogel swelling anywhere in the open literature. Equation 2.60 is widely used
[14, 16, 26] but similar to Equation 2.15 requires several dilute solution approximations in
its derivation. Here quantities associated with the surroundings are denoted with a star as
in φ∗, M1 is the solvent molecular weight and V¯1 is the solvent specific volume. Mobile ionic
species concentrations are given by mi (molal) and ci (molar). Note that the difference
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in concentration units between the two equations is an artefact of usage. Though similar
equations for each approach exist, φ is not frequently used with the molar system [43]
∆µinternal1,ionic −∆µsuroundings1,ionic = M1RT
(
φ
∑
i
mi − φ∗
∑
i
m∗i
)
(2.59)
∆µinternal1,ionic −∆µsuroundings1,ionic ≈ V¯1RT
∑
i
(ci − c∗i ) (2.60)
In his paper Donnan [140] derives a thermodynamic relationship for the ratio of mo-
bile ion concentrations across the phase boundary. Though he limits discussion to ideal
solutions, the approach is applicable to nonideal solutions [113], provided activities ai are
substituted for concentrations [14, 113, 141]. Equation 2.61 provides the equilibrium rela-
tionship between the Donnan ratio fD and the activities of any mobile ionic species i [113,
140, 142]. Note the ion charge zi is a signed quantity and that fD has the same value for
all mobile ions at equilibrium.
fD =
(
ai
a∗i
)1/zi
(2.61)
Polymer concentration is introduced to the model through the electroneutrality condi-
tion Equation 2.62 [14, 26, 113, 140, 141]. Note that the summation includes the polymer
and that concentrations are used rather than activities [142]. For polyampholytes only the
net charge on the polymer influences Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium [113, 142]. For polyelec-
trolytes and unbalanced polyampholytes, counterion condensation may have a significant
effect; however according to Chan [14] this is neglected in the majority of literature deriva-
tions. ∑
j
zj cj = 0 OR
∑
j
zjmj = 0 (2.62)
From Equation 2.61 it can be seen that if fD is known, the concentration of any ionic
species can be calculated provided all the concentrations in one phase are also known. In
practical experiments the concentrations in the surroundings can be known with reason-
able certainty by use of an infinite reservoir approximation. fD is therefore the primary
unknown. The general solution (Equation 2.63) can be obtained by substituting Equations
2.31 and 2.61 into Equation 2.62, where ce and fξ are polymer quantities from Manning-
Oosawa theory (Section 2.4.5) and ± is the sign of the polymer net charge.
± fξ ce +
∑
i
zi
γ∗i
γi
c∗i f
zi
D = 0 (2.63)
Analytical solutions have been derived for special cases, most commonly 1:1 salts,
where the relationship for fD takes quadratic form, Equation 2.64 [14, 16, 107, 141, 142].
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As |b| < √b2 + 4 a c for all b and fD must be positive, only the additive branch of the
quadratic gives a physically valid solution. This is implicitly indicated in Chan’s equations
[14] but in the knowledge of the author is not explicitly stated anywhere in the open
literature.
a =
∑
i
γ∗i
γi
c
∗ (+1)
i b = ±fξ ce c =
∑
i
γ∗i
γi
c
∗ (−1)
i
fD =
−b+√b2 + 4ac
2 a
(2.64)
The non-linear form of the equations is a challenge to practical usage in osmometry
where fξ is an unknown of interest.
2.4.8 Concentration Unit Conversions
Three different concentration units are used in the above theories. Each has advantages
and disadvantages: 1) molal concentration (m), is easiest to prepare and is used by Pitzer
but may be difficult to convert to volumetric concentration, 2) volume fraction (Φ), is
theoretically exact in Flory-Huggins theory but difficult to measure, and 3) mass per volume
concentration (ρ∗), is unusual but must be used for polymers during osmometry due to
unknown molecular weight. Exact conversions are possible from m to molar concentration
(c) using Equation 2.65, c to Φ using Equation 2.66 and c to ρ∗ using Equation 2.67 [42,
143]. The key parameters required for the conversions are solution density ρs, partial
molar volume V¯ and molecular weight M . Note that in Equation 2.65 the solvent is given
subscript 1 and for m in mol/kg, M must be expressed in kg/mol.
ci =
mi ρs
1 +
n∑
j=2
mjMj
i 6= 1 (2.65)
Φi = V¯i ci (2.66)
ρ∗ = ciMi (2.67)
For the volume fraction conversion, V¯ can be calculated using Equations 2.68 and 2.69
provided solution density is known for a range of concentrations [43]. Here Vi is volume, ni
is number of moles and ΦVi is apparent molar volume. Subscript 1 is for the pure solvent,
subscript 2 is for the solute and subscript s is for the solution.
ΦV2 =
1
n2
(Vs − V1) (2.68)
V¯ = ΦV +m
d ΦV
dm
(2.69)
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Reference solution density can be calculated using Equations 2.70 to 2.73 [143]. (Here
the logic has been extended to n component systems.) The equations are derived by consid-
ering hypothetical solution sub volumes each containing a single salt with concentrations
and volumes selected such that the solvent has same partial molar volume in all partitions.
Assuming components do not strongly interact and there is no phase change upon mixing
this approach is consistent with that of So¨hnel [143]. Temperature T is in in ◦C for all
equations. cs,i is the molar concentration of the i
th salt. Pure solvent density (ρo) is given
for water by Equation 2.71 [143]. αi and βi are fit coefficients to solutions of the pure
components (Equations 2.72 and 2.73, with parameters Table 2.5) [143]. Note parameters
for minor component divalent salts are not available at the 40◦C test temperature however
in PBS their contribution is very minor and therefore the error introduced using these
values is small. These equations cannot be used for the sample as the polymer parameters
are unknown.
ρs = ρo +
∑
αi cs,i −
(∑
β
2/3
i ci
)3/2
(2.70)
ρH2O = 999.65 + 2.0438 · 10−1 T − 6.1744 · 10−2T 3/2 (2.71)
αi = A+B T + C T
2 or G (2.72)
βi = D + E T + F T
2 or H (2.73)
2.5 Linearised Model Derivation for
Membrane Osmometry
The starting point for the derivation is provided by Equation 2.2, reproduced here:
∆µsample1,ionic −∆µreference1,ionic = ∆µ1,mixing + ∆µ1,osmotic pressure
Without approximation, Donnan equilibrium provides ∆µsample1,ionic −∆µreference1,ionic via Equa-
tion 2.59 and the van’t Hoff equation provides ∆µ1,osmotic pressure via Equation 2.14.
In swelling models, the customary approach for the mixing term is to use Flory-Huggins
theory, Equation 2.18, for ∆µ1,mixing [14–16, 26]; however doing so implicitly assumes the
absence of salt. This is discussed in more detail in Section 2.5.1.
Considering all three terms, it is a challenge to getting this unwieldy theory into a form
that “represents the facts with enough accuracy” while still being simple enough to use
[122]. To approach this objective, the polymer will be treated in the dilute approximation,
but solution nonideality due to physiologically significant ionic strength will be treated
as precisely as feasible. Three major challenges exist: 1) linearization and interpretation
of the ln(Φ1) term in Equation 2.18, given that the implicit presence of salt affects the
solvent volume fraction, Φ1; 2) extraction of the Donnan salt exclusion factor, fD, from the
Donnan equilibrium expression (cubic for phosphate buffer due to salts with -2 charge),
and 3) standardization of concentration units across equations.
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Table 2.5: Density Estimation Parameters for Phosphate Buffered Saline
Salt A B C D E F G H Temp
×101 ×10−2 ×10−4 ×100 ×10−2 ×10−3 ×101 ×101 ◦C
KCl 4.971 -7.150 6.506 -2.376 0 0 — — 0-100
NaCl 4.485 -9.634 6.136 -2.712 1.009 0 — — 0-100
KH2PO4 10.01 -58.70 70.83 -7.676 38.06 -4.561 — — 0-80
NaH2PO4 7.649 52.07 -61.42 1.086 -26.60 2.497 — — 20-80
K2HPO4 — — — — — — 15.41 -15.28 18
Na2HPO4 — — — — — — 8.916 -8.060 25
Parameters from [143] for use with Equations 2.72 and 2.73
2.5.1 Salt Effects in Linearised Flory-Huggins Theory
To address ambiguity regarding the solution volume fraction term in Flory-Huggins
theory ln(Φ1), we wish to linearise it here using the same approach used for neutral polymer
theory but explicitly including salt. To do so we take a step back from the conventional
approach and model the terms in Equation 2.74 using the three component Flory-Huggins
theory Equation 2.19. Throughout the derivation starred parameters, e.g. ∆µ∗1, are for the
polymer-free reference solution, subscript 1 refers to solvent, subscript 2 to the sum of all
salts treated as a single component and subscript 3 to the polymer. Precedence for using
Flory-Huggins theory for solvated ion mixing exists [43]; however the approach taken here
is in the author’s knowledge, unique in the open literature.
∆µ1 −∆µ∗1 = ∆µsample1,ionic −∆µreference1,ionic −∆µ1,mixing (2.74)
Using Equation 2.19 and noting Φ∗3 = 0 results in Equation 2.75.
∆µ1 −∆µ∗1
RT
= ln(Φ1)− ln(Φ∗1)−
Φ2 − Φ∗2
x12
− χ12 Φ∗2 2
+ (χ12 Φ2 + χ12 Φ3)(Φ2 + Φ3)− Φ3
x13
− χ23 Φ2 Φ3
x23
(2.75)
Substituting Equations 2.22 and 2.23 and truncating the series after the second term results
in Equation 2.76, where the maximum truncation error is given by Equation 2.77.
∆µ1 −∆µ∗1
RT
=
Φ3
x13
+
(
1
2
− χ13
)
Φ23
−
(
1− χ13 − χ23
x23
)
Φ2Φ3
− Φ2 − Φ
∗
2
x12
−
(
1
2
− χ12
)(
Φ22 − Φ∗2 2
)
(2.76)
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%error =
−x− 1
2
x2 − ln(1− x)
ln(1− x) × 100% ; x = Φ2 − Φ3 (2.77)
Examining the right hand side of Equation 2.76 the first line is the customary linearised
form of the neutral polymer mixing term (Equation 2.24), the second line contains terms
accounting for polymer salt interactions and the third line is the form nonideal Donnan
equilibrium would take if the linearised activity equation were derived using the Flory-
Huggins approach. Setting this part aside to be evaluated by the more accurate theory,
the correct linear form for ionic polymer mixing is therefore:
∆µ1,mixing
RT
=
Φ3
x13
+
(
1
2
− χ13
)
Φ23 −
(
1− χ13 − χ23
x23
)
Φ2Φ3 (2.78)
Using experimental records, Equations 2.25 and Table 1.2 to estimate polymer volume
fraction and Equations 2.66 and 2.68 through 2.73 to estimate the combined salt volume
fraction, the most conservative estimate for series truncation error in osmometry experi-
ments is less than 0.05% (I = 1.6, ∼0.5 wt% polymer). From this we conclude experimental
error and theory approximations far outweigh the linearization error.
2.5.2 Linear Donnan theory for Membrane Osmometry
Three challenges are addressed in formulating the linear theory, namely: 1) the extent to
which solution nonideality must be considered, 2) the mathematical manipulations required
to arrive at a simple enough equation to use, and 3) how to use the convenient 1:1 form
when small fractions of 1:2 ions are present.
Osmotic and activity coefficients, φ and λi respectively, appear in the exact equations
for the Donnan term (∆µsample1,ionic−∆µreference1,ionic , Equations 2.59, 2.61 and 2.31). Using Pitzer’s
model as described in Section 2.6.1 it is estimated that an error between 4 and 9% is
produced by omitting the osmotic coefficient entirely. The same approach indicates that
approximating osmotic coefficients and ion activity as identical in the sample and reference
solutions is feasible (φ = φ∗, λi = λ∗i ). From the worst case low salt osmometry experiment
in Chapter 6 a Donnan partition coefficient of fD = 1.04 is obtained. This results in
respective errors of 0.01% and 0.6% for φ∗ and λ∗i . Using these approximations Equation
2.79 can be written.
∆µinternal1,ionic −∆µsuroundings1,ionic = M1RT φ∗
∑
i
(f ziD − 1)m∗i (2.79)
To allow further simplification an assumption of 1:1 ions is desirable. For the 1:1 case,
with the approximations discussed above, Equation 2.64 can be written as Equation 2.80.
Here the polymer equivalent charge concentration me is expressed in terms of average
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repeat unit charge i and repeat unit molality m3,r. Subscript 3 for the polymer is for
consistency with the previous section.
a =
∑
i
m
∗ (+1)
i b = ±fξ im3,r c =
∑
i
m
∗ (−1)
i
fD =
−b+√b2 + 4ac
2 a
(2.80)
Similarly Equation 2.79 can be written as Equation 2.81 and the electroneutrality con-
dition (Equation 2.62) can be written for the sample and reference phases respectively as
Equations 2.82 and 2.83. Here a, b and c have their Equation 2.80 definitions.
∆µinternal1,ionic −∆µsuroundings1,ionic = M1RT φ∗
(
fD a+
1
fD
c− a− c
)
(2.81)
b+ fD a =
1
fD
c (2.82)
a = c (2.83)
From here a series of mathematical manipulations will result in the final simplified form.
First, Equations 2.82 and 2.83 are substituted into Equation 2.81 eliminating c.
∆µinternal1,ionic −∆µsuroundings1,ionic = M1RT φ∗ (fD a+ b+ fD a− a− a) (2.84)
Next the expression is simplified, Equation 2.80 is substituted for fD and c is again elimi-
nated using Equation 2.83.
∆µinternal1,ionic −∆µsuroundings1,ionic = M1RT φ∗
(
2a
(
−b+√b2 + 4a2
2a
)
+ b− 2a
)
(2.85)
Finally the 2a terms associated with the ratio and b terms outside of square-root are
cancelled with one another.
∆µinternal1,ionic −∆µsuroundings1,ionic = M1RT φ∗
(√
b2 + (2a)2 − 2a
)
(2.86)
To expand the root a binomial series approximation is used (Equation 2.87). Trun-
cating after the the second term and substituting in for a and b results in Equation 2.86.
The truncation error is given by Equation 2.89. In this work the worst case osmome-
try experiment truncation error is less than 0.1 ppm indicating that the approximation is
merited. √
b2 + (2a)2 = 2a(1 + x)1/2 = 2a+ ax+ · · · , x =
(
b
2a
)2
(2.87)
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∆µinternal1,ionic −∆µsurroundings1,ionic = M1RT φ∗
b2
4 a
= 1
2
M1RT φ
∗ (fξ i)
2 m
2
r,3∑
i
m∗i
(2.88)
error in ppm =
(
2a+ 1
4
a−1 b2√
b2 + 4a2
− 1
)
× 106 ppm (2.89)
To use Equation 2.88 with PBS the issue of 1:2 ions must be addressed. A numerical
approach is proposed here. First an initial guess d is selected for fD (Equation 2.90). This
allows summations involving f ziD zimi to be written as in Equation 2.91. Examining the
form we define 1:1 equivalents for the mi and zi of -2 ions.
f−2D = d f
−1
D (2.90)
f−2D 2mi = f
−1
D 2 dmi (2.91)
mi, 1:1 equivalent = 2dmi , zi, 1:1 equivalent = −1 (2.92)
This approximate approach hinges on the assumption that -2 ions are not influential.
The system can be solved by using an initial guess of d = 1 ≈ fD to fit the full regression
model, back calculating fD using Equation 2.64 and iterating until convergence is reached.
If the approximation is appropriate neither the coefficients nor error estimates obtained
from the regression model should change significantly between the initial estimate and the
final converged system.
2.5.3 Assembly as a Regression Model
The model is assembled by taking Equation 2.2 and substituting: 1) Equation 2.86 for
the ionic term, 2) Equations 2.78 and 2.66 for the mixing term, and 3) Equation 2.14 for
the pressure term. Dividing through by V¯1RT ρ
∗
3 results in the final form of the model.
− Π
RT ρ∗3
=
1
XnMr,3
+ (1
2
− χ13)
V¯ 2r,3
V¯1M2r,3
ρ∗3
−
[
(1− χ13) V¯r,3 V¯2
V¯1Mr,3
− χ23 V¯
2
2
V¯1XnMr,3
]
c2
− M1
2 V¯1
(i fξ)
2
φ∗m2r,3
ρ∗3
∑
i
m∗i
(2.93)
This equation is of the form given in Equation 2.94 where y is the reduced osmotic
pressure and all three x’s are linearly independent of each other. Here x1 = ρ
∗
3 is the
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polymer concentration, x2 = c2 is the salt concentration and x3 ≈ x1/x2 is the ratio of
polymer and salt charge concentrations. Note: mr,3 ≈ cr,3 = ρ∗3/Mr,3 and
∑
i
m∗i ≈ c2.
y = β0 + β1 x1 + β2 x2 + β3 x3 (2.94)
x3 should properly be given by Equation 2.95, however the largest uncertainty in the
ionic term is the (i fξ) value. Theoretically, (i fξ) is expected to be constant with respect
to polymer concentration and nearly constant with respect to salt concentration. Fitting
with x∗3 provides an average value for i fξ with respect to ionic strength and allows the
theoretical uncertainty to be addressed. If the estimate is in good agreement with theory,
a fit with the theoretical form for i fξ can be used. Otherwise theoretical uncertainty is a
source of overall error.
x3 = (i fξ)
2
φ∗m2r,3
ρ∗3
∑
i
m∗i
≈ (i fξ)
2 φ∗
Mr,3
ρ∗3
c2
, β3 = −M1
2 V¯1
(2.95)
x∗3 = (i fξ)
−2 x3, , β∗3 = (i fξ)
2 β3 (2.96)
Interpretation of the β’s is as follows: β0 = 1/Mn provides the number average molecu-
lar weight, β1 can be recognised as the A2 of classical osmometry, β2 will be covered shortly,
and β3 is the Donnan term already discussed in terms of the x3 definition.
2.5.4 Discussion
The regression model was assembled using mixed concentration units. The preferred
approach would be to use the same units for all equations. Conversions are listed in Section
2.4.8; however the unknown polymer solution density must be used to convert between the
volumetric concentrations required for Flory-Huggins theory and the gravimetric concentra-
tions required to use Pitzer theory. As this cannot be accomplished without unacceptably
high error, mixed concentration units must be used.
Mixed units are possible because all terms in Equation 2.2 are in the form of chemical
potential differences. These differences are independent of the concentration units used to
evaluate activity [43] provided each term is evaluated in an internally consistent manner
(the scale base offset may change, but this is eliminated when the difference is taken).
The implications for experiments are that both molar and molal concentrations need to be
known so the correct units can be used when evaluating equations.
In the regression model β2 is the salt effect on the polymer solvent interaction. It is
often assumed to be 0 with the justification that all salt interactions are long range. β2
comes in two halves. The first half is the impact of salt on polymer water contact which in
the context of Flory-Huggins theory is not expected to be small (value on the order of 1).
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The second half is the impact of polymer-salt interaction on the polymer water interaction
which might be reasonably assumed negligible. It depends on the ratio of χ23/Xn where
the numerator is expected to be less than 1 and the denominator contains the degree of
polymerization which is on the order of 100. Assuming second half is negligible might
allows an internal check of theory based on V¯r,3 and χ13.
The linear model derivation requires three key assumptions, namely: 1) solutions are
dilute with respect to both polymer and total salt content, 2) ion activity coefficients and
the solvent osmotic coefficient are identical in sample and reference compartments and 3)
the effect of non 1:1 type ions is negligible. The first two were shown to introduce negligible
error in this work. The last must be checked at the time of experiment.
2.6 Numerical Simulations
2.6.1 Reference Solution Model
The osmotic coefficient is needed to evaluate the ionic term during data analysis in
Chapters 6 and 7. Ion activities are used to accurately model buffer ionization and to
check linearization assumptions in Section 2.5.2.
In this work the reference solution is based on Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline
[144] with Ca and Mg omitted. NaCl is added or removed from the recipe to adjust ionic
strength as needed. For analysis of experimental data, precise records of test conditions
can be used. Molal concentrations are known for all species, and the hydronium activity is
known via pH meter readings taken during solution preparation (adjusted to 7.40 at 40 ◦C).
The latter factor means though total phosphate is known from experimental records, species
partition must be calculated from a model.
Phosphate is polyprotic, however it can be treated as monoprotic with pKa,2 = 7.61 at
40 ◦C. Figure 2.2 shows the equilibrium species partition when all three ionization equilibria
are considered. The two species involved in a single equilibrium reaction dominate the
region between pH 5 and 10. When preparing the figure, ionic strength effects were not
considered, however from full model results (not shown) the effect of ionic strength on
the equivalence point is too small to invalidate the approximation. Noting that the figure
uses a log scale, the error involved in the monoprotic approximation is expected to be
completely negligible.
Sufficient information is available to solve the system, however phosphate concentration
and activities interact via ionic strength. An iterative numerical solution was implemented
in Excel VBA using the Pitzer Model (Section 2.4.4) and the Henderson-Hasselbalch equa-
tion (Section 2.4.6). To validate the simulation, results for pure salts were compared to
a textbook reference (Figure 2.3a), and to a similar analysis conducted by Chan (Figure
2.3d) vs [14] Fig 2.6).
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Figure 2.2: Phosphate Species Present as a Function of pH: Calculated using Equation
2.51, pKa values from Equation 2.52 at 40◦C
2.6.2 Polymer Ionization Model
As recommended the Katchalsky model will be used in this work for polyampholyte
ionization calculations. The long range interaction term (Equation 2.58) introduces three
challenges, namely: 1) it does not account for ion condensation, 2) it contains molecu-
lar weight information, and 3) it introduces non-linearity by making fractional ionization
dependent on polymer net charge.
Ion-Condensation
Incorporating ion-condensation is relatively easy. Katchalsky’s work was part of the
inspiration for Manning and strong similarities exist in the two theories. Comparing
Katchalsky (Equation 2.58) to Manning (Equation 2.46) we find the Manning-Oosawa
critical charge density ξ as a parameter group in the earlier theory (Equation 2.97). Based
on this observation, Katchalsky theory can be modified to include ion condensation by
substituting the apparent charge density fraction (ξf ) for λB
ν − ξ
h
as in Equation 2.98.
ξ =
λB
b
= λB
ν − ξ
h
= λB
i
l
(2.97)
∆pKLong = 0.8686 ξf ln
(
1 +
6h
κh20
)
(2.98)
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Figure 2.3: Pitzer Model Results: a) reproduction of [129, Fig. 3.28] to validate model,
b) osmotic coefficient for full experimental range, c) and d) ion activities for Chapter 6
experimental ranges.
Molecular Weight Elimination and Model Setup
Via degree of polymerization Xn, molecular weight information is contained in three
terms of Katchalsky’s theory, namely: 1) the polymer length h, Equation 2.99 [26]; 2) the
root mean squared polymer length ho, Equation 2.100 [26], and 3) the average chain net
charge (ν − ξ), Equation 2.101. All appear in ratios (ν − ξ)/h and h/h2o allowing Xn to be
eliminated and monomeric equivalents substituted.
h ≈ l Xn (2.99)
ho ∝ rrms =
[
b2 + (2a)2
(1− cos θ)
(1 + cos θ)
]1/2
X1/2n (2.100)
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ν − ξ = iXn (2.101)
The reference state for h0 is a solution with all charges turned off but the “same
solubility, steric hindrances, and hydrogen bonding” [63]. As such it is proportional to the
root mean squared end to end distance rrms but will not be exactly equal to the value
calculated by Equation 2.100 which is for a completely unperturbed polymer [26].
Equation 2.100 assumes a simplified geometric model for 1-4 linked cellulosic polymers
where only two bonds types are considered; 1) effective ether bonds with length a =
0.2715 nm, angle θ = 110◦ and about which rotation can occur and 2) the saccharide ring,
treated as an effective bond between the 1-4 carbons, with length b = 0.2715 nm, angle
90◦, and about which rotation cannot occur.
In Equation 2.99, l is the monomer contour length which can be estimated from the
same structural model used for Equation 2.100. It is approximately 0.53 nm for the fully
extended chain.
The average monomer charge i is given by Equation 2.102. It allows calculation of me
in Donnan theory (Section 2.5.2), and allows evaluation of ξ in Manning-Oosawa theory
via the last form of Equation 2.97. For this calculation acidic (xα) and basic (xβ) monomer
degrees of substitution are determined in Chapter 3. The respective fractional ionizations
α and β can be evaluated using Equations 2.55 and 2.56, but i is an input into these
equations via Equation 2.97 making the system highly non-linear.
i = αxα − β xβ (2.102)
Term Significance Checks
Before embarking on a numerical solution it is wise to evaluate which terms of the
model are significant. pKShort (Equation 2.57) is only for polyampholytes and as such is
only be significant for N-succinyl-chitosan. ∆pKLong (Equation 2.98) is the salt / charge
interaction and might be significant for both.
In ∆pKShort, two polymer specific parameters exist, namely 1) the average ion size
parameter r, and 2) the dielectric constant inside the polymer molecule DE [61, 145].
From activity data, r is approximately ∼0.4 nm for the primary-amine / carboxylic-acid
pair in N-succinyl-chitosan [58, 146]. Due to a similar polar structure polysaccharides tend
to have minimal effect on the dielectric constant of aqueous solutions[147] making that
of water a good approximation in this case. Substituting these values into Equation 2.57
results in ∆pK ≈ 0.80.
To estimate the significance of ∆pKLong estimates of fξ, κ
−1 and 6h/h20 are required.
At a first approximation, we consider the worst case scenario of extreme ionic strength
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and a fully charged fully extended polymer. From experimental records in Chapter 6 and
using Section 2.6.1, the ionic strength extremes in this work are I = 0.075 to 1.6 resulting
in κ−1 = 1.14 to 0.25 nm. Using Equation 2.100 to estimate h0, and Equation 2.99 to
estimate h for the fully extended chain, results in 6h/h20 = 5.09 nm
−1. From Manning
theory ξf ≤ 1. Substituting these values into Equation 2.98 gives ∆pKLong = 1.4 to 0.8.
Noting that all experiments are conducted at a pH of 7.40 and examining the alginate
and chitosan pK’α estimates in Table 1.2, all interaction effects on acid group ionization are
expected to be insignificant. At this pH the polymers are expected to have a predominantly
negative charge. Under this condition the long and short range terms oppose each other
for the acid groups. All acid groups are almost completely disassociated and a pK’α shift
of ±1.4 will not change this significantly. The chitosan amine ionization is significantly
affected. Its pK ′β is near the experimental range and for in this case the effect of both
terms is additive.
Model Approach and Results
Parameter estimates to model polymer ionization are found in Table 1.2. The alginate
ionization assumption was checked using Equation 2.53. As expected it was close to 1.00
for all cases. Equations 2.53 to 2.57, 2.98 were used to model N-succinyl-chitosan. The
model was solved in Excel using the Gauss-Seidel method with a relaxation factor of 0.5 on
β. To validate the model a simulation of Saito and Tanioka’s experiment was conducted.
When our simulation (Figure 2.4a) is compared to their results, reasonable agreement is
observed, particularly for the location of the isoelectric point [56]. Ionization results across
the whole experimental amine substitution range at the experimental pH of 7.40 are shown
in Figure 2.4b. As expected α (not shown) is close to 1.00 for all compositions, pKβ varies
with substitution and the isoelectric point is approached at high substitution. This model
provides a predictor variable for rheology data in Chapter 4, osmometry data in Chapter
6, and is part of the swelling model in Chapter 7. Due to the relatively low amine content
of the polymer used, even considering the worst case estimate of ∆pKLong, the maximum
error on i is expected to be less than 4% in Chapter 6 osmometry experiments.
2.6.3 Membrane Osmometry Monte Carlo Simulation
The purpose of this simulation is to answer three questions, namely: 1) what error
tolerance should be placed on pressure during instrument selection or design, 2) how many
compositions must be tested for good resolution on parameter estimates, and 3) what
experimental concentration ranges should be used? To address these, simulation inputs
are compared to outputs and the effect of random experimental error observed.
To improve the simulation performance four simplifications are made, namely: 1) ion
activity effects are neglected, 2) salt effect on polymer solvent interaction are ignored, 3)
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Figure 2.4: Ionization Model Results: a) simulation of [56] to validate model; b)
N-succinyl-chitosan ionization and pK
′
β as a function of primary amine substitution,
polymer degree of deacetylation is 85%.
PBS is be approximated by an equivalent ionic strength NaCl solution with the same pH,
and 4) polymer ionization is handled using the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation with a
single estimate for each apparent pKa rather than more complex Katchalsky model. These
are not expected to bias the results. As 1) equates to removing the osmotic coefficient
from both inputs and outputs this simplification has no effect. Making assumption 2) is
the conventional approach (see Section 2.5). Given 1), the largest effect of the PBS ≈ NaCl
approximation is via solution density during unit conversions. Comparing NaCl data from
the CRC Handbook [1] to the approach outlined in Section 2.4.8, solution densities were
found to be almost identical over the entire range studied. Finally, the largest effect on
polymer apparent pKa is expected to come from changes in polymer degree of substitution.
As the nature of the polymer was not varied in any given simulation, this effect is absent
and the average value should provide adequate results.
With the above simplifications, simulated osmometry results were generated using the
full, nonlinear equations. These results were validated as far as possible using an example
in Hiemenz [42, pp. 589-553]. For the Monte Carlo simulation, uniform random error
was introduced into the pressure signal and apparent ionization β ≈ i fξ, number average
molecular weight Mn, and the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ were estimated using
the linearised model.
This simulation was used with the PVA parameter estimates discussed in Chapter 5 to
plan the osmometry validation experiments. Parameter estimates found in Chapter 1 were
used initially to plan oxidised-alginate and N-succinyl-chitosan osmometry experiments. As
better estimates became available these were used to refine the approach. The experimental
results for 21% amine substitution N-succinyl-chitosan were used to generate the final
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analysis which is presented here.
Figures 2.5 and 2.6 address the interaction between experimental design and error toler-
ance. Noting the similarity between the osmometry approach used here and the Zim plots
used for light scattering experiments [42], square designs were considered with 3, 4 or 5 salt
and polymer concentrations. As expected, the total number of replicates was more impor-
tant than experimental design; however even the effect of replicates paled in comparison
to the effect of base variability. Adherence to the ASTM precision recommendation of 0.1
mm H2O [45] resulted in error under 2% for all parameters. The specifications of the trans-
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Figure 2.5: Osmometer Statistical Design Selection: Square grid statistical designs in
salt and polymer concentration. Error is upper-bound of a 95% confidence interval
calculated on 50,000 model runs. Model predictions superimpose for 3x3 design with 5
replicates, 4x4 design with 3 replicates and 5x5 design with 2 replicates, all of which
require approximately the same number of individual tests.
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Figure 2.6: Effect of Replicates on Osmometer Resolution: 4x4 design, Error in χ,
Error is upper-bound of a 95% confidence interval calculated on 50,000 model runs.
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ducer used during osmometry experiments results in a worst case error of ±0.36 mm H2O.
This still results in parameter estimation error less than 9% for χ and less than 3% for the
other parameters. A 4x4 design with 3 replicates was selected based on a balance between
solution preparation effort and linearity checking capabilities.
Examining Figures 2.7 and 2.8 it is concluded that the ideal concentration ranges for
both polymer and salt are dominated by an interaction. Extrapolation error in determining
Mn is only low at low polymer concentration or very high ionic strength. For this reason
the maximum polymer concentration used with salt solutions was ∼0.5 w/w% and the
initial ionic strength range was 0.16 to 1.6 (approximately 1x to 10x that of blood). Later
experiments used a range of 0.07 to 0.16 to avoid salting out effects. This can be seen to
have similar error. As expected from analysis conducted during the model derivation the
results plot as linear up to the instrument limit.
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Figure 2.7: Osmometer Polymer Concentration Selection; a) Model Predictions showing
reduced ionic pressure is expected to be almost linear with respect to polymer
concentration up to the osmometer operation pressure limit; b) Expected error in
intercept value when extrapolating from abscissa value to zero polymer concentration
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2.7 Concluding Remarks
Models for polyelectrolyte gel equilibrium swelling are well established. Quantitative
agreement was obtained by Chan [14] and her approach should be used as a template. The
most significant difference between Chan’s model and this work is the need to use a more so-
phisticated model for polymer ionization (Katchalsky rather than Henderson-Hasselbalch)
due to the expectation of interaction effects between N-succinyl-chitosan degree of substi-
tution and the amine apparent ionization constant.
Models for gel elasticity are well known (the theory of rubber elasticity). There is
some inconsistency regarding usage of the ‘affine’ and ‘phantom’ branches with the latter
recommended for gels. Improved models for hybrid gels are recommended, a topic that is
discussed further in Chapter 7.
The models for membrane osmometry are the least well developed/documented. Using
well known components and following the approach taken for gels, a model was assembled
and linearised into a form suitable for the analysis of experimental data. This model makes
three assumptions, namely 1) solutions are dilute with respect to both polymer and total
salt volume fractions, 2) ion activity coefficients and the solvent osmotic coefficient are
identical in the sample and reference compartments, and 3) the effect of non 1:1 type
ions is negligible. Based on simulation results the first two assumptions are shown to
be reasonable. An approximate approach to check the third via nonlinear regression is
provided.
Using the models discussed, a Monte Carlo simulation of an osmometry experiment
was conducted to provide guidance as to what error tolerance should be placed on pres-
sure measurement, how many compositions must be tested for good resolution on pa-
rameter estimates, and what experimental concentration ranges should be used. Error of
±0.36 mm H2O was deemed acceptable for pressure, 16 compositions in a 4x4 grid were
found to provide a good resolution on parameter estimates, and polymer concentration
below 0.5 w/w% was found necessary to limit Mn extrapolation error at a physiologically
significant ionic strength.
Using parameters available in the literature and existing models it was possible to
simulate phosphate buffer reference solutions and polymer ionization. The results of these
simulations will be used to support experimental work in Chapters 4, 6 and 7.
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Chapter 3
Polymer Modification
Synthesis of N-Succinyl-Chitosan and Oxidised-Alginate
3.1 Overview
To form the new hydrogel, oxidised-alginate and N-succinyl-chitosan are required. This
chapter describes the work undertaken to synthesise these gel precursors from commercially
available alginate and chitosan. The primary objective of this research work was to produce
high purity oxidised-alginate and N-succinyl-chitosan with controlled modification extent,
and known counterion species. Three types of characterization studies were conducted,
namely: 1) H-NMR to determine modification extent, 2) TGA to determine sodium salt
substitution, and 3) vacuum drying to characterise bound water content.
The primary contributions described in this chapter are the quantitative approaches
used to characterise the products and observation of a reproducible log-linear relationship
between reagent inputs and the product N-succinyl-chitosan substitution. Though periph-
eral to the overall project, the TGA analysis also produced statistically significant data
demonstrating a small increase in chitosan moisture affinity and thermal stability with in-
creasing N-succinyl substitution. The details of the modification procedures are not novel
and are provided primarily to allow this work to be reproduced. Details of the H-NMR
analysis have been published by the author in reference [31].
3.2 Background
3.2.1 Chitosan Succinylation
N-succinyl-chitosan (Figure 3.1c) is formed by the ring opening reaction between suc-
cinic anhydride and the chitosan amine (Figure 3.1a). The reaction is carried out in
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Figure 3.1: Chitosan Chemical Structure: a) glucose-amine; b) acetylated; c)
succinylated. Numbers beside carbons give H-NMR labeling convention.
solution. The common procedure uses aqueous acetic acid to dissolve the polymer and
some simple alcohol as a diluent [24, 28, 148]. An alternative report [149] used dimethyl
sulfoxide as the reaction solvent. This is interesting as it avoids the presence of water which
is implicated via a side reaction in the typical low conversion of succinic anhydride into
polymer pendent groups [24, 28, 148]. Unfortunately the author was unable to reproduce
the behaviour described in the report [149]. For this reason a more common procedure
proposed by Yamaguchi et. al. [24] was applied, and hence it was necessary to quantify
modification extent by H-NMR.
An advantage of following Yamaguchi is that he conducted the most comprehensive
series of experiments and quantified modification by three independent methods [24]. When
the tabulated data is plotted with the aid of a modern computer, a log-linear relationship is
observed. Yamaguchi does not comment on the relationship and may have been unaware of
it. As far as the author knows, it is not reported elsewhere in the open literature. Provided
the observed relationship is reproducible it is hypothesised here that it could be used as a
calibration curve eliminating the need for H-NMR analysis of every batch synthesised.
Purification was via membrane dialysis and freeze drying, again following Yamaguchi
[24]. Based on our reading of his procedure and Donnan equilibrium considerations [140],
the purified product is expected to consist of the modified polymer with succinylated units
mixed between sodium and acid salt forms. Our reasons for confidence in this statement are
discussed later. TGA analysis to quantify the fractional sodium substitution is discussed
in a following section.
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Figure 3.2: Alginate Structure; a) β-D-mannuronic acid (M), b) α-L-guluronic acid (G),
c) oxidised M form, d) hemiacetal formed with neighbours. Adapted from [21].
3.2.2 Alginate Oxidation
Oxidised-alginate is produced by the selective periodate oxidation of the alcohols on
carbon 2 and 3 of both M and G units (Figure 3.2a and b). This breaks the intervening
carbon bond and forms two aldehydes (Figure 3.2c). Painter demonstrates that these
form hemiacetals with the alcohols on neighbouring units (Figure 3.2d) protecting these
from further oxidation [21]. This results in a limiting oxidation extent of 45%. Provided
side reactions are protected against, the addition of further periodate above this limit has
no effect. Below the limit oxidation is nearly quantitative with added periodate [23]. The
known relationship between reagent inputs and product oxidation makes characterization of
oxidation unnecessary provided the approach taken is similar to that used in an established
procedure.
Many published procedures exist for alginate oxidation e.g. [21, 23, 88]. Following
Painter, n-propanol is used here to prevent side reactions. Low temperatures are used
throughout processing to limit the rate of hygrothermal depolymerization of the oxidised
product [21, 88]. The purification approach of Gomez was used initially [23], however
concerns about residual contaminants, particularly the sodium chloride used to aid precip-
itation prompted the use of membrane dialysis as a final step.
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3.2.3 Characterization by H-NMR
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) is used in this work to quantify the extent of
substitution for N-succinyl-chitosan. At the same time, a secondary objective was to
evaluate the potential of the technique for quantifying alginate oxidation. An excellent
introduction to NMR can be found in [150]. A brief overview is as follows:
NMR characterises materials based on the electron shielding around isotopes with an
unbalanced nucleus spin state (e.g. 1H). These act like small magnets. The presence of an
external magnetic field creates an energy difference between two possible configurations.
Orbiting electrons are affected by local chemical bonds, shielding the nucleus by varying
amounts and resulting in slightly different energy levels. Radio waves at the resonant
frequency can be absorbed to bias the population towards the high energy state. When
the perturbation is removed, energy is emitted in the form of a radio signal as the system
returns to equilibrium. This signal is called the free induction decay (FID) and provides
the basis for NMR analysis. The frequencies emitted are related to the chemical struc-
tures present. The signal strength at a given frequency is proportional to the number of
atoms with a particular chemical environment. Quantitative analysis relies on the integra-
tion of peak areas on a frequency plot. Good peak frequency separation is necessary for
unambiguous integration and analysis.
To allow data sets from different instruments to be directly compared, frequency is
reported as a ppm shift from an agreed upon reference compound. For the common 1H
hydrogen isotope, the zero reference is tetramethylsilane [150]. Deuterium also interacts,
but due to its increased mass has a very different frequency response from 1H. Use of
deuterated solvents limits solvent interference with sample signals. When D2O is used,
labile hydrogens on alcohol, amine and carboxyl groups exchange with solvent deuterium
eliminating the 1H signal from these groups and producing DHO. The DHO peak has a
documented temperature dependence [151] that can be used to shift it away from regions
of interest and as an internal frequency calibration as an alternative to using the reference
compound.
1H-NMR of highly oxidised-alginate was not previously successful [23]. A jumble of
overlapping peaks overlays the analysis region for normal alginate. This is likely due to
complex form of the oxidised polymer (Figure 3.2d). For this reason the expected outcome
of alginate analysis is qualitative confirmation of modification extent.
1H-NMR of chitosan exhibits the potential to produce quantitative data. Expected peak
assignments based on literature reference are as found in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Unmodified
chitosan exhibits four clear peak groupings [152–156]. Noting that C1 is proportional to the
number of repeat units present, the acetyl substitution can be calculated using P1/(3 P5)
and amine substitution by P3/P5 or 1−P1/(3 P5) [156] Two new peaks appear in N-
succinyl-chitosan which are well separated from those already present [90, 148, 157–159].
Due to the similarity between acetylated and succinylated repeat units, the significance
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of the P5 and P3 peaks is expected to be unaltered. Calculations for amine using P3
and acetyl using P1 are expected to be identical to those for normal chitosan. Succinyl
substitution may be calculated from P3/(4 P5). The alternative amine approach can be
modified to 1−P1/(3 P5)−P2/(4 P5). In the knowledge of the author prior to our own
report [31] this quantitative analysis was not reported in the open literature.
3.2.4 Salt Substitution by TGA
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) is used here to quantify the sodium salt substitu-
tion of the modified polymers after purification. After purification by membrane dialysis,
an unknown proportion of polymer repeat units are in their sodium salt and acid salt forms.
A large mass difference exists between the two forms introducing unreasonable uncertainty
into molar concentration calculations. TGA involves heating a sample situated on a sen-
sitive balance and observing mass loss as a function of temperature. We expect polymer
Table 3.1: Chitosan 1H-NMR Spectrum Description
Spectrum Chitosan N-Succinyl-Chitosan Description
Area ppm ppm
P1 2.0-2.1a , 2.4b 1.9-2.1[157–159] sharp peak
P2 — 2.3-2.6[90, 148, 157–159] two peaks
P3 3.1-3.3a , 3.5b 2.6-3.0[90, 148, 158, 159] broad peakc
P4 3.4-4.0a , 4.0-4.2b 3.4-4.0[90, 158] many peaks
P5 4.8-5.0a , 4.9-5.2b 4.4-4.7[90, 159] two or three peaksd
a [152, 154–156]; b [153]
c Width and position affected by pH
d Provide basis for an alternative analysis. With sufficient resolution an individual peak is
observed for each repeat unit type (see Figure 3.1) [90, 156]
Table 3.2: Chitosan 1H-NMR Peak Assignment
Spectrum Protons Assignmentab
Area
P1 3 methyl protons on acetal group
P2 4 succinyl backbone protons
P3 1 ring proton 2, glucosamine only [90, 153, 156, 158, 159]
P4 Varies ring protons other than P3 and P5
P5 1 ring proton 1, all unit types[90, 153, 156]
a Unless otherwise stated references are as in Table 3.1
b See Figure 3.1 for structure numbering scheme
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sodium content to be quantifiable using the mass of inorganic ash remaining after thermal
decomposition in an oxidizing environment. As a byproduct of this analysis the thermal
decomposition and drying temperatures of the modified polymers can be evaluated.
The residue from alginate decomposition has been identified as nearly pure sodium
carbonate [160]. Oxidised-alginate and N-succinyl-chitosan are not as well studied, how-
ever, based on the behaviour of other polysaccharides and simple carboxylic acids, sodium
carbonate and graphitic char are the only two high temperature products expected. Char
can be minimised by use of an oxidizing environment. The relative purity of the sodium
carbonate residue can be evaluated based on the color of the ash. Nearly pure carbonate
is white to cream. Carbonaceous char is black. Provided the right color ash is obtained,
sodium substitution can be calculated based on the mass residual ash at the end of the
experiment.
According to [160] at heating rates up to 20 ◦C/min the TGA trace for alginate shows
two well separated processes. Below ∼100 ◦C water is driven off. A shoulder of stability
exists for the dry polymer followed by thermal decomposition starting at 170 ◦C. Decom-
position is complete above 610 ◦C leaving sodium carbonate ash. Provided N-succinyl-
chitosan and oxidised-alginate exhibit similar behaviour, the shoulder can be used as the
dry sample mass eliminating the need for special handling prior to testing.
3.2.5 Moisture Content via Vacuum Drying
To quantify polymer moisture content, small scale experiments were conducted where
samples are weighed before and after drying using a vacuum oven. This allows accurate
mass based molar concentration calculations (residual moisture may exceed 10 w/w%) and
avoids the difficulty inherent with completely drying all material used.
Complete removal of water from hydroscopic polymers can be difficult even in a freeze
dryer or desiccator [161]. Though vacuum helps aid the process, large surface areas and
elevated temperatures are necessary for efficient removal of trace moisture [161–163]. A
significant risk exists that polymer properties may be compromised by thermal decom-
position, particularly for oxidised-alginate [44, 88]. Even when samples are only used to
quantify moisture content, use of the lowest possible drying temperature is recommended
to avoid interference from thermal decomposition [164, 165]. ASTM guidelines suggest
samples dried at elevated temperatures should be cooled briefly in a desiccator before
weighing to avoid interference from convection currents and atmospheric gas adsorption
onto weighing boat surfaces [164].
The exact nature of each polymer affects its optimum drying temperature. Evidence
exists showing water can be completely removed from PVA via vacuum drying at 60 ◦C
for 30 h [162]. Extrapolation of alginate TGA data to zero heating rate indicates that
an isothermal temperature of 76 ± 5 ◦C may be sufficient [160]. Examination of bound
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water data for a series of other polymers [162] implicates the carboxylic acid moiety as the
limiting functional group in both oxidised-alginate and N-succinyl-chitosan, meaning their
minimum drying temperatures are expected to be similar. Preliminary tests are necessary
and evidence from our own TGA work is useful, to validate the procedure used here for
the modified polymers.
3.3 Materials and Methods
3.3.1 Materials
Specific materials used listed in alphabetic order: Acetic acid (99.9%, Fisher Scientific
A38 Lot 508074), alginate sodium salt from brown algae (M/G ratio ∼1.56, Mw 80-120
kg/mol, Sigma A2033 Lot 098K1388), acetone (University of Waterloo Chem. Stores, wash
grade), chitosan (75-85% deacetylated, Mv 50-190 kg/mol, Aldrich 448869 Lot 61496MJ),
deionised water (University of Waterloo Chem. stores), dialysis tubing (MWCO 12,400,
Sigma-Aldrich D0655 Lot 3110), ethanol (University of Waterloo Chem. Stores), ethylene
glycol (Fisher Scientific E178 Lot 092701), N-propanol (Fisher Scientific A414 Lot 090199),
sodium chloride (EMD Chemicals SX0420 Lot 49133928), sodium hydroxide (EMD Chem-
icals 5X0590 Lot 45043), sodium periodate (Sigma-Aldrich S1878 Lot MKBB5683), and
succinic anhydride (Aldrich 239690 Lot 07422BJ).
3.3.2 Chitosan Succinylation
Nine batches of N-succinyl-chitosan were made as listed in Table 3.3. Each was assigned
a code from C0 to C8 in the order of production. C0 was the prototype batch. It differed
from subsequent batches in the amount of acetic acid used (100 ml), procedure used to
dissolve polymer (ethanol added before fully dissolved, 4 h time requirement) and the
temperature used (40 ◦C). The procedure for batches C1 to C8 is as follows:
Volumetric measurements were made using a Corning #3022-250 ml graduated cylinder.
Stock solutions of sodium hydroxide (20 w/w%) and acetic acid (5 w/w%) were prepared
using deionised water and a Mettler PC 2000 balance. Polymer and succinic anhydride
were weighed using a Satorius CP 1245 laboratory balance and the mass recorded to the
nearest 0.1 mg. Temperature control and stirring were provided by a Corning PC-4200
hotplate with immersion probe. The probe entered the reaction flask through a single
hole stopper. Other than when reagents were added, the flask was kept plugged to limit
evaporation from the reaction bath.
For each batch, approximately 2.00 g of chitosan was weighed and added to 80 ml of 5%
acetic acid in a 250 ml Erlenmeyer flask. The mixture was stirred for 30 min at 60 ◦C and
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Table 3.3: Chitosan Properties by Batch
Chitosan Primary Amine (R-NH2) Moisture Content Sodium Salt
Batch substitution% w/w% (R-COONa)
Raw NMR Fit Vacuum TGA substitution%
C0 29 22 — — —
C1 46 48 10 14 19
C2 28 34 13 15 25
C3 23 27 11 14 23
C4 57 52 5 16 11
C5 — 52 — 17 —
C6 — 21 6 — —
C7 23 21 5 16 26
C8 36 41 6 13 26
600 rpm until the chitosan was completely dissolved. 120 ml of ethanol was then added
and the mixture allowed to return to temperature before proceeding. A predetermined
amount of succinic anhydride was weighed, dissolved in 40 ml of acetone and added to the
reaction mixture without interrupting stirring. Stirring was increased to between 600 and
800 rpm and the mixture was left to react at temperature for 24 h.
Membrane dialysis was used to purify the product. Dialysis tubing was prepared by
washing in sequence with tap water, hot deionised water under stirring for 3 h, and cold
deionised water. The reaction mixture was diluted using deionised water to a total volume
of 400 ml and its pH adjusted to ∼10 with 20% sodium hydroxide (pH paper used to check
adjustment). A magenta precipitate formed at this point for some formulations. Solution
and precipitate were divided approximately evenly between several lengths of tubing and
immersed in 4 L of deionised water under stirring at room temperature. The water was
replaced 7 times with a minimum time interval of 4 h between changes for a theoretical
dilution of ten million to one. Precipitate was observed to dissolve sometime before the first
water change and is therefore unlikely to have seriously affected the quality of purification.
Product was recovered by freeze drying. Batches C0 to C3 were bottled within 24 h of
recovery. Batches C4 to C8 were held in a desiccator at room temperature for no less than
one month before bottling. Long term storage of samples was at less than 4 ◦C.
3.3.3 Alginate Oxidation
Six batches of oxidised-alginate were prepared as listed in Table 3.4. Each was assigned
a code from A0 to A5 in the order of production. A0 was the prototype batch. It was pre-
pared at room temperature without n-propanol and used without purification by dialysis.
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All subsequent batches used the following procedure:
Polymer and periodate were weighed using a Satorius CP 1245 laboratory balance and
the mass recorded to the nearest 0.1 mg. The reaction flask was immersed up to the neck in
an ice bath to maintain constant low temperature. Bath temperature rose as high as 10 ◦C
on a couple runs when all ice melted overnight, but otherwise was stable at around 4 ◦C.
The flask rested on bottom of bath allowing controlled stirring using a Corning PC-4200
hotplate. A single hole stopper fitted with a valve allowed the air to be evacuated from
the flask during the reaction, limiting contact with atmospheric oxygen.
Sodium alginate (2±0.01 g) and n-propanol (9±0.1 g) were mixed with deionised water
in a 250 ml flask to make 225 ml ± 5% total. The flask was sealed, evacuated and placed
in the ice bath and the mixture stirred at 200 rpm in the dark until the alginate was
completely dissolved (3-5 h). Sodium periodate was weighed out and dissolved in 30 ml
deionised water. Stirring was turned off before releasing the vacuum and not resumed until
after the periodate was added and the flask again evacuated. The reaction was allowed to
proceed for 24 h for limit oxidation or 48 h for stoichiometric oxidation. Ethylene glycol
(1-2 ml) was then added and the mixture stirred for 0.5 h to neutralize any remaining
periodate.
All batches were purified using at least one precipitation step. The exact amounts
of NaCl and solvent varied slightly for the first few batches. The best results in terms of
filtration efficiency were obtained by adding 6.5 g of NaCl to the reaction mixture and then
pouring this into 750 ml of stirred ethanol. This produced a coarse precipitate suitable
for vacuum filtration, but may have trapped impurities in the precipitate particles. Up
to batch A4, the polymer was redissolved and re-precipitated once with ethanol and once
with acetone before a final rinse with pure ethanol. By batch A5 concerns about residual
salt had prompted the use of membrane dialysis for final purification and therefore, this
Table 3.4: Alginate Properties by Batch
Alginate Oxidised Groups Sodium Salt Periodate Used
Batch REF Structure Figure (R-COONa) mol ratio
substitution% substitution% repeat units
AC — — —
A0 45a — 3.5
A1 45a — 16.3
A2 <35b 46 0.35
A3 45a 48 2.5
A4 <25b 47 0.25
A5 45a 46 16.3
a Assumed based on Painter et al. [21]
b Maximum given mol ratio periodate
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batch was only precipitated once prior to dialysis.
Dialysis tubing was prepared by washing in sequence with tap water, hot deionised wa-
ter under stirring for 3 h and cold deionised water. Product from the previous purification
was dissolved in deionized water (400 mL, ice bath). The solution was divided approxi-
mately evenly between several lengths of tubing and immersed in 4 L of fridge temperature
deionized water (< 4 ◦C). The setup was stored unstirred in a dark fridge. The water was
replaced 7 times with minimum interval between changes of 12 h. Product was recovered
by freeze drying, held in a desiccator at room temperature for no less than one month and
then stored in sealed containers at less than 4 ◦C.
3.3.4 Characterization by H-NMR
N-succinyl-chitosan, oxidized-alginate, or unmodified alginate were dissolved in D2O
to form 1 w/w% solutions. Unmodified chitosan was dissolved in D2O/DCl at a pH of 1.
The acid solution was mixed using D2O and 37% hydrochloric acid, introducing normal
hydrogen at a concentration of 0.2 mol/L. This resulted in a more pronounced DHO peak
in the NMR spectra but did not otherwise interfere with analysis. 0.45 µm syringe filters
were used to remove undissolved contaminants during injection into NMR tubes. Spectra
were taken on a Bruker Avance 500 at 90 ◦C following the ASTM recommended pulse
programs for the respective unmodified polymers [156, 166]. Using the data published in
[151] as a calibration curve, the position of the DHO peak (4.13 ppm at 90 ◦C) was used
as an internal reference.
MestReNova v9.0.1-12354 was used with the default settings to convert the FID into
frequency domain signals. As curvature was not very pronounced a polynomial of order
three or less could be used to fit the baseline. The baseline corrected spectra can be found
in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. Oxidized-alginate proved too difficult to analyse quantitatively.
Calculations using chitosan peak areas were carried out following the approach outlined in
Section 3.2.3. Linear regression analysis was conducted using Microsoft Excel 2010. The
statistical functions used were validated against Montgomery [167].
3.3.5 Salt Substitution by TGA
Alumina pans were prepared by boiling in ∼8 M nitric acid and rinsing with deion-
ized water. Pans were dried by baking for 2 h at 100 ◦C. Just prior to use, any trace
contamination was burnt off using a Bunsen burner.
Polymer samples were removed from low temperature storage in their sealed containers
and allowed to equilibrate at room temperature. Samples were weighed out (7±1.5 mg)
and the remainder sealed immediately and returned to storage. Individual 20 ml glass vials
were used to store and transport the samples. Prior to testing, a clean glass rod was used
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Figure 3.3: Alginate NMR Results: a) Control, b) Limit Oxidized, batch A0
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Figure 3.4: Chitosan NMR Results: Free amine per fit in Table 3.3, 86% free amine is
the unmodified control.
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to compress each sample against the bottom of the vial forming a thin disk with similar
dimensions to the TGA pans.
Tests were conducted in a TA Q500 TGA. After preliminary experiments a two stage
procedure was adopted. In the first stage, samples were ramped from room temperature
to ∼600 ◦C under 100 ml/min nitrogen purge at a heating rate of 20 ◦C/min. As can be
seen in Figure 3.5, this provided good separation between the end of moisture loss and the
beginning of thermal decomposition. For the second stage, the sample was equilibrated at
550 ◦C, the purge gas switched to air and the temperature ramped to 800 ◦C. Although
some variability existed in the kinetics, all samples reached their final plateau mass well
before the test end. The residue was in the form of a fused pellet with a faint cream
colouration.
TA Universal Analysis 4.7A was used to analyse the data. Salt substitution was calcu-
lated using dry mass, residual mass, and average repeat unit molecular weight. For alginate
the assumed conversion in Table 3.4 was used in this calculation. For N-succinyl-chitosan
the NMR fit estimate in Table 3.3 was used.
The maximum moisture loss rate and thermal decomposition onset temperatures were
also determined. To evaluate the effect of polymer modification on these parameters a
linear regression analysis was conducted in Microsoft Excel 2010. The statistical functions
used were validated against Montgomery [167].
3.3.6 Moisture Content via Vacuum Drying
To determine the optimum drying temperature, preliminary experiments were con-
ducted on alginate batch AC and chitosan batch C6. It was predicted that these would
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Figure 3.5: Chitosan TGA Results: All compositions tested shown superimposed; First
stage data only (Purge Gas is Dry Nitrogen); Data is normalized with respect to the dry
polymer mass.
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be the most hydroscopic and would require the most aggressive drying. Samples were held
isothermally under vacuum and periodically removed and weighed. The minimum time
between weighings was 4 h. When a static mass was obtained over three successive de-
terminations, the oven temperature was raised and the procedure repeated. Raising the
temperature above 80 ◦C resulted in no further mass loss. In a follow up experiment sam-
ples were stored under vacuum for three days at 80 ◦C. The masses were found to stabilize
within the first 24 h.
The precise procedure followed for subsequent quantitative determinations is as follows:
20 ml glass vials were cleaned by ultrasonication in deionized water. Vials were rinsed
with both DI water and acetone after which they were only handled with gloves or tongs.
The vials were placed under vacuum, heated at the test temperature for 24 h and stored
in a desiccator until use.
Polymer samples were removed from low temperature storage in their sealed containers
and allowed to equilibrate at room temperature. The vacuum oven was preheated to 80 ◦C.
90±10 mg of polymer was weighed into the speciality prepared glass vials, and both vial and
sample masses recorded to the nearest 0.l mg. The vial was covered with dried laboratory
wipe held in place by an elastic band. The covered vial was immediately loaded into the
oven and placed under vacuum (∼30 inHg).
To purge the chamber of released water, the vacuum was cycled a minimum of three
times over the 24 h drying time. Following ASTM D570 [164] the sample was placed in a
desiccator while still at temperature and allowed to cool before weighing.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Polymer Modification
Modified polymer yield was hard to quantify due to known losses during purification.
Generally amounts greater than 1.5 g were recovered per batch.
Oxidized-alginate estimated degree of substitution can be found in Table 3.4. As the
synthesis procedure closely mirrors those of other authors [21, 23] the results should be very
similar, particularly for batches A1 and A5. These almost exactly follow the limit oxidation
procedure of Painter and Larson [21]. Qualitative conformation of successful oxidation is
provided by the agreement between the oxidized-alginate NMR spectrum presented here
(Figure 3.3) and that of Gomez et al. [23].
N-succinyl-chitosan NMR shows clear trends in the raw data 3.4. Polymer modification
was observed to have no statistically significant effect on acetylation (log-linear trend p-
value 0.17, average substitution 13±1.3 mol%). Regardless of analysis method a log-linear
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trend exists for free amine and succinyl substitution versus mole fraction succinic anhydride
(Figure 3.6). The lowest probability of significance based on measured data is 99.8%.
Comparing the two approaches suggests systematic error exists for at least one ap-
proach. The 95% confidence prediction interval on the NMR A fit is ±21 mol% meaning
the difference between NMR A and B is not statistically significant when the NMR data
is taken in isolation. Good agreement between NMR A and Yamaguchi et al. [24] suggests
that it is the more reliable estimate. Uncertainty on the combined fit predictions (Equa-
tion 3.1) is reduced to ±12 mol% establishing that the difference between the combined
fit and NMR B is statistically significant at a 95% level. Here y is the desired free amine
substitution in molar fraction repeat units and x is the succinic anhydride used in moles
per mole polymer repeat units. As it provides the least uncertainty, Equation 3.1, is used
to estimate free amine for each sample in remainder of this thesis. NMR A raw results and
fit line values can be found it Table 3.3.
y = −0.18ln(x) + 0.51 (3.1)
An interference with the succinyl peak is likely the source of the systematic discrepancy
between NMR A and B. Agreement between Yamaguchi and NMR A rules out problems
with the amine peak and the consistency of the acetyl peak suggests it is not at fault.
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Figure 3.6: Chitosan N-Succinylation Calibration Curve: NMR A analysis based on
amine peak; NMR B analysis based on succinyl and acetal peaks; Yamaguchi from [24];
Black curves show fits to data, light grey curves bracketing fit show respective prediction
error.
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Four possible interferences with the succinyl peak are considered, namely: 1) integration
error due to insufficient NMR pulse program delay; 2) integration error from unknown
organic contamination; 3) partial O-succinylation [154]; and 4) succinic acid contamination
due to salt formation with the chitosan amine. A check of pulse program adequacy was
conducted by the NMR technician and the area of minor peak / shoulder observed in
the succinyl region is insufficient to explain the discrepancy. This leaves two options
that can not be ruled out or differentiated between: O-succinylation and amine/succinic
acid salt contamination. The potential error both introduce into gravimetric calculations
is about the same. Extra mass equivalent to 6 to 14% additional succinyl substitution
may be present. This results in a 3 to 7% error in repeat unit average molecular weight
calculations. The error is larger at higher amine substitutions giving some support to the
salt hypothesis.
3.4.2 Salt Substitution
The purified alginate is known to contain some quantity of insoluble impurities pre-
cluding precise gravimetric calculations. The salt substitutions in Table 3.4 ignore these
impurities and are therefore approximate. Workarounds for this issue are discussed in later
chapters.
N-succinyl-chitosan sodium content as a percentage of the sample dry mass was deter-
mined very precisely. This reduces the overall uncertainty of chitosan gravimetric calcula-
tions by as much as 6%. The sodium substitutions provided in Table 3.3 assume purified
samples consist of polymer, sodium counterions and absorbed water. Error introduced by
the amine substitution uncertainty is ±5%, while the maximum possible error stemming
from assuming no amine/succinic salt formation varies from 3 to 7%. These errors do
not propagate into further calculations provided internally consistent estimates of sample
composition and polymer structure are used.
The decision to ignore amine/succinic salt formation can be justified based on the chi-
tosan purification procedure. Sodium hydroxide is added to raise the pH to 10 just prior
to membrane dialysis. Under this condition all succinyl groups are negatively charged and
amines are uncharged. Donnan equilibrium dictates that negatively charged succinic acid
and acetic acid are preferentially transferred to the external compartment [140]. Positively
charged sodium is preferentially retained. Any possibility of amine salt formation occurs
at the end of dialysis after contaminant concentrations have dropped to very low levels.
The pH after dialysis is between 6 and 7 indicating the sodium concentration is less than
stoichiometric. Under the final condition some of the amines are charged however the poly-
mer charge is still predominantly negative. This is expected to repel negative counterions,
and any amine salt formation is expected to be with acid groups on adjacent repeat units.
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3.4.3 Moisture Content
Competing estimates of moisture content are obtained by TGA and vacuum drying
(Tables 3.3 and 3.4). Vacuum drying is believed to be more accurate due to the better
control of polymer atmospheric contact during sample preparation. Vacuum results show
the expected correlation with time spent in desiccator prior to bottling. Similarity between
observed moisture levels across all TGA tests suggests that samples reached equilibrium
with the environment prior to test start.
The hypothesis that vacuum drying was incomplete can be rejected based on the val-
idation experiments conducted, and the TGA data seen in Figure 3.7. Examining the
temperature at which maximum moisture loss rate occurred, it can be seen that validation
was conducted using samples with the strongest water binding. This temperature can be
taken as an upper-bound at which a finite equilibrium moisture content is possible. In
all cases maximum moisture loss rate occurs below the 80 ◦C drying temperature selected
during validation.
No statistically significant trend with substitution was found for alginate (p-value 0.46).
The temperature for maximum drying rate is 71±4.5 ◦C. The chitosan trend with substi-
tution is significant at a 97% level. The 20 ◦C difference between extreme compositions is
expected to be of practical significance.
3.4.4 Polymer Stability
The degradation onset temperature by TGA provides insight into polymer stability
(Figure 3.7). The linear trend for chitosan is significant at a 98.5% level. This may not be
of practical significance as the change between extreme values is only 10 ◦C. The alginate
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Figure 3.7: Modification effect on Moisture Removal and Degradation Temperatures: a)
Alginate; b) Chitosan
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change is 30 ◦C and the trend is in good agreement with predictions from the literature
[44, 88] however the statistical evidence is weak (p-value of 0.17).
3.5 Concluding Remarks
Oxidized-alginates and N-succinyl-chitosans were successfully synthesized. Alginate
degree of substitution is not verified but uncertainty is expected to be small, particularly for
batches A1 and A5 which were used for subsequent experiments. The purity of alginate will
be discussed in the following chapters. N-succinyl-chitosan substitution was quantified with
maximum uncertainty of 12%. This translates into a 5% error when estimating repeat unit
molar mass. Chitosan purity was questioned based on NMR result discrepancy. Ignoring
this discrepancy results in no more than 7% error in molar concentration calculations.
Chitosan moisture and sodium content were determined with high degree of precision
eliminating these factors as significant contributions to overall error.
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Chapter 4
N-Succinyl-Chitosan Solution
Rheology
4.1 Overview
This chapter describes the approach taken to determine what N-succinyl-chitosan solu-
tion concentrations have reasonable handling characteristics. Based on literature guidelines
an apparent viscosity of 0.2 Pa·s was selected as the upper bound for the “injectable” vis-
cosity range [73]. The difficulty experienced in handling the 5 w/w% N-succinyl chitosan
solutions used in our initial work indicates that they probably exceeded this guideline.
N-succinyl-chitosan belongs to a class of polymers called polyampholytes which have both
positively and negatively charged groups on the chain [20]. Structure property relation-
ships for these polymers indicate that viscosity could rise and solubility decrease as amine
substitution moves from the 21% used in the initial work, to the 52% substitution prepared.
As higher concentrations generally result in stiffer gels, handling considerations provide an
important constraint on what formulations are practical.
In addition to information on usable solution concentrations, this chapter provides
insights into N-succinyl-chitosan chain morphology in solution based on comparison to
published scaling relationships [46]. In the knowledge of the author neither the handling
characteristics nor morphology analysis of N-succinyl-chitosan solutions under physiological
conditions are published elsewhere in the open literature.
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4.2 Background
4.2.1 Polymer Solution Rheology
For all polymer solutions, viscosity depends on three factors: temperature, molecular
weight and concentration. This dependence is understood in dilute solutions using simple
models. The polymers are modelled as rigid, non-interacting particles suspended in the
solvent [42, pp 583-597]. From the model, viscosity is expected to depend on solvent
properties, the number of particles, and the particle size. Solvent viscosity is temperature
dependent so the solution viscosity will be as well. The number of particles is dependent
on polymer concentration. Size is dependent on molecular weight and polymer solubility,
which is often a function of temperature. According to the theory, reduced viscosity (ηred,
Equation 4.1) provides a linear relationship with concentration. Here η is solution viscosity,
ηo is solvent viscosity and c2 is the polymer concentration [42].
ηred =
1
c2
(
η
ηo
− 1
)
≈ mc2 + b (4.1)
In concentrated solutions polymers begin to interact, resulting in a transition from dilute
to entangled regimes [20, 26, 42, 46, 128]. Polyelectrolytes interact through charge even at
very low concentrations, but mainly repel one another, extending the concentration range
before entangled behavior sets in. Fuoss’s law (Equation 4.2) is an empirical relationship
that provides a good fit to viscosity data over this wide semidilute regime [26, pp 635-
637][46]. Here A and B are fit constants which depend on the nature and charge of the
polymer.
ηred =
A
1 +B c
1/2
2
(4.2)
More recent polyelectrolyte theory results in scaling relationships with the form given
in Equation 4.3 [46]. Here net charge f joins concentration as a predictor variable and
relative viscosity ηr replaces reduced viscosity as the response variable. As will be seen in
chapter 6, net charge is inversely proportional to amine substitution for all compositions
of interest in this work.
ηr =
η
ηo
∝ f b cc2 (4.3)
The size of neutral polymers in solution is primarily affected by solvent affinity. Poly-
electrolyte size is also affected by polymer net charge and salt screening, while polyam-
pholyte size is affected by internal charge attractions. The physics of this in the semidilute
regime is the subject of several recent reviews [20, 46, 125]. As N-succinyl-chitosan is a
polyampholyte this is the most relevant branch of theory. Four morphologies are possible
namely: 1) the fully extended form (if net charge dominates), 2) collapsed globule (if at-
traction dominates), 3) a random coil (if salt screening dominates), and 4) a bead necklace
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morphology (if a balance exists between net charge, screening and attraction) [20, 46]. All
else being equal, solution viscosity is higher for more extended forms (e.g. coil > necklace
> globule).
Away from the isoelectric point, polyampholyte net charge tends to dominate resulting
in similar behaviour to polyelectrolytes, potentially allowing polyelectrolyte scaling rela-
tionships to be used [46]. Near the isoelectric point, all polyampholyte effects are close to
balance making behavior prediction difficult [125]. Polymers tend to collapse into compact
globules resulting in a viscosity minimum; however they also tend to aggregate, and if
affinity for the solvent is low, precipitate [20, 125]
So far an implicit Newtonian fluid assumption has prevailed by ignoring flow effects on
polymer morphology in solution. The viscosity of Newtonian fluids has a simple definition
as the proportionality constant between shear stress, τ , and shear rate, η (Equation 4.4)
[168]. Polymer chains often deform or untangle under shear resulting in non-Newtonian
shear thinning [128, pp 23-25,135-140]. Under such a circumstance the nature of the flow
field is important and different viscosities may be measured depending on the experimen-
tal method. For non-Newtonian fluids a phenomenological approach is often taken where
apparent viscosity is reported as a function of shear rate under specific experimental cir-
cumstances.
τ = η γ˙ (4.4)
To make the measured viscosity relevant to the larger project it is necessary to define
under what circumstances it will be measured. Temperature, concentration and shear rate
must all be defined as all may be important.
4.2.2 Injectability Evaluation
Evaluation of formulation injectability is a developing field [73, 83]. In the knowledge
of the author no globally accepted threshold exists for apparent viscosity. In this work 0.2
Pa·s is used based on the guidelines provided by Martens et. al. [73].
Shear rates are not well defined in works on injectability [73, 83] however a bounding
envelope of 1000 s−1 to 10,000 s−1 can be defined based on the equipment used. This
guideline is in line with volumes and advice found in [169]. Due to the possibility of shear
thinning and start-up resistance, lower shear rates may also be of interest.
The guidelines for temperature are much more clear. Two key temperatures exist
namely: 1) Body temperature 37 ◦C and 2) the standard lab environment 25 ◦C.
4.2.3 Instrument Selection and Operating Principals
A good summary of instrument types for polymer blends is provided by [128, pp 135-
140]. This is applicable to polymer solutions due to similar physics [128, pp 135-140].
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Oscillatory approaches used for polymer melts are not a good measurement option as
the “Cox Merz rule” used to extrapolate results is “not applicable to dilute solutions,
crosslinked systems or gelled systems” [170]. This leaves the three common steady state
instrument designs as possible alternatives, namely: 1) cone plate, 2) Couette flow, and
3) capillary. The capillary design was selected for reasons discussed below.
In rotational designs, fluid is sheared between two surfaces such as the angle between
the cone and plate or gap between concentric cylinders (Coutette flow). Typically the cone
or inner cylinder rotates. Shear rate is defined by gap geometry and the rotation rate.
Measured torque allows estimation of shear stress. Designs are limited in maximum shear
rate due to momentum effects at high radial velocities. These break down the standard
stress estimation assumptions. The limitation is particularly severe at low viscosity (more
desirable formulations). Samples are also not easily recoverable from rotational designs.
They are generally smeared over large surfaces and may be contaminated with silicone oil
(if used to prevent evaporation) or have their concentration change due to atmospheric
contact (if oil is not used).
Looking at rotational designs in more detail, cone and plate is the preferred geometry
due to the uniformity of the shear field [171]. Using the correlation provided by Felwell
and Hellums [172] at reasonable cone angles and allowing a 5% deviation from uniformity,
shear rate is limited to less than 100 s−1 for 0.02 Pa·s and may not exceed 850 s−1 at
0.2 Pa·s. Couette flow faces similar problems. The limitation is due to Taylor instability
with the onset of turbulent flow at Tacrit ≈ 1700 in Equation 4.5 [168, p 277]. The form of
this relationship explains why obtainable shear rates are highly correlated with viscosity
resulting in a narrow operational window for any given instrument configuration. Looking
at the Brookfield lineup the best option model DV2T is due to its highest max speed [173,
174]). Even so it can only operate up to 960 s−1 at 0.2 Pa·s viscosity [173].
Tacrit =
ri x
3 Ω2i ρ
2
η2
(4.5)
The capillary rheometer design has different operating principals, relaxing shear rate
limitations. Fluid is forced through a tube of known radius r and length L at a known flow
rate Q. Shear is developed due to wall friction. Stresses are estimated from the pressure
drop ∆p along the tube. The primary disadvantage is a non-uniform shear rate in the
radial direction. A distinct advantage for non-Newtonian fluids is the direct applicability
of the flow geometry to the target application. Comparability with existing injectability
literature is also an asset [73, 83]. Practical advantages of easy sample recovery and simple
instrument design make experimental planning easier.
Assuming a Newtonian fluid and fully developed laminar flow, viscosity can be esti-
mated from capillary rheometer results using the Poiseuille equation (Equation 4.7) [42,
168]. The corresponding average shear rate is given by Equation 4.6 [168, p. 274]. A lami-
nar flow assumption is accurate below a critical Reynolds number of ReD ≈ 2300, Equation
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4.8 [175, p. 467]. Flow is fully developed beyond the hydrodynamic entry length Le given by
Equation 4.9 [168, pp. 348-349][175]. For non-Newtonian fluids the Rabinowitsch-Mooney
equation (not shown) gives a similar form to Equation 4.7 [176]. This allows a smooth
transition to be made from a phenomenological apparent viscosity approach to a precise
rheological description, provided data is collected under a sufficient range of conditions
[176].
˙γave =
4Q
pi r3
(4.6)
Q =
pi r4 ∆p
8 η L
(4.7)
ReD =
2 ρQ
pi r η
(4.8)
Le ≈ 0.12 r ReD (4.9)
Due to end effects, the pressure difference across a capillarity is never solely due to
fully developed laminar flow. The conventional solution is to conduct series of experiments
using capillaries of differing lengths but identical in all other respects. Provided all lengths
have a region of fully developed flow, the regression model Equation 4.10 allows end effects
to be eliminated.
∆p =
8 η Q
pi r4
L+ end effect (4.10)
4.3 Experimental
4.3.1 Experiment Design
For all experiments, the solvent is phosphate buffered saline (PBS) at a pH of 7.4.
This was to provide a simulated physiological environment. Six N-succinyl-chitosan amine
substitution levels are available (22, 27, 34, 41, 48, 52%). 52% was not usable due to
limited solubility. The remainder were run as a bisection search to cover as much of the
field as possible within the time available for this study. In the end there was time for all
five polymers. For each polymer a three factor experiment was planned in temperature,
shear rate and concentration. A statistical design consisting of only star or axial points
was selected to minimise the number of tests (see [167, pp 428-433]). The details of this
design can be found in Table 4.1.
Temperatures of interest are approximately body temperature and the standard lab
environment of 25 ◦C. Controller capabilities made 40 ◦C more practical than precisely
body temperature. Provided reduced viscosity gives a good fit, interpolation to body
temperature is possible, and only minimal uncertainty is introduced by using the higher
temperature (see Equation 4.1).
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Table 4.1: Rheometry Study Statistical Design: Star design
with center point and three branches
Factor Number of Center Full
Levels Point Range
1) Concentration, w/w% 3a 2 1,2,3,5b
2) Average Shear Rate, s−1 2 470 47,470
3) Temperature, ◦C 2 40 25,40
a 34% and 41% amine N-succinyl-chitosan only studied at two
concentrations.
b 2 and 3 w/w% with additional point at 1 or 5 w/w%.
The intended shear rates were 100 and 1000 s−1. The upper is representative of those
used by [73, 83] while the lower was selected to provide information on shear thinning and
the potential for start-up resistance. Due to the received capillaries deviating from the 20
gauge standard, the achieved shear rates were 47 and 470 s−1.
A concentration range of 1 to 5 w/w% N-succinyl-chitosan was chosen. For each N-
succinyl-chitosan level, preliminary tests were conducted to pick the minimum concentra-
tion in Table 4.1 with a viscosity exceeding the target. Subsequent concentrations were
prepared by dilution, necessitating that concentration levels be run from highest to lowest.
4.3.2 Capillary Rheometer Description
A capillary rheometer was built by the author to run these experiments (Figure 4.1).
For a full design description see Appendix A. A system overview is as follows:
Flow rate control is provided by Kent Scientific GenieTouch syringe pump. This device
can output a maximum force of 350 N, has a maximum carriage travel speed of 2.1 mm/s
and has position detection to the nearest 0.2 mm [177]. To achieve higher flow rates and
allow the sample syringe to be immersed in a water bath a hydraulic linkage system was
constructed. Component sizes and pressure limits are listed in Table 4.2. With this system,
volume accuracy is ±100 µL assuming no backlash. Steady state flow rate accuracy is likely
much greater based on multiple position measurements.
Temperature control at 40±0.5 ◦C was provided by a water bath controlled by a Corning
PC-4200 hotplate with immersion probe. The rheometer systems all provide a watertight
seal, however a plastic bag was used as secondary containment. For 25±1 ◦C test the lab
environment was sufficient.
Pressure measurements were made using an Omega MMG500USBHB6L0T8A9CE trans-
ducer. Thermal zero drift is ±0.5% FS, rated accuracy is ±0.08% FS BSL and linearity
is ±0.03% FS. By recording a static baseline before experiment start and subtracting this
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ITEM 
NO. PART NUMBER QTY.
1 Waterbath (Not Shown) 1
2 Viscometer Post 1
3 Viscometer Core Assembly 0-00 1
4 Sample Recovery Assembly 0-00 1
5 Driven Syringe Assembly 0-00 1
6 Sample Tube Assembly 0-00 1
7 Drive Tube Assembly 0-00 1
8 Sample Recovery Clamp 1
9 Sample Syringe Bracket 0-00 1
10 Rubber Washer 1
11 Calibrated Needle As Required
12 Hamiltion Gastight Syringe #1005 1
13 QOSINA 99759-1-Way Stopcock 1
14 BD 20ml Plastic Syringe 1
15 Kent Scientific GenieTouch Syringe Pump 1
16 Socket Head Cap Screw No8x1.5", SS 1
17 Flat Washer No8 Regular, SS 1
18 Socket Head Cap Screw 1/4"-20x1.5", SS 3
19 Flat Washer 1/4" SAE, SS 3
Figure 4.1: Capillary Rheometer Schematic
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Table 4.2: Pressurised Rheometer Components
Component Pressure Limit Syringe Barrel ID
Description kPa mm
Transducer 3500a —
Tubing 1200 —
Sample Syringe 1400 10.30
Drive Syringe BD 20ml Plastic 860 19.13
Driven Syringe BD 10ml Plastic 860 14.50
Lure Fittings 860 —
a Transducer Measurement Rage, Damage Overpressure Limit 13,800 kPa
from the steady state pressure during the experiment the accuracy and thermal errors
could be eliminated. As can be seen in Figure 4.2 the transducer was mounted in the core
block above a PTFE membrane and the intervening space filled with silicone oil to transmit
pressure. The large sample flow channel under the membrane limits pressure measurement
error due to the Bernoulli effect.
Hypodermic needles were used as capillaries (Dana Medical 20 gauge #1101-192 Lot
02235326). The needles were cut and the tips ground flat, providing lengths between ∼10
and 140 mm at 10 mm increments. Lengths were measured with a precision of ±0.01 mm.
The standard internal diameter for 20 gauge needles is 0.603±0.019 mm. Lot variability is
expected to be well under that implied by the manufacturing tolerance. To quantify this
variability an optical microscope was used to measure the diameter of 5 needles. Based
on these measurements the internal diameter was 0.776±0.003 mm, where the error bars
represent a 95% confidence interval. This means that even though the needles were not
PTFE
Membrane
Oil Fill
Transducer
b)
Enlarged Chanel
Under Membrane
Sample In
From Syringe
Sample Out
To Capillary
a) 
Figure 4.2: Capillary Rheometer Core Detail: a) Section view showing internal flow; b)
Exploded view showing sample side only
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labelled as such they were the thin wall variant. This was not discovered until after
the experiments had been run which meant that there was no alternative but to use the
results with the correct but lower than target shear rate. A check for error due to needle
deformation showed no cause for concern. The maximum recorded pressure resulted in
stresses less than 10% of the yield strength. Under the same circumstances radial elastic
strains were approximately 400 times smaller than the diameter uncertainty. After diameter
measurement the shear rate uncertainty contribution from capillary geometry is ±1.2%.
For sample recovery the calibrated needle passed through a septa followed by a vented
fitting and into a 15 ml centrifuge vial. A snorkel tube attached to the fitting provided
the zero pressure reference for the system. The large diameter difference between tube
and capillary as well as the viscosity difference between air and the sample prevented any
appreciable pressure difference across this tube during an experiment.
4.3.3 Assumption and Safety Checks
Five check calculations are necessary to set up an experiment, namely: 1) laminar flow
assumption check, 2) hydrodynamic entry length estimation, 3) pressure signal to noise
ratio, 4) obtainable drive speed, and 5) system pressure safety factor.
Calculations for laminar flow and hydrodynamic entry length were already introduced
in Section 4.2.3. These considerations were never limiting for any experiment.
Transducer linearity (min resolution 1 kPa) is the limiting factor for signal to noise ratio.
When both viscosity and shear rate are low, signal resolution defines the minimum capillary
length. Calibration experiments with water were conducted at a shear rate of 4700 s−1 to
allow good signal resolution in the capillary length range available. The increased viscosity
of all other solutions prevented the minimum capillary length from exceeding the practical
lower limit of 40 mm.
The syringe pump has a maximum drive speed of 2.1 mm/s [177]. With the system
setup as described, this limits the maximum shear rate to 4700 s−1.
Pressure safety is the most important calculation both to prevent damage to the rheome-
ter and to protect the operator. As can be seen from Table 4.2, the limiting components
are the sample lure fittings. Though the hydraulic system has the same limit, pressures
are always lower in the hydraulic loop due to the smaller sample syringe diameter. This
design provides contingency for an overpressure event as the failure of a sample fitting is
unlikely to be dangerous. Even so a check was conducted before each experiment to ensure
the 860 kPa limit would not be exceeded at the maximum needle length selected. In a few
cases this placed restrictions on the available options.
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4.3.4 Experimental Methods and Data Analysis
Before each experiment all safety and assumption checks were run and the results were
used to pick capillary lengths. Each experiment used a minimum of four evenly spaced
lengths. At least six rheometer runs were used for each viscosity determination. Using
the longest and shortest capillaries two replicates were run for increased precision. One
replicate was run at each intermediate point to check linearity. Run order was randomised
with the restriction that replicates of the same length were not grouped too closely within
the set.
When the sample viscosity was unknown, a rough comparison between the flow charac-
teristics of the sample and calibration materials was made. This provided an upper-bound
estimate for viscosity. Based on this estimate, a single point experiment using the minimum
capillary length was conducted. Ignoring end effects and using Equation 4.7, a sufficiently
precise viscosity estimate could be obtained to plan the full experiment.
The full procedure for setting up a rheometer run can be found in Appendix A. Be-
fore starting an experiment, temperature equilibration was verified using a thermocouple
attached to the sample syringe and the temperature recorded. Tests were conducted at
40±0.5 ◦C or 25±1 ◦C. Electronic pressure data was recorded at a sampling rate of 10 Hz.
To determine ∆p for each run, the data was plotted and an average was calculated
using all steady state points. Bubbles in the sample sometimes caused transient pressure
fluctuations resulting in several steady state regions. Due to the vertical orientation of
the capillary it was necessary to correct the transducer reading for static pressure head.
For this purpose solution density estimates to two significant digits could be obtained by
using the density of PBS at a given temperature. This was initially estimated using data
for NaCl solutions of equivalent ionic strength [1] and the values later confirmed using a
more precise PBS model [143]. Only the contribution from needle length was considered in
the head correction as any other offset is captured in the end effects during the regression
procedure.
The equations for viscosity analysis are provided in Section 4.2.3. When points exhib-
ited larger than usual deviation from the regression line, outlier analysis was conducted
using the r-student statistic [167, pp. 397-399][178]. Several times the results of this analy-
sis pointed out problems with specific capillaries. In these cases the problem was corrected
and the points in question were repeated. In a few cases no cause could be determined for
a clear statistical outlier. Under such circumstances 4 to 6 additional points were collected
to provide a larger data pool. In the absence of a known cause, the probability criterion
for point exclusion was set at 99%.
For polymer samples a calibration multiplier was applied to the final results based on
the appropriate fit equation in Figure 4.3. 95% confidence intervals were constructed for
each analysis result using the arithmetic sum of the analysis uncertainty and the calibration
prediction interval.
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DI water for calibration was obtained from University of Waterloo chem stores. Wa-
ter density and viscosity for calibration calculations came from the CRC Handbook [1].
The glycerol for calibration was EMD Lot 52172243, min 99.5%. Its density was esti-
mated by linear interpolation of data provided by the Glycerine Producers Association
[179]. Glycerol viscosity was estimated using Segur et al. [180] with the recommended in-
terpolation functions (linear for temperature and logarithmic for concentration). Glycerol
viscosity is a strong function of water content in the high purity range. A purity assay was
conducted according to ASTM E928 Method B [181] which returns molar concentration.
On the assumption that the primary impurity is water, glycerol purity was estimated at
99.98±0.0002 w/w%.
4.3.5 Chitosan Solution Preparation
N-succinyl-chitosan (Table 3.3, C1 to C4, C6 or C8) was weighed into a centrifuge
vial (Corning #430791 or #430829; Satorius CP 1245 Balance). Vial and sample weights
were recorded to the nearest 0.1 mg. Solutions at the maximum polymer concentration
were prepared using PBS, (Sigma D1408, diluted to 1x). Error during PBS addition was
maintained below 0.1% target mass. The target was calculated on a dry polymer basis
meaning the PBS was slightly diluted by the water carried on the polymer. No correction
was made at this time for salt substitution.
To dissolve the polymer, the tube was heated to 60 ◦C by partial immersion of the
closed vial in a water bath (200 ml beaker with acrylic tube holder, Corning PC-4200
hotplate, immersion probe in bath). To accelerate the process the vial was periodically
removed from the bath and mixed vigorously using a vortex mixer (Corning #6775). If a
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Figure 4.3: Capillary Rheometer Calibration, Black: First Calibration; Blue:
Calibration after over-pressure event; Red: Outlier Point Caused by Contamination
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homogeneous solution was not established after a reasonable time period (4-24 h), PBS was
added to attempt the next lowest concentration. This was continued until a homogeneous
solution at one of the target concentrations was obtained or the concentration options were
exhausted. In marginal cases rough pH adjustment was investigated to aid solubility before
the solution was completely homogeneous.
After the polymer dissolved, the bath was equilibrated at 40 ◦C and solutions adjusted
to pH 7.4±0.01 using sodium hydroxide in deionised water. pH was measured using an
Omega PHH222 meter calibrated using standard buffers (carbonate pH 10; VWR BDH5072
and phosphate pH 7; VWR BDH4046). Sodium hydroxide concentration was controlled to
limit PBS dilution while still allowing precise adjustment. After adjustment the pH probe
was rinsed into the solution using DI water to prevent polymer loss.
After pH adjustment the temperature was returned to 60 ◦C and excess water from
polymer and pH adjustment driven off with forced air (room air, oil free pump; Welch
2534B-01). During this process a polymer rich skin formed on the solution surface. To
prevent polymer loss, skin formation was monitored and the skin stirred down periodically
using the vortex mixer. The process was continued until the vial mass dropped below the
target. The mass was returned to within 0.1% of the target by final adjustment with DI
water.
Lower concentrations were prepared by dilution of the initial solution with pH adjusted
PBS. During the preparation procedure no contact with the vial contents was made by
any instrument other than the pH probe. When it was necessary to pull the solution
or condensation down off the vial walls this was done by centrifuging (7830 rpm, 5 min;
Eppendorf 5430). Masses were measured using a Satorius CP 1245 laboratory balance.
Solutions were sealed and stored at less than 4 ◦C when not in use.
4.4 Results and Discussion
Apparent viscosity results can be found in Figure 4.4. The solid lines in the figure
represent Equation 4.11. Coefficients are statistically significant (maximum p-value 10−9,
Table 4.3). The model fit excludes two regions where regime changes may exist, namely:
1) 47 s−1 shear rate above 34% amine substitution, and 2) 48% amine substitution be-
low 2 w/w%. Use of relative viscosity accounts for the temperature dependence of all
compositions.
η = ηo exp(a) f
b cc2 (4.11)
Although the form of Equation 4.11 is the same as is used for polyelectrolyte scaling
theories, the exponents are quite different meaning significant differences exist in the un-
derlying physics [46]. This is somewhat contrary to expectations [20, 46, 125] but the
discrepancy may be due to the high concentrations and shear rates used in this study. The
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Figure 4.4: N-Succinyl-Chitosan Apparent Viscosity: a) Concentration effect, b)
Temperature effect, c) Shear rate effect; Solid lines are contours from model
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Table 4.3: Viscosity Model Parameters and
Regression Coefficients
Description Symbol Value
Water Viscosity, 40 ◦C ηo 6.53×10−4 Pa·s [1]
Water Viscosity, 25 ◦C ηo 8.92×10−4 Pa·s [1]
Front Factor a 13.0±0.3* **
Concentration Scaling b 4.1±0.1**
Charge Scaling c 3.0±0.1**
* exp(a) has units of (w/w%)−1
** ± x represents 95% confidence interval
deviation of the 2 w/w% line from the regression fit is in good qualitative agreement with
the viscosity behaviour typical of polyampholytes as they approach their isoelectric point
[20].
A hypothesis for the divergent behaviour of 48% amine N-succinyl-chitosan solutions
is that inter-chain interactions stabilise polymer morphology at 3 w/w% but result in
aggregation and chain collapse at 2 w/w%. This is consistent with: 1) what is known
abut polyampholyte phase separation behaviour, 2) observations made during long term
storage, and 3) the behaviour of adjacent compositions. Nearly charge-balanced polyam-
pholytes are known to sort themselves by charge, forming long range ordered structures
[47], or aggregates that minimise the collective charge of the group [20, 47, 125]. During
long term storage 3 w/w% solutions of 48% amine chitosan are stable but 2 w/w% solu-
tions eventually form a precipitate. One step closer to the isoelectric point at 52% amine
substitution solutions take the form of a polymer rich gel and a <1 w/w% dilute phase.
In the other direction, at 41% amine substitution, the start of non-Newtonian behaviour
occurs indicating the onset of morphological instability and/or inter-chain interactions.
The presence of non-Newtonian behaviour indicates that shear rate may play a role in the
agreement observed across the 3 w/w% range and suggests more study into dynamic effects
on polyampholyte morphology might provide interesting results.
In the overall study plan the purpose of this experiment was to estimate what solu-
tion concentrations provide the upper bound 0.2 Pa·s viscosity. Good model agreement
at low substitution allows interpolation up to 34% amine substitution. Table 4.4 lists
concentration estimates from Equation 4.11. The actual concentration used in Chapter
7 experiments was selected using a preliminary analysis and is slightly different. Recal-
culation of the viscosity using the final approach shows deviation from the target value;
however the concentrations selected seem reasonable given the range of viscosities observed
and the imprecise nature of the target. Regardless of the interpolation approach taken,
above 34% amine, non-Newtonian and complex phase behaviour make viscosity estimation
much more difficult. As indicated in the table, the concentration of 2 w/w% was selected
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for further experiments in the high amine range based on experimental results.
Table 4.4: Chitosan Solution Concentrations for Target Viscosity
Chitosan Amine Concentration, w/w% Viscosity Used, Pa·s
substitution% Eq. 4.11 Used Eq. 4.11 Experimental
21 4.2 4.2 0.20 —
27 3.5 3.8 0.25 —
34 2.6 3.0 0.29 0.21
41 — 2.0 — 0.21
48 — 2.0 — 0.15
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Chapter 5
Membrane Osmometer: Design and
Validation
5.1 Overview
A membrane osmometer is necessary to characterise oxidised-alginate and N-succinyl-
chitosan for swelling prediction. These experiments are described in Chapter 6. As the
instrument is not available commercially, it was necessary to design and build a membrane
osmometer in-house. The effort required multiple iterations before a fully operational and
reliable instrument was developed. The manual osmometer design described in textbooks
and used for teaching (e.g. [42, 182]) was found to be inadequate when compared to a
sophisticated design developed later [183]. The final design has thermal stability and
measurement precision in compliance with ASTM D3750 [45]. Instrument performance
was validated using Poly(vinyl alcohol) for which published property estimates exist.
5.2 Background
5.2.1 Alternatives to In-House Fabrication
A commercial membrane osmometer was not available and obtaining access to an instru-
ment at another institution was ruled out. This left no alternative other than to building
one in-house. The large scope of experimental work needed in this study requires months
of instrument time. A specialised instrument was required to provide sufficient sensitivity
while resisting damage from concentrated chlorides. The risk of damage took on increasing
significance as it became more apparent that new instruments and even replacement parts
were completely unavailable.
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Commercial membrane osmometers were once relatively common. The development of
alternative molecular weight measurement techniques in the late 1980’s resulted in reduced
need for membrane osmometry [184]. This led to the withdrawal of the ASTM Standard in
1991 [45]. The Fisher web page listed an inexpensive manual instrument during the initial
stages of experiment planning (2011), however it was discontinued by the time inquiries
were made regarding purchase. Two suppliers of automatic devices confirmed that their
instruments were discontinued (Wescor, Model 4420; UIC, Models 230 and 231), with the
latter also noting that they had stopped carrying replacement parts. A third instrument
supplier (Gonotec, Osmomat-090) has no Canadian distributor and did not respond to
repeated attempts at contact. No other commercial instruments with sufficient resolution
were found.
5.2.2 Design Constraints and Criteria
Four key constraints must be met by any instrument design, namely: 1) cost, 2) pressure
resolution, 3) thermal stability, and 4) solvent resistance. Cost was a very significant
constraint for the first design iteration. More resources were provided after the first design
failed and it became apparent that larger factors of safety should be used if osmometry was
to be successful. Pressure measurement resolution better than 0.1 mm solvent column is
recommended by ASTM D3750 [45]. Monte Carlo simulations indicate total scatter below
±0.4 mm H2O is sufficient for estimation error of less than 10% for the worst parameter and
less than 5% for the majority of parameters (see Section 2.6.3). Thermal control is necessary
for baseline stability [183]. Recommendations range between ±0.05 ◦C and ±0.005 ◦C [26,
45, 183, 185]. Thermal baseline fluctuation is strongly dependent on membrane hydraulic
conductivity which in turn is dependent on expected molecular weight (see Section 5.4.4).
Minimizing corrosion is the main challenge in choosing solvent-contacting materials. To
undertake the experiments in Chapter 6 phosphate buffered saline with up to ten times
the usual chloride content was used. Titanium, most plastics and glass are all resistant,
surgical stainless steel is marginal while aluminium and carbon steel are not usable.
Osmometer design criteria are: 1) fast response time, 2) low sample volume, and 3) easy
manufacturability. Fast response time is important because of the potential for alginate
degradation [44, 88]. Sample volume should be minimised as limited material is available
for experiments. Ease of manufacturability is important if both cost and solvent resistance
constraints are to be met because materials that can handle chlorides are often hard to
work with.
5.2.3 Membrane Osmometer Design Review
Osmometer designs can be classified according to the sensing and operational ap-
proaches used. Pressure sensing is accomplished by use of a transducer or by measurement
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of differential fluid heights. The height method is the oldest and simplest; however instru-
ment speed is limited by the practical cross sectional area of the measurement capillary
[183, 185]. The transducer approach allows for use of a rigid cell. Measurement speed is
increased by eliminating the capillary volume.
Osmometer operation may be classified as active or passive [183]. Under the active
approach, equilibration kinetics are observed at a series of operating points. Interpolation
of these results provides an estimate of the equilibrium level. This technique assumes no
polymer diffuses across the membrane, and does not provide a means for checking this
assumption. Operation in passive mode captures the whole equilibration curve. The shape
of this curve provides a check that low molecular weight polymer is not leaking across the
membrane [45, 183].
Osmometry as a field is old, dating back to late 1800’s [183]. The manual designs
covered by the most recent operation guidelines, [45][42, p. 549], date to the 1940’s and
use the capillary sensing approach [186–189]. Though widely used historically and well
understood these are very slow in the passive mode. Equilibrium times under passive
operation range from “several days”[187] to ”a couple hours” [185, 189]. Under active
operation performance is much more reasonable. With the “Fuoss-Mead” manual design
recommended by ASTM D3750 a “consistent reading” is possible in as little as 3 min [45,
186]. Typical sample volumes are on the order of a few milliliters.
Design innovations reported by Hansen in 1969 [183] appear to be the basis for most
instruments developed after 1970 [184, 190–192]. This includes the automatic commercial
devices noted above. The key innovations were pressure measurement on the reference
side and use of a transducer allowing for a sealed and rigid reference chamber. If the
chamber contents are practically incompressible, very small fluid flows can result in large
pressure changes and fast response times. The limiting factor is the least rigid component,
generally the membrane. Use of a curved membrane support on the reference side allows
the membrane to be very rigid. With this design the passive equilibration curve can be
captured in as little as five minutes [192]. The use of micro-liter sample volumes are also
possible [191, 192].
Temperature control is important at elevated temperatures for both types of instru-
ments [26, 45, 183]. Under standard laboratory conditions, insulation or a sufficiently
stable room temperature is sufficient [183, 186, 192, 193]. At other temperatures immer-
sion baths are typically used [183, 185, 187–189].
The decision to pursue a “Fuoss-Mead” design was made based on the following factors:
Performance is similar between “Fuoss-Mead” and “Hansen” type osmometer designs, with
the exception of error checking ability [186, 192]. Manual instruments are less costly, (no
transducer, lower precision components), and more typical of in-house builds [182, 188].
If error checking becomes necessary the “Fuoss-Mead” design can be run in static mode
similar to the best performing manual designs [185, 186]. A switch to a “Hansen” type
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design occurred later when the slow speed of error checking with manual designs became
a serious challenge.
5.3 Initial Design - Fuoss-Mead Variant
5.3.1 Introduction
Documented success with very simple designs, [182, 188], and cost as a key constraint
led to the decision to build a manual type instrument. Design constraints are as listed in
Section 5.2.2. The basic operating principles are similar to designs by Fuoss and Mead
[186] and to a lesser extent Zimm and Myerson [185]. The goal was to use active operation
for fast measurement, and passive mode for trouble shooting and validation.
5.3.2 Design Description
Figure 5.1 provides a design schematic. Engineering drawings can be found in Ap-
pendix B. One challenge of the “Fuoss-Mead” design is the existence of dead volume in the
sample chamber [186]. Several rinses might be necessary during sample changes to prevent
cross contamination and eliminate bubbles. To minimise this risk, a convoluted sample
chamber with minimal dead volume was adopted (Figure 5.1d). The channel is narrow
(∼1.6 mm) providing a similar membrane span to Fuoss (2 mm [186]). The shallow depth
of the channel allows a large membrane area with a small sample volume (∼3.5 ml).
To allow for pressure adjustment a positioning system similar to that of [185] was
attached to the fill capillary (not shown in figure). The system consisted of a compression
fitting at the top of the capillary, a long hypodermic needle closely matching the capillary
internal diameter, and a stopcock to close the needle. For active operation, the needle could
be moved up or down in the fill capillary changing the sample chamber internal volume
and allowing precise adjustment of the system operating point. The compression fitting
both sealed the top of the fill capillary and locked the needle in place at any position. The
stopcock allowed sample injection during changes.
To keep costs low the design uses: an existing hotplate as the immersion bath controller,
inexpensive dialysis tubing as the membrane, and an existing digital camera to measure
pressure by capillary height. For effective heat transfer the water bath bottom was made
from a piece of copper plate. Because the bottom is not ferromagnetic, this also allowed
a magnetic stir bar to be used for bath circulation. Tubing width and water bath dimen-
sions constrain the active membrane area. Despite this, performance was predicted to be
adequate. The design’s active membrane area of 980 mm2 is bracketed by those of Fuoss
(4000 mm2 [186]) and (Zimm 300 mm2 [185]). Scaling should be linear with membrane
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area resulting in an expected active cycle time of ∼15 minutes based on Fuouss’s 3 minute
number and a passive cycle time of 30 to 60 minutes based on Zimm’s 1 to 2 h result [185,
186].
For precise pressure measurement a graduated scale was placed in the water bath imme-
diately behind the measurement capillary. This minimises parallax and refraction errors.
A consistent zero reference was established by use of a large diameter glass snorkel tube
and an angled ceiling in the reference reservoir (Figure 5.1c). These allow bubbles to be
cleared minimizing the effect of thermal fluctuations. The camera was mounted on a tripod
allowing the meniscus to be vertically centred in the frame while maintaining a consistent
focal length. Time-stamped photographs showing reference and signal levels provide a
record of readings. Image analysis allows the scale to be read to the 0.1 mm precision
recommended by the standard [45].
Aside from the replaceable stainless steel positioning needle all parts are made from
chloride resistant materials. Major machined parts are made from polycarbonate. In
addition to chloride resistance, polycarbonate was selected due to its transparency and
easy machinability. Transparency allowed bubble elimination to be verified improving
performance. Easy machinability helped keep costs low. To seal joints between primary
components an initial iteration used neoprene gaskets. The final version uses in situ gaskets
cast from silicone rubber in grooves machined for this purpose. (These are visible on the
upper surface of the support blocks in Figure 5.1, but are hidden on the underside of the
membrane support and reference reservoir.) Parts were masked with several layers of tape
during gasket casting to provide the compression necessary for a good seal during assembly.
Capillary fittings were made from titanium to ensure chloride resistance and a strong
external thread. The fittings were designed as small turned components. This made them
relatively inexpensive and easy to manufacture despite their material’s reputation. The
turned fittings allowed both capillary tubes to be simple cylinders. All the tubes including
the reference snorkel were cut from lengths stocked by the campus glass blower. They were
attached using epoxy for strength and a water tight seal.
In this design, the capillary fittings and the sample chamber (Figure 5.1d) require a
trained machinist, glass tubes must be cut and flame polished by the campus glass blower
but all other parts are simple enough to be made by the author in the University of
Waterloo student shop.
5.3.3 Performance
This initial instrument design failed to achieve acceptable baseline stability. Although
the column height could be measured within 0.1 mm optically, 2 to 20 mm swings in
level combined with long response time (hours to days) prevented any experimental results
from being gathered. Subsequent investigation with improved designs places much of the
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blame on the membrane used (Sigma-Alrich D0655, Table 5.1) and insufficient temperature
control (Figure 5.4).
Six other factors may have contributed to the failure of this design, namely: 1) aqueous
solution sticking in the measurement capillary as noted by [185]; 2) lack of secondary leak
protection making a small leak from water bath difficult to rule out; 3) manual data logging
making troubleshooting very difficult and time consuming; 4) the base plate connection
contributing to pressure swings via differential thermal expansion; 5) use of lower modulus
plastic rather than steel for membrane supports [186], and 6) excessive gasket bolt spacing.
For the latter, Shigley recommends less than 6 nominal diameters between bolt centres in
full gasket joints[194]. In this design the bolt spacing is greater than 9 nominal diameters.
The move to non-load-bearing gaskets partially mitigated this difficulty however bolt load
still may not have been sufficiently uniform for good membrane clamping. These factors
were considered during the transducer design and should be considered for future manual
designs.
5.4 Transducer Osmometer Design - Hansen Variant
5.4.1 Introduction
Robustness, automated data collection, and error checking were given higher priority
after the difficulties experienced with the first iteration. The Hansen type instrument
was selected due to its superior performance statistics [183]. The Hansen design allows
automated collection of the full equilibration curve in as little as 5 min and with sample
volumes as low as 5 µL [192]. Relaxation of cost and solvent resistance constraints allowed
purchase of the required pressure transducer.
Three principal challenges had to be addressed while implementing the design, namely:
1) modifying published core designs to work with available pressure traducers; 2) adding
capacity for thermal control; and 3) trouble shooting the membrane and membrane clamp
area to overcome pressurization problems during assembly.
5.4.2 Core Design
The osmometer core assembly is shown in Figure 5.2. Machined components are made
from polycarbonate. Membranes and gaskets are prepared as needed using tool steel
punches. Appendix C.2 provides detailed design drawings. Punch design details and guide
templates can be found in Appendix C.6.
Core operating principals are credited to Hansen [183] but membrane support geometry
is as provided by Aukland [192]. The critical area is shown in Figure 5.2c. All void space
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below the membrane is part of the reference chamber, including the thin fluid film between
the membrane support and the membrane. Polymer cannot cross the membrane and draws
solvent into the sample well. The resultant pressure difference compresses the membrane
against the support. Provided the pressure does not crush the membrane, the fluid film
behind the membrane is unaffected allowing the whole area to be active. If the reference
chamber is free of gas bubbles the equilibrium volume change is small. Sample dilution
can therefore be ignored and equilibrium is rapid.
It is noted that the performance of the instrument could be severely affected by the
formation of gas bubbles which expand under vacuum conditions increasing the flow vol-
ume. The reference solvent must therefore be degassed before use (see Section 5.5.2) and
special procedures are necessary to fill the core with gas free solvent. To facilitate this,
the membrane clamp area is at the bottom of a shallow dish allowing it to be flooded with
degassed solvent during membrane installation.
Leakage at the membrane joint can be prevented by crushing the membrane along the
clamp line or completely sealing the surrounding cavity. Aukland [192] calls for crushing
the membrane. With the use of an inexpensive dialysis membrane, our design geometry
was over-constrained which prevented sufficient clamping pressure from being developed
(Figure 5.2b). Although this could have been addressed by redesigning the part, several
gasket approaches were tried instead. A steel spacer compressed the membrane but did not
seal against the sample chamber. O-Rings sealed the cavity but deformed inward resulting
pressure buildup under the membrane. To achieve adequate mechanical support, clamp
screws had to be tightened in stages to avoid damaging the transducer. With the dialysis
membrane this took approximately 1 week. Success was achieved by making two changes
in conjunction: faster membranes were obtained (see Section 5.4.4) and a composite gasket
material was adopted (McMaster Carr 9470K26). This combination resulted in a good seal
and reduced tightening time to ∼45 min.
A modular transducer from Omega instruments (MMV10WUSBK6MF0T9A10CE) pro-
vided the best compromise between price, design robustness, and instrument performance.
This is a vacuum-range gauge-pressure transducer with a full scale reading of 2.5 kPa,
accuracy of ±0.14% FS, and up to ±0.07% FS BSL linearity. Although not necessarily
up to the ASTM standard (error is as high as ±0.36 mm of water column) this was the
best off the shelf transducer available in a package that can tolerate chlorides (all wetted
parts 316L stainless steel). Experiment simulation results (Section 2.6.3) indicate that the
pressure range is excellent (5x factor of safety) and that the error level is tolerable (error
less than 10% for the most affected parameter).
Aukland partially disassembled a pressure transducer to allow direct access to the
sensing membrane and minimal reference chamber volume [192]. This was not an option
with the available transducers. Pressure is transmitted to the sensing chip via a fragile
stainless steel membrane which is located after the fitting at the bottom of a blind hole (see
Figure 5.2b). This protective well is responsible for most of the reference chamber volume.
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Use of a female fitting allowed additional volume to be limited to the small diameter
connecting channel in the core. The initial o-ring location is at a feature specifically
designed for this purpose. Slow pressure equilibrium along the thread introduced virtual
leaks that degraded instrument response time [195]. Sealing against the turned floor of
the fitting eliminated this difficulty. As the transducer connection is not as convenient as
Aukland’s, a slightly greater instrument response time is anticipated [192].
The outer hole pattern and large o-ring grooves on sample chamber provide mechanical
support and the interface between the core assembly and the thermal control system (Figure
5.2a). The square slot in the sample chamber is to allow the transducer USB cable to loop
around and exit the instrument via the top of the assembly.
5.4.3 Thermal Isolation and Stability
There were two major thermal control design iterations. The first had the osmometer
sample chamber at the top of the water bath and largely uninsulated from the room
(Figure 5.3). The second iteration used a thermal isolation spacer to break the connection
with the environment (Figure 5.5). The necessity of a thermal break was determined in
commissioning experiments using the first thermal design which showed an unacceptably
high noise level (Figure 5.4). The fact that the derivative of pressure correlates with
temperature rather than the derivative of temperature indicates the core had an external
temperature reference.
At the same time it was noted that thermal stability was inadequate for the hotplate
based water bath (±0.2 ◦C compared to ASTM recommendation of ±0.05 ◦C [45]) To
address this, a circulating bath controller was purchased (Fisher ISO Temp 4100) and a
new bath enclosure was built to provide a flow pattern that promotes good mixing (Figure
5.5c) [196]. Achieved temperature stability was better than ±0.01 ◦C based on the bath
controller display.
Figure 5.5b provides a design schematic for the thermal isolation spacer. Engineering
drawings can be found in Appendix C.4. A brief description is as follows:
At the core end of the spacer, a heavy copper flange and plug provide rapid thermal
conduction inward, resulting in a limited thermal gradient in the radial direction. Plug
surfaces are angled to maximise the contact area and limit contact resistance. Above
the conducting plug, an insulating plug made from expanded polypropylene minimised
thermal conduction to the environment. Both plugs are removable without disturbing the
instrument core. To lift them out simultaneously, a low thermal conductivity nylon handle
is provided.
Mechanical support is provided by the thin copper spacer tube. This is sized for rapid
conduction radially from the bath and poor conduction laterally to the environment. The
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Figure 5.3: Initial Transducer Osmometer Temperature Control
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a) Osmometer Assembly
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Figure 5.5: Improved Isolation and Temperature Control: a) Osmometer Assembly
Exploaded View; b) Thermal Isolation Assembly Section View: Note transducer cord slot
in left hand side of conductive plug and core flange; c) Osmometer in Circulating Bath
Cutaway View
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spacer is sized so the lower edge of the insulating plug is always below the bath low water
line.
Flanges are soldered to the spacer tube to establish a strong watertight connection. To
allow for this and to avoid problems with differential thermal expansion, the lid flange was
also made from copper. An o-ring seal was used at the core end. The lid flange is above
the water line. This joint is exposed to condensation on the underside of the lid, however
the seal provided by contact between the smooth component surfaces proved adequate.
A first order estimate indicates that the thermal gradient between the bath and the
center of the conductive plug should be less than 0.01 ◦C. The calculation is based on a
resistance network model between the 40 ◦C bath and a 25 ◦C room. Conduction from the
bath to the center line, including contact resistance is modelled using a 1D axisymmetric
approximation. From here the nylon bolt and insulating plug are modelled as two 1D
resisters in parallel. Conduction in the spacer tube is neglected.
The core flange and conductive plug are slotted and there is a slit cut in the insulating
plug to allow the transducer cord out and provide pressure equalization with the room.
5.4.4 Membrane Hydraulic Conductivity
In the absence of a membrane, the improved thermal control resulted in good pressure
stability. This indicated that external environmental effects were no longer a concern.
For most of the development period inexpensive dialysis membranes were used (Sigma-
Aldrich D0655, Table 5.1). With this membrane installed the overall performance was
still unacceptable indicating that membrane hydraulic conductivity might be too low. Of
particular concern was the need to tighten membrane clamp screws over a 1 week time
period to avoid over pressure damage to the transducer.
To characterise the dialysis membrane, a device similar to a crude manual osmometer
was fabricated (see [188]). The membrane clamp was made using a modified centrifuge
vial and a graduated pipette was used for the capillary. Pure water was used in both
compartments and tests were conducted under laboratory conditions. By adjusting the
capillary to well above the reference level and recording the flow volume at set intervals
the membrane hydraulic conductivity could be estimated. As can be seen in Table 5.1 it
is very low.
Observed baseline stability is in good agreement with the calculation results in Ta-
ble 5.1. Hourly fluctuations in the 2 to 10 mm range were common with the dialysis
membrane. A three day stability study with Millipore PLTK membrane resulted in a
baseline standard error of less than 0.13 mm H2O from all causes.
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Table 5.1: Estimated Influence of Temperature Stability on Osmometer Baseline
NMWL Hydraulic Baseline Fluctuation in mm H2O
Membrane Type Cutoff Conductivity with Temperature Stability ab
kDa LMH/psi ±0.2 ◦C ±0.05 ◦C ±0.01 ◦C
Millipore PLTK 30c 25c 0.4 0.09 0.02
Millipore PLGC 10c 7.5c 1 0.3 0.06
Millipore PLBC 3c 1.0c 9 2 0.4
Sigma-Aldrich D0655 12.4c 0.2-0.02d 40-200 10-60 2-10
Impermeable — — 500 100 20
a 0.06 µL/100mmHg [192] cell rigidity estimate used
b Membrane conductivity effect assumes 10 min temperature swing
c Manufacturers Specification
d Experimentally determined. Range is based on three tests. Average is closer to lower bound.
5.4.5 Final Cost and Performance
Total development costs likely exceeded $5000, however the total cost of the primary
components in the final design is less than $3500. Primary component cost from most
to least expensive is as follows: circulating bath controller ($1,075), machined core com-
ponents ($740), pressure transducer ($690.00), thermal spacer ($525) and micropipette
($260.00). Note that this does not include the water bath enclosure which was built by the
author for material cost, but does include the micropipette (necessary for sample loading)
which may already exist in many labs. Operation costs are minimal (membrane cost is
about $4 per instrument setup.)
Stability of ±1.0 Pa or ±0.10 mm H2O was achieved in an unperturbed baseline test.
(6 readings per min for 3 days; ten minute smoothing window; Millipore PLTK membrane
with 50 µL DI water for sample and silicone oil cover to prevent evaporation.) The system
time constant is estimated at 9.6 min based on autocorrelation analysis of the same data
set. This was in good agreement with the pressure response time during screw tightening.
Baseline repeatability is ±0.25 mm (upper bound 95% confidence interval based on a
commissioning trial and some Chapter 6 experiments; 12 different days data >100 points).
Baseline error was calculated using sets of three sequential points. To closely mirror the
data reduction approach adopted in actual experiments, baseline error is calculated using
the center point value minus the average of the two adjacent points. Comparing the
stability and repeatability figures, sample loading is highlighted as the current limiting
factor for this instrument.
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5.5 Setup and Operating Procedure
5.5.1 Setup
Figure 5.6 provides the setup time-line. A detailed procedure can be found in Appendix
C.8. The minimum turnaround time is approximately 3.25 h with two people. 4 h is more
typical for a single person. Summary of key points:
1. Parts Cleaning: Between uses, parts were rinsed with deionised water and then
ultrasonicated three times with a complete water change each time. Before their first
use, parts were ultrasonicated in DI water with soap to remove any residual grease.
The transducer could not be ultrasonicated and was merely rinsed. As it does not
contact the polymer solution this was sufficient to prevent contamination cross talk
between experiments.
2. Membrane Preparation: Three 9.5 mm diameter disks were punched from each 25 mm
purchased disk. Punched disks were cleaned according to the manufacturer’s instruc-
tions and stored in 10% ethanol at fridge temperature until required for use. Mem-
branes to be used immediately received a 10 min rinse in 10% ethanol to standardise
the assembly starting point. In the lead-up to assembly membranes were rinsed for
10 min with reference solution and briefly with degassed reference solution.
3. Degas: See Section 5.5.2
ID Task Name
Duration,
1 Membrane Rinse
2 Osmometer Tear Down
3 Cleaning
4 Degas Reference Solution
5 Assembly
6 Thermal Equilibrium
7 Clamp Screw Tightening
8 Stability Shake Down
min
Time, hours
1 2 3 4 Overnight
75
15
40
40
30
45
4  5
Overnight
Figure 5.6: Osmometer Setup Timeline
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4. Assembly: A detailed procedure was developed to insure the core remains free of bub-
bles see Appendix C.8). During assembly, care was taken to ensure membrane clamp
faces were parallel for uniform gasket pressure. Membrane screws were tightened
lightly to hold components in place without establishing a seal.
5. Thermal Equilibrium: To avoid over-pressurization it was necessary to allow the core
reference solution to expand to its working volume before screw tightening.
6. Screw Tightening: Membrane clamp screws were tightened in four even stages using
a torque wrench. Core pressure was allowed to dissipate between stages. The baseline
shifted systematically as a seal was established. The final screw torque was selected
such that the baseline level was not noticeably changed between the third and final
torque stages. The final torque was between 10 and 15 N·cm and with the precise
value depending on the membrane.
7. Stability Shake Down: An overnight period was necessary to reach mechanical (gasket
creep) and chemical (dissolved gas) equilibrium.
5.5.2 Solution Degas
A review of degassing theory was conducted to determine the correct conditions. The
application meets the requirements for use of a simplified form of Henry’s Law per Eq 11 in
[197]. Water vapour pressure was estimated using the Antoine equation with parameters
from [198]. The air pressure history for the lab location was obtained from the University
of Waterloo Weather Station [199]. Air solubility in water was taken from Battino et al.
[200]. Note that the equation provided in the reference has a unit conversion or typographic
error. (Does not match the associated table.) Fortunately for our work, a regression fit
using the same functional form as the original provided a good match to the table.
The key result of the review is that a complete degas requires the partial pressure of
air at the liquid interface to be zero. Temperatures were selected to place the water partial
pressure above the maximum vacuum pressure achievable by the pump (Welch Model #
2534B-01, Max vacuum pressure 27.2” Hg). 60 ◦C was calculated for pure water. This was
raised to 62 ◦C for salt solutions due to the boiling point elevation effect.
Special valved lids were developed to allow reference solutions to be degassed inside
50 ml centrifuge tubes (Corning #430829, see Appendix C.7). Tubes were filled to the
35 ml line and evacuated. Note that the pump used is an oil free device intended for
vacuum filtration. Although it cannot draw a strong vacuum, it can handle significant
volumes of solvent vapour unlike high vacuum oil-seal pumps.
Tubes were suspended in a water bath at the desired degassing temperature. A bath to
hold three tubes was prepared using a 600ml beaker with an acrylic tube holder. Circulation
(1000 rpm stir) and temperature control were provided by a Corning PC-4200 hotplate with
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immersion probe. The total time from a cold start to equilibration at the set temperature
was about 30 minutes.
After temperature was reached, tubes were reattached to the vacuum pump while still
suspended in the bath. By carefully feathering the tube valve under maximum vacuum, it
was possible to purge the air space with solvent vapour and establish a vigorous boil within
the sealed tubes without loosing any liquid. This pump down procedure was repeated a
second time after 5 min of boiling. Boiling in the sealed tubes was maintained by a coolant
loop effect where vapour condensed on the valve assembly lowering the internal pressure
and allowing more solvent to boil off at the bottom of the tube. Obtaining this state proved
an internal check of success as very small amounts of entrapped air are sufficient to poison
coolant loops.
Tubes were weighed on a laboratory balance before and after the degas procedure
(Satorius CP 1245). Any mass change was within the measurement error indicating any
concentration error in salt solutions stemming from this procedure is negligible.
In this procedure centrifuge tubes were used at above their rated temperature range.
Collapse was a problem with freshly purchased tubes. Tubes that had been stored for a
while or vacuum dried for a number of hours at 80 ◦C were noticeably more rigid and
resistant to collapse. Tubes were scratched with a nylon scrub pad prior to cleaning to
provide a preferred bubble nucleation location at the tube tip allowing rising bubbles to
agitate / purge the full solvent column.
5.5.3 Operation
To keep dissolved gas content similar to that of the osmometer core, reference and
sample solutions were equilibrated at the water bath temperature prior to loading into
the osmometer. Extra ports in the bath lid were included for this purpose. Samples were
loaded using an Eppendorf Research plus 10-100 µL Micro-pipette. Sample volume was
standardised at 50 µL. Based on cell geometry and pipette precision, the fill level is theo-
retically repeatable to ±0.01 mm. Even if samples were not precisely at bath temperature,
the thermal expansion error is not expected to be significant (∼0.02 mm for worst case
room temperature to 40 ◦C).
Wait times between procedure steps were set to allow two statistically independent
estimates of the equilibrium level assuming time series error can be modelled as a Markov
chain. With 30 kDa membranes the wait period was 30 min based on the system time con-
stant determined by auto-correlation analysis. For 3 kDa membranes 50 min was required
based on the time required to obtain a stable reading.
A typical day’s procedure is as follows:
1. Start-up
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(a) Check membrane clamp screw torque, rinse cell with reference solution, adjust
to working level and wait for equilibration.
(b) (Repeat 2x): Load reference solution and wait for reading.
2. Sample Runs (Repeat 4 to 6 times)
(a) Load sample and wait for reading.
(b) Load reference solution and wait for reading.
3. Shutdown: Rinse cell and top up with reference solution
5.6 Design Validation
5.6.1 Overview
Poly(vinyl alcohol), PVA, is a well-studied water soluble polymer. It is not a poly-
electrolyte, allowing pure water to be used as the solvent and the classical model given
by Equation 2.17 to be used for analysis [42]. The required parameters for this model
are number average molecular weight (Mn), polymer partial specific volume (v¯), and the
Flory-Huggins interaction parameter (χ1,2).
Due to its nature, molecular weight must be characterised for the specific sample.
This was accomplished using gel permeation chromatography (GPC). Literature estimates
are available for v¯ and χ1,2 but temperature and concentration must be known for precise
estimates. For validation, an experimental temperature 40 ◦C was selected to closely match
the requirements of Chapter 6. Four polymer concentrations between 0.25 and 1 w/w%
were selected using the Section 2.6.3 Monte Carlo simulation. Property estimates for the
simulation came from the same references as the final converged values in Table 5.2.
These can be compared to the experimental results to validate instrument performance.
Table 5.2: Polyvinyl Alcohol Model Parameters
Symbol Value Units Description
Mn 77-85
a kDa Number Average Molecular Weight
v¯ 0.755-0.756b [201, 202] cm3/g Partial Specific Volume
χ1,2 0.486
c [203] — Polymer-Solvent Interaction Parameter
a Range represents results from two analysis approaches
b Obtained by interpolation of literature data. Low value ignores temperature, High value
represents extrapolated effect of temperature.
c Obtained by extrapolation of literature data to concentration range used.
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5.6.2 PVA Property Estimates
The PVA used was Aldrich 563900-5006, 99.9% hydrolysed, batch 10708CH, weight
average molecular weight Mw = 130 kDa. Note that Mw is provided but Mn is needed for
osmometry validation. PVA is prepared by hydrolysis of poly(vinyl acetate) [204] which
is prepared by addition polymerization of the vinyl acetate monomer. Though reasonably
accurate conversions between Mw and Mn exist for condensation polymers via the “most
probable molecular weight distribution” this is not the case for addition polymers [26,
p. 334].
To characterise Mn, a GPC experiment was conducted by Marzieh Riahi of Dr. Neil
McManus’s Lab (Chemical Engineering, University of Waterloo). The sample was prepared
by dissolving 1 mg/ml dry polymer in a buffer solution at 90 ◦C. The buffer solution was
provided by Ms. Riahi and consisted of 0.2 M NaNO3 with 0.01 M NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4
adjusted to pH 7. This solution was also used as the GPC mobile phase at a flow rate of
0.5 ml/min. The instrument was an Agilent PL-GPC 50 equipped with three detectors:
1) refractive index, 2) viscosity, and 3) dual angle light scattering (45◦ and 90◦). Two
Agilent PL1149-6800 columns were used in series. Column range of applicability is quoted
by the manufacturer as 6-10,000 kDa. Results are as stated in Table 5.2.
For PVA, v¯ may be function of temperature, degree of hydrolysis and molecular weight
[201, 202, 205]. Due to identical degree of hydrolysis, the estimates provided by two of
the authors are a very good match for the material used here [201, 202]. Data for 4
molecular weights and 2 temperatures is provided. Though this is insufficient for strong
conclusions, the temperature effect appears to be very small across a 25 to 40 ◦C range.
Molecular weight has a greater effect which is well modelled by an exponential function.
Interpolation with respect to molecular weight results in the Table 5.2 estimates.
χ1,2 is a function of temperature and polymer volume fraction for the water / PVA
pair [203]. The concentration dependence is weak and highly linear at the low end of the
range. In the experiment average polymer volume faction is 4.7 · 10−3 (estimated using v¯
and Equation 2.66). The χ1,2 value in Table 5.2 was obtained by extrapolating the 40
◦C
line in [203] Fig. 2 into the concentration range used in the current experiment.
5.6.3 Experimental Method
To make a 1.000 w/w% master solution PVA was weighed in 15 ml centrifuge vials and
dissolved in deionised water at 90 ◦C (Satorius CP 1245 Balance; Corning #430829 vials).
This was diluted on a mass basis to make 0.253, 0.503, and 0.755 w/w% samples. These
were tested in the osmometer using Millipore PLTK 30 kDa membrane per Section 5.5.
Volume fractions were calculated from the known properties of PVA solutions in water
[201, 202].
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To test for systematic error, two sample ordering schemes were used. Some days’
samples were run in sequential order from low to high concentration per ASTM D3750
[45]. On other days’ sample order was randomised.
5.6.4 Validation Results
No statistically significant effect was found regarding run order (min p-value 0.19, lowest
concentration). This shows the precautions taken to avoid series sample loading effects are
adequate. The full data set was used for parameter estimation.
Osmometer data is compared to the regression fit in Figure 5.7. From the fit Mn is
83.9±0.9 kDa and χ1,2 is 0.495±0.001 (error bars represent 95% confidence interval). This
is in good agreement with the values found in Table 5.2. χ1,2 is within 1% of the literature
value, while Mn is bracketed by the experimental estimates.
5.7 Concluding Remarks
A transducer based membrane osmometer has been successfully designed and built to
conduct the set of experiments needed for this research study. PVA validation results
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are within 1% of the target values. Thermal stability and measurement precision are in
compliance with ASTM D3750 [45]. Baseline repeatability of ±0.25 mm H2O is better
than the 1 mm pressure repeatability quoted by the standard.
The final design is a Hanson type instrument [183] incorporating the membrane clamp
geometry of Aukland [192]. It was modified by the author to work at elevated temperatures
and with modern pressure transducers. For good performance a fast membrane, degassed
solvent, and good thermal control are essential. In hindsight, the initial design could not
meet the objectives because of poor membrane performance and thermal control. It is
believed that the fundamental design approach was suitable.
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Chapter 6
Membrane Osmometry Experiments
6.1 Overview
As was discussed in Chapter 2, membrane osmometry uses the equilibrium pressure
signal across a semi-permeable membrane to examine up to four polymer / solution pro-
prieties, namely: 1) polymer number average molecular weight, 2) polymer/solvent mixing
affinity, 3) whether salt affects polymer / solvent mixing, and 4) polymer counterion activ-
ity. The first two are applicable to all polymers, 3) requires the presence of added salt, and
4) is specific to polyelectrolytes. All are required in Chapter 7 to model hydrogel swelling
under simulated physiological conditions.
Oxidised-alginate properties were not evaluated due to degradation within the time
scale of the experiment; however the findings for N-succinyl-chitosan were significant. The
osmometer results confirm that the counterion effect is dominant, mixing effects are small,
and the salt / mixing interaction is completely negligible. The most significant finding
is that counterion activity is approximately half what is predicted by Manning-Oosawa
theory.
6.2 Theory Background
6.2.1 Why Membrane Osmometry?
The theoretical basis for membrane osmometry is described in Chapter 2. Similarity
between swelling and membrane osmometry allows for the same theoretical principles to be
used. There are other techniques for measuring each individual property but only mem-
brane osmometry can characterise all of them under simulated physiological conditions.
Possible alternative methods are light scattering and other colligative techniques (freezing
point and vapour pressure). Light scattering characterises average molecular weight and
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polymer / solvent mixing affinity, however neither quantity is in a form that can be directly
applied to swelling experiments [42]. Both of the other osmotic techniques have potential
to gather the same data set, however signal to noise is low because added salt (necessary for
physiologically representative results) contributes as strongly as the polymer [26, 42]. Only
membrane osmometry has the potential to get all required parameters at high resolution
from a single experiment.
6.2.2 Osmometry Theory
Figure 6.1 shows the system model used for membrane osmometry. At equilibrium any
component that can cross the membrane must have equal chemical potential in both com-
partments. Though concentrations are unable to equalise, the osmotic pressure provides
a counter potential preventing further net flow across the membrane. In this system the
solvent makes a useful probe for analysing thermodynamic quantities. Assuming the sam-
ple contains a polyelectrolyte, Equation 6.1 provides the equilibrium chemical-potential
balance for the solvent. (Originally provided as Equation 2.2 and restated here for conve-
nience.)
∆µsample1,ionic −∆µreference1,ionic = ∆µ1,polymer mixing + ∆µ1,salt interaction + ∆µ1,osmotic pressure (6.1)
In Chapter 2, there is a detailed discussion of how the four terms in Equation 6.1
are evaluated using a different branches of polymer solution theory. Briefly: the ionic
term is modelled using Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium theory (Section 2.4.7), mixing and salt
interactions use Flory-Huggins theory (Section 2.4.2), and the osmotic pressure effect uses
the van’t Hoff equation (Section 2.4.1). In Section 2.5, linearised models were derived and
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Figure 6.1: Membrane Osmometry System Model
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simplified into the form of Equation 6.2. This allows least squares regression to be used for
parameter estimation. Parameter groupings for this model are summarised in Table 6.1.
The significance of individual parameters and their role in the regression analysis can be
found in Table 6.2. It is noted that precise interpretation of β1 requires a good estimate
of polymer partial molar volume V¯r,3 but that an order of magnitude estimate suffices for
interpretation with respect to solvent quality [26].
y = β0 + β1 x1 + β2 x2 + β
∗
3 x
∗
3 (6.2)
The linear model derivation requires three key assumptions, namely: 1) solutions are
dilute with respect to both polymer and total salt content, 2) ion activity coefficients
and the solvent osmotic coefficient are identical in sample and reference compartments,
and 3) the effect of non 1:1 type ions is negligible. 1) pertains to the Flory Huggins
Table 6.1: Osmometry Regression Model, Linearised Terms for Equation 6.2
Descriptiona Symbolb Parameter Grouping
Reduced Osmotic Pressure y
−Π
RT ρ∗3
Polymer Mixing β0
1
XnMr,3
β1 A2 or (
1
2
− χ13)
V¯ 2r,3
V¯1M2r,3
x1 ρ
∗
3
Salt Interaction β2 −
[
(1− χ13) V¯r,3 V¯2
V¯1Mr,3
− χ23 V¯
2
2
V¯1XnMr,3
]
x2 c2
Ionic (Donnan Equilibrium) β∗3 −
(γf i fξ)
2M1
2 V¯1
x∗3
φ∗m2r,3
ρ∗3
∑
i
m∗i
≈ φ
∗
Mr,3
ρ∗3
c2
a Denotes which term in Equation 6.1 the parameter group originates in.
b Equivalent term in regression model (Equation 6.2)
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Table 6.2: Planned Model Inputs and Outputs
Symbol Description Variable Typea Source
γf Average Counterion Activity Coefficient constant or result Section 2.4.5
Π Osmotic Pressure response variable —
ρ∗3 Polymer, Mass per Volume Conc. predictor variable —
χ13 Polymer Solvent Interaction Parameter result —
χ23 Polymer Salt Interaction Parameter
b result —
φ∗ Osmotic Coefficient in Reference Soln. predictor variable Section 2.4.4
A2 Osmotic Second Virial Coefficient result —
c2 Salt, Molar Conc.
b predictor variable —
fξ Manning Fraction constant or result Section 2.4.5
i Polymer Repeat Unit, Average Charge constant or result Section 2.4.6
M1 Solvent, Molar Mass constant [1]
Mr,3 Polymer Repeat Unit, Average Molar Mass constant Chapter 3
m∗i i
th Ionic Species, Molal Conc. in Reference
Soln.
predictor variable —
mr,3 Average Polymer Repeat Unit, Molal Conc. predictor variable —
R Molar Gas Constant constant [1]
T Absolute Temperature predictor variable —
V¯1 Solvent, Partial Molar Volume in Reference constant Section 2.4.8
V¯2 Salt, Partial Molar Volume
b constant Section 2.4.8
V¯r,3 Polymer Repeat Unit, Average Partial Mo-
lar Volume
constant Table 1.2c
Xn Polymer, Degree of Polymerization result —
a Denotes assumed role in regression fit.
b Uses three component approximation: 1) solvent, 2) all salts, and 3) polymer
c Osmometry solution preparation provides an order of magnitude estimate, however measurement
precision is not sufficient for a good estimate of V¯r,3.
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linearization (Section 2.5.1) and the associated error is given by Equation 2.77. 2) can be
checked by substituting the experimentally determined (γf i fξ) value into Equation 2.64,
using Equation 2.61 to estimate the maximum concentration change for each species and
comparing this to the calculated coefficient values using the Pitzer model (Section 2.4.4).
3) requires solution of the nonlinear model by use of the iterative approach described in
Section 2.5.2 and comparison to the linear result to see if a significant effect exists. 1) and
2) were checked at the time of theory derivation in Chapter 2. That 3) is reasonable will
be checked here during the final data analysis.
6.3 Osmometer Experiments
6.3.1 Experimental Design
Design iterations were based on feedback between theory, instrument design and ex-
perimental practice. The plan outlined in Table 6.3 represents the final iteration of this
process. The instrument was finalised in Chapter 5 leaving two key questions that needed
answers: 1) what reagent concentrations should be used, and 2) what is the minimal
statistical design for good resolution on parameter estimates?
The first is partially addressed by the Monte Carlo simulation in Chapter 2. Strong
interaction was observed between polymer and salt. Error rises with polymer concentration
and drops rapidly as ionic strength approaches 10x physiological. Polymer concentration no
greater than 0.5 w/w% is required for molecular weight error less than 5% at physiological
ionic strength. Salt concentration should be as high as possible while still maintaining
polymer solubility.
Table 6.3: Osmometry Study Statistical Design
Factor Levels Range
1) Polymer Concentration, w/w% 4 0.125 to 0.500
2) Relative Ionic Strength ab 3c 0.5 to 1
4d 1 to 10
a 1x taken as ∼0.155 mol/kg which is a good average value for
human blood [75]
b Ionic strength range used depends on polymer solubility.
c The low statistical leverage available in the low range did not
justify use of more than three ionic strength levels. Levels are
uniformly distributed.
d The high range uses an approximately logarithmic progression (1,
2, 5, 10) for better resolution at physiological ionic strength and a
more uniform progression in physical effect.
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The desire to draw conclusions at physiological ionic strength requires 1x physiological
strength to be in the experimental range. For highly soluble polymers, it was possible to
work between 1x and 10x. For samples which were barely soluble at 1x, it was necessary to
work between 0.5x and 1x. Ionic strength was adjusted by changing the NaCl concentration
leaving buffering capacity constant across solutions. The lower bound ionic strength was
picked to keep NaCl as the majority salt (4x other salts down from 10x at physiological).
Minimum polymer concentration was addressed by theory. The experimental objec-
tive is to extrapolate from low concentrations where the linearised model works best to
the higher concentrations found in gels. Oosawa reports two regimes for counterion ac-
tivity, namely: 1) a lower regime where concentration effects are significant, and 2) an
upper regime where counterion activity is nearly independent of concentration. The tran-
sition occurs around an apparent volume fraction of approximately 0.04 (very roughly
0.001 mol-repeat-units/L) [108]. Based on these values, a minimum polymer concentration
of 0.125 w/w% provides a 2x factor of safety in this work.
The constraints on statistical design are well addressed by the Monte Carlo simulation
in Chapter 2. With the concentration ranges selected above, there is little difference in the
experimental error expected from 3x3, 4x4 and 5x5 statistical designs provided the total
number of replicates is similar. The final choice is a compromise between error checking
and practicality. Linearity assumptions are best checked at 5x5 but preparation of the 25
required compositions is time consuming. Dropping to 4x4 still allows a reasonable check
of linearity while reducing the number of required compositions to 16.
6.3.2 Materials
The specific materials used are listed in alphabetic order: deionised water (Univer-
sity of Waterloo Chem. stores); Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline without calcium or
magnesium, 10x concentrate (Sigma D1408); oxidised-alginate (A5, Table 3.4); N-succinyl-
chitosan (C7 and C2, Table 3.3); pH 10, standard carbonate buffer (VWR BDH5072);
pH 7, standard phosphate buffer (VWR BDH4046); potassium chloride (EMD Chemicals
PX1405); potassium phosphate, monobasic (EMD Chemicals PX1565); sodium chloride
(EMD Chemicals SX0420); sodium hydroxide, 20 w/w% solution (As prepared in Chapter
3); sodium phosphate, dibasic, heptahydrate (EMD Chemicals SX0715).
6.3.3 Buffer Solutions
The standard for 1x ionic strength was Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (PBS)
with calcium and magnesium omitted [144]. Ionic strength was adjusted by varying the
NaCl concentration. When possible, solutions were prepared using purchased concentrate.
For ionic strengths below 1x, solutions were prepared from salts.
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Buffer solutions were prepared by mass. Weights over 120 g were measured using a
Mettler PC 2000 Balance. Weights under 120 g were measured using a Satorius CP 1245
Balance. Weight was recorded to the full precision of the device used. Concentrations on
the molar and molal scales were calculated at test temperature using [1, 143].
Solutions were adjusted to pH 7.4±0.01 at 40 ◦C using sodium hydroxide in deionised
water. Temperature was controlled using a Corning PC-4200 hotplate with immersion
probe. pH was measured using an Omega PHH222 meter calibrated using standard buffers.
During initial preparation a small amount of the required water was omitted. Solutions
were adjusted to their final mass by adding DI water after pH adjustment. Maximum
deviation of buffer salts from the target concentration was approximately 0.2%. Ionic
strength precision was better than 0.5% at a given level but accuracy relative to the
targets was only about 6%. This low accuracy came from use of approximate calculations
for solution preparation. This is not expected to have any effect on the final result as only
imprecision contributes to analysis error.
6.3.4 Oxidised-Alginate Solution Preparation
Limit-oxidised-alginate was weighed into a centrifuge vial (Corning #430829) and 1x
PBS added to make a ∼5 w/w% solution. This was pH adjusted as with buffer solutions
and centrifuged at 7830 rpm for 20 min (Eppendorf 5430) to drop a fine particulate. The
clear supernatant was withdrawn using a pipette and transferred to another vial.
Polymer concentration in the supernatant was estimated using a variant on the Chap-
ter 3 vacuum drying procedure. 20 ml glass vials were prepared as in Chapter 3. ∼2 g of
supernatant and an equal mass of 1x PBS were weighed into separate vials and the masses
recorded. The vials were covered with laboratory wipe and held on top of a hotplate at
∼80 ◦C until the visible liquid had been driven off. They were then vacuum dried and
weighed using the same procedure as Chapter 3.
Polymer weight fraction was calculated by subtracting the salt mass fraction determined
from the buffer solution from the solids mass fraction determined for the polymer solution.
Polymer molar concentration was calculated assuming complete polymer dissociation after
the pH adjustment meaning that all acid repeat units are in their sodium salt form. This is
reasonable given the pH was greater than 7 and the polymer pKa is less than 4 [55]. In this
experiment solution mass was selected with balance precision in mind to keep concentration
uncertainty below 0.5%.
For use in osmometry standardised solutions were diluted to 2.00 w/w% using 1x PBS
to allow for more precise weighing during final sample preparation.
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6.3.5 N-Succinyl-Chitosan Solution Preparation
For osmometry N-succinyl-chitosans with 21 and 34% amine substitution were used.
Following the procedure outlined in Section 4.3.5, 2.00 w/w% solutions in 1x PBS were
prepared. To obtain final ionic strengths of 2x, 5x and 10x, these were diluted to 1.00 w/w%
polymer using buffers of the appropriate NaCl concentration. After overnight storage the
34% amine chitosan precipitated in all but 1x PBS. This prompted use of 0.50x and 0.75x
solutions prepared by a similar procedure and using 0.50x PBS for the initial step.
6.3.6 Final Sample Preparation
To prepare samples of known volumetric concentration, polymer solutions of known
mass concentration were weighed into volumetric flasks and diluted with PBS of matching
ionic strength. Procedure guidelines found in ASTM D3750 were followed [45]. Tempera-
ture during final volume adjustment was 40±0.5 ◦C. 5 ml class A volumetric flasks were
used and temperature corrections were applied per ASTM E542 [206]. After preparation,
samples were sealed in 15 ml centrifuge vials (Corning #430791) and stored at less than
4 ◦C when not in use.
Flask mass, stock solution mass, and final mass were recorded for each dilution allowing
precise calculation of both molal and molar concentrations. Though approximate, mass
concentrations closely conform to those found in Table 6.3. Theoretically v¯ could be ob-
tained from these measurements, however the dilute solutions used and the error associated
with 5 ml flasks (±0.4% [207]) limit expected precision to less than one significant digit.
6.3.7 Membrane Osmometry
Samples were tested according the the procedures outlined in Chapter 5. Test temper-
ature was 40.00±0.01 ◦C. For alginate, 30, 10 and 3 kDa membranes were all tried however
repeatable results were not obtained and baseline drift indicative of polymer leakage was
observed. The decision to discontinue experiments is discussed in more detail later. For
chitosan, error checking indicated 30 kDa membrane might not be sufficient. Good results
were obtained with 10 kDa membranes. Results were analysed using the approach outlined
in Section 6.2.2.
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Figure 6.2: Alginate Degradation Time Series: Raw osmometer data from three full day
experiments, zero pressure is baseline level before any samples have been loaded.
6.4 Results and Discussion
6.4.1 Oxidised-Alginate
Oxidised-alginate experiments were halted due to polymer degradation during sample
thermal / dissolved gas equilibration. Figure 6.2 shows data from three replicates of the
same experiment using independent instrument setups. All used 3kDa membrane and
samples were drawn from the same vials. Pressure spikes are sample loading and unloading.
Plateaus alternate between PBS baseline and sample osmotic pressure. Samples were
loaded in sequence from low to high concentration. Similar height plateaus at similar
times in the experiment are from the same concentration sample. The increase in sample
plateau height at constant concentration across the three replicates is indicative of sample
molecular weight decrease due to degradation. The decrease in baseline level throughout
the day indicates sample diffusion through the membrane and polymer build-up in the
reference compartment. If it were not for this baseline drift it might have been feasible
to split samples into multiple vials to avoid repeated exposure to the pretest thermal
equilibration. With the baseline drift, the only solution is a lower cutoff membrane, which
according to analysis conducted in the previous chapter is unlikely to be practical (see
Table 5.1).
6.4.2 N-Succinyl-Chitosan
Very promising results were obtained for N-succinyl-chitosan where there was good
agreement between the 21% and 34% amine substitutions. Figures 6.4 and 6.3 compare
the final regression fit to experimental data. In both cases the 1:1 salt approximation holds
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and linearization error is negligible. Disagreement between experimentally determined
γf i fξ and theory was such that analysis was limited to the x
∗
3 approach. The largest
effect is ionization (1000x molecular weight), followed by polymer solvent interaction (100x
molecular weight). Molecular weight is the smallest statistically significant effect (largest
p-value for Mn still ∼ 10−7). The salt / mixing interaction effect was not statistically
significant for either polymer (p-values of 0.23 and 0.17 for 21 and 34% amine respectively).
On this basis, it is safe to rule out a practically significant salt effect; however this does
not mean a real but small salt interaction effect does not exist. The coefficients obtained
had the correct sign and a consistent magnitude suggesting that the experiment may have
been under powered with regard to this effect. Based on the initial regression results and
on the assumption that the salt interaction effect is negligible it was omitted in the final
analysis. Final analysis results are presented in Table 6.4. The difference between 21%
and 34% amine substitution chitosan is statistically significant for all parameters derived
from osmometry data.
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Figure 6.3: Chitosan Osmometry Results: 21% Amine Substitution Polymer; reference
solution ionic strength is quoted relative to that of phosphate buffered saline; all
experimental data points are shown.
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Table 6.4: Chitosan Osmometry Results
Parameter Primary Amine Substitution Notes
21% 34%
Mn, kDa 58.0±0.3 67.2±0.8 a
Xn, repeat units 250±1 307±4 a
A2, mol L/g
2 0.00138±0.00003 0.00167±0.00009 ab
γf i fξ 0.26±0.03 0.23±0.04 a
0.59 0.40 c
v¯, cm3/mol 1.3±0.7 1.8±0.6 d
a From Osmometry, difference statistically significant at a 95% level,
considering simultaneous confidence intervals.
b A2 = (
1
2 − χ13)
V¯ 2r,3
V¯1M2r,3
c Values calculated using theory in Chapter 2
d From solution density data. Low resolution is as expected. Not used in
the remainder of this work.
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Molecular Weight
Chitosan with 34% amine substitution is estimated to have a greater molecular weight
than that with 21%. When degree of polymerization is considered, the difference is even
larger. This is contrary to expectations, as both modified polymers were produced from the
same lot of chitosan. The chitosan with 21% amine substitution is more highly modified.
This should increase molecular weight, but is not expected to significantly influence degree
of polymerization. The difference is of small practical significance, however its statistical
significance is sufficient that some thought be given to its probable cause.
Four hypotheses are considered regarding the molecular weight difference, namely: 1)
experimental error due to membrane leakage affecting the two polymers differently, 2)
stability differences during handling / storage, 3) greater uncertainty extrapolating to
infinite ionic strength in the lower ionic strength experiment, and 4) charge mediated
aggregation behaviour raising molecular weight estimates for the less charged polymer.
Hypothesises 1) is ruled out, however the other three are found to have merit. Hypothesises
1) is rejected on the basis that leakage raises the molecular weight estimate. The 34% amine
polymer carries a lower net charge giving it a more globular form in solution and making
it less likely to leak. Hypothesis 2) is supported by TGA data from Chapter 3. This
indicates 21% amine polymer is more stable in the dry state. Unfortunately this does not
provide any information on stability in solution and does not rule out the other possible
clauses. Hypothesis 3) is supported by the observation that molecular weight estimates
are much more similar if the salt interaction term is considered real. Only the lower salt
experiment with the 34% amine polymer is significantly affected. This raises the possibility
that very accurate estimates of molecular weight may require: a) the estimation of a real
salt interaction term or, b) the higher salt content and greater salt level separation of the
21% amine experiment. Further study of this phenomenon is recommended. Regarding
hypothesis 4), nearly charge-balanced polyampholytes are known to form aggregates which
have lower net charge than any of their constituents [20, 125]. It would therefore be
plausible that more aggregation would occur in the 34% amine polymer with its lower net
charge.
Although there is some uncertainty regarding the molecular weight values obtained, in
the broader scope of this work they are only required for calculation of dangling end correc-
tion terms in the swelling simulation. The uncertainty observed here will not significantly
affect these estimates.
Mixing Effects
For both polymers the second virial coefficient (A2) is very small. Regardless of which
estimates are used for v¯ the Flory Huggins interaction parameter (χ12) is very close to 0.5.
This is contrary to expectations when compared to the literature value in Table 1.2. The
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discrepancy is explained by noting that the Table 1.2 value was obtained using only the
enthalpic contribution [54]. It has been known for some time that the entropic contribution
dominates [59]. Small values for A2 imply that the experiment was conducted very close
to what are known as theta conditions. Under theta conditions chain dimensions are
unaffected by interaction with the solvent. Solvent affinity follows the expected trend. A
small positive interaction is observed which is greater for the 34% amine polymer which
bears fewer hydrophobic C-H2 groups. For both polymers A2 is sufficiently small as to
have little practical significance in the swelling simulation.
Ionic Effects
The apparent ionization parameter (γf i fξ) is approximately 50% lower than is expected
from theoretical calculations for both chitosans. Though counterion condensation is not
expected for either polymer (net charge is too low) and activity coefficients calculated
by Manning method (Equation 2.49) are close to 1, polymer counterion activity does not
match the predicted disassociation from Katchalsky theory (see 2.6.2). Uncertainty in the
amine ionization calculation could potentially account for the discrepancy in the 34% amine
polymer, but it cannot explain the discrepancy in the 21% amine experiment. Better theory
is required to account for electrostatic effects. Two improvements are recommended. The
low screening distance (κ−1) in the salt solutions studied suggests that using an average
ionization value for the entire polymer may be inappropriate. If sub-chains capable of ion
condensation exist it might explain the current results. This could be tested by using the
Monte Carlo method to evaluate the sub-chain probability distribution. Manning-Oosawa
theory has also been shown to give inadequate results at elevated salt concentrations and
use of a more advanced theory is recommended [136, 137]. For swelling simulations in
Chapter 7 the experimentally determined γf i fξ values will be used.
6.5 Concluding Remarks
Oxidised-alginate degradation is too rapid under experimental conditions for the char-
acterization approach adopted here to be successful. Characterization by methods other
than membrane osmometry is recommended.
N-succinyl-chitosan was successfully characterised. The excellent fit of the model de-
rived in Chapter 2 to the results obtained here demonstrates that the adopted approach
works. The 1:1 salt approximation proved valid for phosphate buffered saline, and the salt
effect on polymer water interaction was shown to be negligible. Contrary to initial expec-
tations, even though statistical significance was obtained, the polymer solvent interaction
is also too small to be of practical significance. The most significant finding is that the
apparent parameter (γf i fξ) from the Donnan term is approximately half the size predicted
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by Manning-Oosawa theory using whole molecule average charge. The experimental value
will be used for swelling simulation in Chapter 7. Future investigation is recommended
using sub-chain charges or one of the more advanced theories recently put forward (see
[136, 137]).
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Chapter 7
Gel Characterization: Equilibrium
Swelling and Submersion
Compression
7.1 Overview
There are three primary objectives for the gel experiments, namely: 1) to determine
if a gel composition with modulus greater than 10 kPa can be prepared; 2) to test the
swelling model described in Chapter 2; and 3) to test the hybrid gel model derived in this
chapter.
In seeking the optimum gel modulus, four formulation factors might be considered,
namely: 1) overall polymer concentration, 2) polymer blend ratio, 3) alginate oxidation
extent, and 4) N-succinyl-chitosan degree of substitution. To keep the project scope man-
ageable, only the maximum alginate oxidation extent was used and the overall polymer
concentration was limited to the maximum for an injectable viscosity at any given N-
succinyl-chitosan degree of substitution. With these limitations the full range of practical
blend ratios and N-succinyl-chitosan amine substitutions were studied.
To make efficient use of limited time and material, the two types of experiments were
run in tandem, compression tests were limited to unswollen samples, and polymer leaching
during gel swelling was not quantified. These limitations allowed the primary study to be
run in approximately 7 weeks.
The implications of these limitations are discussed in more detail in Section 7.2.2.
They prioritise tests to validate theoretical principles rather than those to determine gel
suitability. Our primary goal is to develop a predictive capability to facilitate further
development, allowing future formulations to be more precisely tailored to the specific
needs of their target application.
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This chapter brings together themes from many of the previous chapters. Literature
guidelines from Chapter 1 and the swelling model from Chapter 2 have already been dis-
cussed. The materials used here were prepared and characterised in Chapter 3. Maximum
chitosan concentration is dictated by the rheology results in Chapter 4. Finally several
model terms for swelling predictions come directly from the Osmometry experiments in
Chapter 6.
7.2 Background
7.2.1 N-Succinyl-Chitosan / Oxidised-Alginate Hybrid Gels
Up to this point, polymers have been handled in solution. In Chapter 3 chitosan was
functionalized for solubility at a known pH (Figure 7.1, Step 1a). Alginate was function-
alised to act as a polymeric crosslinker for chitosan (Figure 7.1, Step 1b). In Chapters
4 and 6 solutions of known concentration were prepared (Figure 7.1, Step 2). Now the
solutions are mixed and a hybrid network formed via the Schiff base reaction between the
amine group in chitosan and the aldehyde groups formed during alginate oxidation [2, 34]
(Figure 7.1, Step 3). The formation reaction imposes a connectivity constraint on the
network such that chitosan chains can only join to alginate and vice versa (Figure 7.2c).
This has implications for the network stiffness as seen in Section 7.3.1 below.
Chitosan modification imparts solubility but consumes some of the amine groups re-
quired for crosslinking. An optimum modification is plausible where the interaction be-
tween concentration and crosslinkability results in a maximum crosslink density and there-
fore stiffness. The effect on swelling is more difficult to predict. Swelling is reduced by
higher gel stiffness, and increased by polymer solubility and charge. The last two are
minimised in the least modified polymer while the stiffness is expected to be maximised
at mid-range. Swelling behaviour depends on the relative magnitudes of the effects and
therefore can not be predicted.
Further uncertainty in stiffness prediction is introduced when varied alginate / chitosan
blend ratios are considered. Three interrelated factors may influence results: 1) assuming
the same overall number of crosslinks are formed, the relative lengths of the two chain types
are fixed by the blend ratio, 2) the inherent stiffness of alginate and chitosan network chains
may differ resulting in different overall network stiffness even if number of crosslinks is kept
constant, and 3) the overall crosslinkability is expected to be influenced by the reactive
group concentrations which is affected by blend ratio.
Assuming random crosslinking in the hybrid gel, relative chain lengths are directly
proportional to the blend ratio. A 1:1 blend ratio is expected to produce a unimodal
length distribution, while short chains are always the minor constituent of unbalanced
blends. Literature predicts that a bimodal length distribution (Figure 7.2b) will result in
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Figure 7.1: Gel Formation Summary
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a) b) c)
Figure 7.2: Network Structure Schematic: a) Homogeneous Network, b) Bi-modal
Network, c) Hybrid Network. Dots represent crosslinking locations.
the highest stiffness and toughness if chain stiffness is equal [25]. A reasonable hypothesis is
that highest overall stiffness/toughness will be obtained by having lowest inherent stiffness
chains as the minor constituent. This allows the force redistribution efficiency gains of a
bimodal network while allowing the maximum overall network stiffness.
The N-succinyl-chitosan / oxidised-alginate inherent chain stiffness ratio is hard to
predict. Both polymers are polysaccharides meaning their inherent stiffnesses should be
similar at the outset. Alginate is more highly charged under experimental conditions,
while oxidation results in greater backbone flexibility. Charge can increase initial elonga-
tion increasing stiffness but backbone flexibility allows for a more coiled form, decreasing
stiffness. Chitosan maintains the inherent stiffness of polysaccharides, and adds positive
self interactions from amine / acid groups. However under experimental conditions, charge
interactions are screened by salt at distances not much larger than an individual monomer
and therefore may not be very significant at the length scale of a polymer chain. Relative
to a typical polysaccharide there is a possibility of decreased alginate chain stiffness and
increased chitosan stiffness, making higher chitosan stiffness the most reasonable hypoth-
esis.
According to the theory of rubber elasticity, crosslink density is expected to have a
large effect on gel stiffness. Two possible measures of crosslinkability exist, namely: 1)
the limiting reactive group concentration, and 2) the product of the two reactive group
concentrations. 1) assumes a significant fraction of groups react. 2) assumes steric hin-
drance halts the reaction almost immediately, making crosslink formation dependent on
the interaction probability between two reactive groups.
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7.2.2 Project Scope and Limitations
Chitosan solution viscosity limits the concentrations that can be used to form gels. As
discussed in Chapter 4, the guidelines for injectable solutions place a 0.2 Pa·s upper bound
on viscosity. The concentration at which this is achieved varies by chitosan. Formulation
stiffness is expected to scale with concentration allowing its maximum to be captured by the
approach adopted; however the swelling driving force also scales with concentration making
determination of maximum swelling resistance uncertain. Despite unequal concentrations,
the success of the stiffness model derived in Section 7.3.1 provides insight into how stiffness
scales with concentration, allowing comparisons to be made across the entire range of
compositions. As the swelling model was less successful such comparisons are more difficult
in the swelling data set.
As the primary objectives were to develop the proof of concept for a new hybrid hy-
drogel and the validation of predictive models for this class of materials, three additional
simplifying limitations were placed on experiments, namely: 1) as cast rather than samples
were used for compression testing rather than samples at swelling equilibrium, 2) polymer
leaching was not characterised during swelling, and 3) cure times were standardised at
24h. The implications of these limitations are discussed briefly below. Further experi-
ments with swollen compression samples and characterization of polymer leaching during
swelling would be a reasonable extension of the experiments conducted here.
For accurate compression results, well defined sample geometry is required. To enable
comparisons with theory, well defined polymer concentrations must be used. Unswollen
compression samples preserve ‘as moulded’ geometry and concentration. This readily al-
lows comparisons to theory; however the results need to be combined with swelling experi-
ments to draw conclusions about final swollen properties. With unknown mass loss during
swelling, however, this is somewhat difficult.
The priority in the swelling experiment was to determine the equilibrium ratio for com-
parison to theory. The requirements for equilibrium level verification could cause break-
down of the specimens needed for accurate leaching estimation. Several similar readings
are required to verify equilibrium. During initial experiments, samples started to degrade
around the time equilibrium could be verified. To obtain accurate leaching results, polymer
content before and after swelling must be determined accurately. This is usually accom-
plished via a de-swelling experiment. De-swelling experiments are however not practical
as the gel samples would grow mould when stored for extended periods. Although freeze
drying might have been an option, a dedicated freeze dryer was not available, preventing
samples from being handled on the same schedule as swelling tests. Freezer space for batch
processing was also not readily available. Given the procedural logistics, the low quality
of swelling samples by the end of testing did not justify further efforts to capture leaching
data. Samples were therefore discarded at the end of each swelling experiment.
Preliminary experiments showed an increase in gel stiffness for up to 12 days after
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initial cure [31]. As the change in stiffness over this time period was moderate and the
time involved in waiting would greatly complicate experimental planning, it was decided
to limit cure to 24h for all samples. Due to the potential for ongoing cure, timing was kept
fairly precise in the final study. This should give a good comparison between compositions
provided all reach a similar percentage of their ultimate cure within the 24h period. Oth-
erwise the effects of differing cure rates will show up as compositional differences in the
results.
7.2.3 Theory for Gel Stiffness
Three models were initially considered for gels stiffness in uniaxial compression tests,
namely: 1) the theory of rubber elasticity, Equation 7.1; 2) Hooke’s law, Equation 7.2;
and 3) the two parameter Mooney-Rivlin model, Equation 7.3. As the theory of rubber
elasticity provides the best fit to preliminary data, it is the model with the strongest
theoretical justification. It is also the model used to provide the elasticity term in swelling
simulations. Detailed discussion has already been provided in Chapter 2. The other two
models are provided here for comparison purposes. Hooke’s model, the simplest possible,
provides a good check if complexity inherent the theory of rubber elasticity is warranted.
The Mooney-Rivilin model has been shown equivalent to the general constrained chain
form of rubber elasticity theory [25]. As such it serves as a check if the simple model has
the appropriate form. In the equations, σ is the principal stress, (νe/Vo) is the effective
network chain density, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, λ is the
stretch ratio, ε is the logarithmic strain, φn is the network functionality and the remaining
terms (E, E ′, C1 and C2) are empirically derived fit parameters.
σ = C kB T
νe
Vo
(
λ− 1
λ2
)
= 1
3
E ′
(
λ− 1
λ2
)
, C =
1 afine1− 2
φn
phantom
(7.1)
σ = E ε = E ln(λ) (7.2)
σ = 2
(
C1 − C2
λ
)(
λ− 1
λ2
)
(7.3)
Examining 7.1 with a scaling analysis in mind, it is observed that the two result in
identical forms for the uniaxial case. The differences in ‘C’ are buried inside the fit constant,
E ′, and is therefore irrelevant. It is only when Equation 7.1 is used to estimate the actual
network chain density that theoretical considerations become an issue.
It is noted that Equation 7.1 is formulated for only one type of chain in the polymer
network [25] (Figure 7.2a). Analysis in Section 7.3.1 shows that, provided some changes
are made to the front factor definition, the scaling form is still relevant to the hybrid gels
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studied here, where chain lengths and types may vary but network connectivity constraints
require two chains of each type in any given loop (Figure 7.2c). Although models for mono-
modal and multi-modal networks are well known [25], to the best of the author’s knowledge,
a model for hybrid networks as described here does not exist in the open literature.
7.2.4 Theory of Gel Swelling
Detailed information on swelling in polyelectrolyte gels can be found in Chapter 2.
The reader is directed to Section 2.2 where existing thermodynamic models for predicting
swelling equilibrium are reviewed. Three key contributions were identified, namely: 1)
elastic potential, 2) solution mixing, and 3) ionic interactions. The last two provide the
driving force for gel swelling, while the elastic term provides a countering potential. The
ionic term is expected to be the most significant of the two driving terms. To model it
precisely three additional topics must be considered, namely 1) electrolyte solution non-
ideality, 2) counterion condensation, and 3) weak electrolyte ionization. The modelling
approach adopted here is discussed further in Section 7.4.
Although the focus here is on equilibrium swelling, the kinetics of swelling are relevant
to determining if equilibrium has been reached. Whether Fickian diffusion or poroelasticity
approaches are used, the ‘disturbance’ due to the advancing solvent front is expected to
travel a uniform linear distance in square root time [208, 209]. As such, it can be more
easily observed that equilibrium has been established, by plotting data versus normalised
time tnormalised (Equation 7.4). This is also in accordance with the recommendations of
ASTM D570 [164]. Here t is the time since experiment start and x is the minimum sample
dimension.
tnormalised = t
1/2/x (7.4)
7.3 Model Derivations
7.3.1 Hybrid Gel Elastisity
The hybrid network model presented here is derived from the theory of rubber elasticity
and the connectivity constraint that dictates there must be alternating alginate / chitosan
chains in the network. This allows the average loop stiffness to be derived based on inherent
chain stiffness and relative chain lengths. A mathematical relationship exists between
number of loops and crosslink density allowing these two parameters to be substituted for
one another without greatly altering the rubber elasticity model’s functional form [25]. A
regression relationship is derived based on the hybrid network model to allow this theory
to be tested. The derivation is as follows:
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The Helmholtz free energy (∆F ) of an individual Gaussian chain is given by Equation
7.5 where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, 〈r2〉0 is the end
to end distance of the ‘free chains as unperturbed by excluded-volume effects’ and r is the
end to end distance of a perturbed chain [110, p 13].
∆F =
3 kB T
2〈r2〉0 r
2 = 1
2
K r2 (7.5)
The force due to deformation of an individual chain takes the form [110, pp 13-15]:
f =
3 kB T
〈r2〉0 ∆r = K ∆r (7.6)
Noting that the hybrid polymer network must consist of alternating alginate and chi-
tosan strands, a typical load bearing segment (chain or loop) must conform to the following
relationships determined by analogy to linear springs in series. Here ri are chain lengths
as in 7.5, fi is the force which must be the same for all sub units and Ki are stiffness as in
equations 7.5 and 7.6.
rsegment = rA + rC (7.7)
fsegment = fA = fC (7.8)
K−1segment = K
−1
A +K
−1
C (7.9)
Substituting the parameter group in Equation 7.6 for Ki in Equation 7.9, adding poly-
mer specific correction factors E ′A and E
′
C to account for the fact that alginate and chi-
tosan may well have different length / statistical segment relationships based on differing
chemistry, and also noting a similar averaged correction factor should exist for the overall
segment results in:
〈r2segment〉0
3 kB T E ′segment
=
〈r2A〉0
3 kB T E ′A
+
〈r2C〉0
3 kB T E ′C
(7.10)
Dividing through by segment length and multiplying by the reciprocal of the number
of crosslinks / loops in the network allows the rubber elasticity modulus to be introduced
on the left hand side:
1
E ′experimental
=
1
3E ′segment ν kB T
=
1
3 ν kB T
[ 〈r2A〉0
〈r2segment〉0
E
′−1
A +
〈r2C〉0
〈r2segment〉0
E
′−1
C
]
(7.11)
Defining B = (βB ν)
−1 and including the thermal energy dependence and proportional-
ity constant into the sub chain constants (Ei = 3 β
−1
B ν kB T E
′i) provides a general regres-
sion relationship (Equation 7.12) for testing the relationship between various predictors of
crosslink formation B and elastic modulus data E ′.
1
E ′experimental
= B
[ 〈r2A〉0
〈r2segment〉0
E−1A +
〈r2C〉0
〈r2segment〉0
E−1C
]
(7.12)
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Returning to the connectivity relationship Equation 7.7, and defining,
A =
(
1 +
〈rC〉0
〈rA〉0
)−1
(7.13)
it can be shown that:
〈r2C〉0
〈r2segment〉0
= (1− A)2 (7.14)
〈r2A〉0
〈r2segment〉0
= A2 (7.15)
This results in the final form for the regression relationship:
1
E ′experimental
= BA2E−1A +B (1− A)2E−1C (7.16)
Here E ′experimental is the fit constant from the scaling approach to rubber elasticity theory,
B = (βB ν)
−1 is a predictor for the number of crosslinks ν, A is the average chain length
ratio and Ei is the chain stiffness estimator which is expected to depend on temperature.
The ratio between EA and EC is expected to be more informative than the values themselves
as the form of the model will tend to inject any crosslinking variation not well fit by B
into the Ei terms.
7.3.2 Network Functionality for Crosslinking Estimation
An estimate of crosslink density ( νe
Vo
) is useful as a diagnostic tool to test polymer
reaction efficiency and to check if the ionic term of the swelling model should be corrected
for the number of chitosan amine groups consumed by the gel formation reaction. The
theory of rubber elasticity can provide such an estimate via Equation 7.1. However, three
difficulties arise from this approach, namely: 1) only mechanically effective chains are
included in crosslinking estimates from stiffness measurements; 2) Equation 7.1 assumes
a single type of chain and as such neglects the effects of hybrid gel topography discussed
above; and 3) for consistency the ‘phantom’ version should be used, requiring an estimate
of network functionality φn.
A first order approach is adopted here, using hybrid gel topography to provide an
estimate of network functionality which is consistent with the ‘phantom’ version of Equa-
tion 7.1 so that an estimate of crosslink density can be made. Equations 7.17 and 7.18
assume negligible free ends (reasonable for polymer-polymer crosslinking [25]) and that
one type of polymer chain dominates stiffness (reasonable provided the combined effects of
chain length and inherent stiffness make one chain type significantly stiffer than the other).
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Equation 7.17 provides the number of repeat units between crosslinks for either polymer
(nave,j), where NA is the Avogadro constant, cr,j is the molar concentration polymer repeat
units at the time of the uniaxial test, and Xn,j is the polymer degree of polymerization.
Although either polymer may be used, crosslinks are double counted if both polymers are
mechanically significant. Equation 7.18 implements connectivity constraints. The func-
tionality is 4 for side–side links, 3 for end to side links and 2 for end–end links. Equation
7.18 first calculates x which assumes only end links from polymer 1 to 2 and then corrects
this assumption based on the number of side links formed on polymer 1. The equations
are symmetrical such that the same result is obtained regardless of which polymer is 1 or
2. The MAX and MIN operators address the situation where on average there may be less
than one crosslink per chain.
nave,j = 1 +
Vo
νe
NA cr,j
Xn,j
(7.17)
φn,ave = [(x+ 1) MAX(n1 − 2, 0) + xMIN(n1, 2)] /n1
x = [3 MAX(n2 − 2, 0) + 2 MIN(n2, 2)] /n2
(7.18)
7.4 Simulation: Swelling Equilibrium
The present simulation uses the swelling theory presented in Chapter 2 to predict the
outcome of the experiments described below so that a comparison can be made between
theory and experiment. The simulation is based around the chemical potential balance
presented in Equation 7.19. Here it is formulated as a test function for the numerical
solution such that Error = 0 at swelling equilibrium. Equations 7.21 to 7.22 provide
estimates of each term as a function of the swelling ratio Q. Starting with the unswollen
condition (Q =1) the system is solved numerically by incrementally raising Q and checking
the sign of the error term. When the sign reverses it indicates the equilibrium point has
been exceeded; Q is then decreased by one increment, a smaller step size selected and the
process continued until the desired degree of precision is obtained. Provided the initial
increment is not overly large and the correct solution does not involve de–swelling, this
simulates an actual swelling experiment. For this reason even though the possibility of
multiple roots exists, the solution obtained is expected to be the physically significant one.
Error = ∆µ1,elastic + ∆µ1,mixing −∆µgel1,ionic + ∆µsurroundings1,ionic (7.19)
∆µ1,elastic =

1
3
E ′N −1A
(
Q−1/3 − 4
φn
Q−1
)
afine
1
3
E ′N −1A Q
−1/3 phantom
(7.20)
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∆µ1,mixing = Q
−2
Chitosan∑
j=Alginate
A2,j ρ
∗ 2
o,j (7.21)
∆µgel1,ionic −∆µsurroundings1,ionic = M1RT φ∗
∑
i
(f ziD − 1)m∗i
fD =
−b+√b2 + 4ac
2 a
a =
∑
i
m
∗ (+1)
i b = Q
−1
Chitosan∑
j=Alginate
γf,j fξ,j ijmr,j,0 c =
∑
i
m
∗ (−1)
i
(7.22)
The elastic term (Equation 7.20) uses the theory of rubber elasticity. The form pre-
sented here is a restatement of Equation 2.12 using the scaling analysis described in Section
7.2.3. The recommended ‘phantom’ model was used for the simulation allowing the mod-
ulus from compression tests (E ′) to be used without any ambiguity caused by unknown
crosslink functionality (φn) [25]. Here NA is the Avogadro constant.
The mixing term is not very significant. Both the second viral coefficient (A2) and the
initial weight per volume polymer concentration (ρ∗o) are small for both polymers. For this
reason Equation 7.21 assumes that polymer-polymer interaction effects on polymer–solvent
mixing are negligible. The common assumption of infinite network molecular weight is also
made. N-succinyl-chitosan parameters for mixing were determined by membrane osmom-
etry in Chapter 6 for two chitosans. As polymer-solvent specific interactions are expected
to scale with polymer modification extent the values obtained were linearly interpolated /
extrapolated to provide estimates for all chitosans studied. Parameters for alginate come
from Chan [14] and can be found in Table 1.2.
The ionic term provides the most significant driving force for swelling. It is evaluated
using Equation 7.22 which assumes: 1) Equation 7.23 is valid when applying the volumetric
parameter Q to molal initial repeat unit concentration mr,0; 2) osmotic and ion activity
coefficients are equal in both the gel and reference phase; and 3) the salt solution consists
exclusively of 1:1 type salts. Low polymer content and minimal density differences make
1) reasonable, 2) introduces a maximum error of approximately 3%, and 3) is mitigated
by use of the iterative procedure described in Section 2.5.2 to account for the non-linearity
introduced by the presence of 1:2 phosphate ions.
ρs,o
(
1 +
n∑
j=2
mj,oMj
)−1
≈ ρs
(
1 +
n∑
j=2
mjMj
)−1
(7.23)
The reference solution osmotic coefficient (φ∗) and salt concentrations (m∗i ) are eval-
uated via the reference solution simulation (see Section 2.6.1). Polymer ionization i and
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Manning fraction fξ are evaluated using the ionization simulation (see Section 2.6.2). Based
on the results of Chapter 6 the counterion activity γf is used as an empirical correction
factor representing the ratio between measured and calculated γf i fξ values in Table 6.4.
γf values are expected to scale with polymer net charge based on the assumption that
the difference between theory and experiment is due to a charge interaction effect. Lin-
ear interpolation / extrapolation based on experimental values for 21% and 34% amine
chitosan, respectively, resulted in estimates of 0.44 to 0.74 for for 21% to 48% amine sub-
stitution. Two estimates for alginate γf were considered, namely γf ≈ 0.4 from Chan [14]
and γf ≈ 1.0 from ion condensation theory (see Section 2.4.5).
For the simulation, chitosan amine substitution was roughly corrected for reactive
groups lost to crosslinking using the approach described in Section 7.3.2. To solve the
system, non-linear Gause-Sidel was employed with a relaxation factor of 0.5 on average
network functionality. Even so, the singularity obtained as functionality approaches 2
made the solution somewhat unstable. The unknown alginate molecular weight was ad-
dressed by substituting a wide range of values. A bounding box of 15 to 400 was established
for alginate number average degree of polymerization based on membrane leakage during
osmometry and polymeric raw material prior to modification. Alginate molecular weight
was not found to be influential in this range. The calculation indicates a significant frac-
tion of amines may have been lost to crosslinking, with amine substitution reduced in some
cases by as much as 17%.
7.5 Experimental
7.5.1 Preliminary Experiments
Preliminary experiments consisted of a compression study and a series of swelling tri-
als. These served both to show proof of concept that gels can be formed and to validate
experimental methodologies. Additional information regarding the significance of blend
ratio and cure time was also gathered. Overall polymer concentration was maintained at
∼5 w/w% throughout preliminary experiments. Limit oxidised-alginate (Table 3.4, A1 and
A5) and ∼21% amine substitution chitosan and (Table 3.3, C0 and C6) were used.
Initially same size samples used for both tests (10 mm diameter, 5 mm thick disk).
For compression specimens, this is in accordance with the aspect ratio recommendations
of ASTM D1621 and the maximum specimen height recommended by ASTM D5024 [210,
211]. For swelling 0.79 mm thick disks were ultimately adopted, allowing equilibrium to
be rapidly obtained and eliminating interference from sample degradation.
The compression study was published as [31] and produced five key findings, namely: 1)
gels can be formed, 2) repeatable results are obtained using the Section 7.5.5 approach, 3)
only three samples can be reasonably tested in an 8 hour day, 4) sample modulus continues
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to evolve over an 8 to 12 day time period, and 5) maximum stiffness was obtained with
2 parts chitosan to 1 part alginate. All blend ratios had an excess of chitosan leaving
uncertainty if the effect was due to unbalanced blend ratio (chain length hypothesis) or
inherent chitosan chain stiffness / crosslinking efficiency.
Swelling samples for the preliminary study used a 1:1 blend ratio. Two measurement
approaches were considered to quantify sample dimensional changes, namely: 1) optical
approach where sample dimensions are measured from digital photos, and 2) a gravimetric
approach where volume change is assumed to be proportional to mass uptake. 1) avoids
disturbing fragile samples, however the diffuse edges of highly swollen samples and low
resolution of the available digital camera limited dimensional resolution to ±0.2 mm (ap-
proximately ±20 mg). Improved handling techniques (see Section 7.5.5 below) allowed 2)
to be used with very soft samples. Measurement precision was that of a Satorius CP 1245
laboratory balance (±0.2 mg). This equates to a dimensional accuracy of approximately
±0.002 mm which is in accordance with the recommendations of ASTM D570 [164].
7.5.2 Combined Study Plan
As per the chapter scope (Section 7.2.2), overall polymer concentrations were selected
based on rheology results (Table 4.4) and ultimately only a single alginate oxidation was
studied. This reduced the plan to a two factor experiment in blend ratio and chitosan amine
substitution. Each factor had 5 levels for 25 compositions total (Tables 7.1 and 7.2). A
minimum of 2 compression replicates were tested per composition. Approximately twice
this number of swelling samples were tested. To allow for potential failed experiments, the
testing schedule called for approximately 60 sample preparation cycles. The total period
for conducting this set of experiments to completion was approximately 7 weeks.
The day-to-day experimental testing was conducted by a co-op student over a regular
40 hour work week (see Table 7.3). Compression tests were the limiting factor, with a
maximum of three samples tested per day. Two swelling samples per composition could
be tested in the allotted time for a total of six samples in a given day. As samples must
Table 7.1: Polymer Concentration used with each Chitosan
Chitosan Amine, substitution% 21 27 34 41 48
Concentration, w/w% 4.2 3.8 3.0 2.0 2.0
Table 7.2: Blend Ratio Study Block
Ratio, Chitosan : Alginate 2:1 1:1 1:2 1:4 1:9
Block 1 1 2 2 3
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be prepared 23 h in advance to address concerns over continued cure, testing was limited
to 4 days or 12 slots per week.
Given the unknown direction of experiments, chitosan:alginate blend ratio was divided
into three blocks. All chitosans were tested in each block. Sample order was randomised
within a block with the restriction that one replicate of each composition must be run
before the first extra sample slot.
Block 1) 1:1 and 1:2 blend ratios were tested to address which side of 1:1 should be
pursued. The finding was that 1:1 is clearly superior and the 2:1 side of range should be
pursued.
Block 2) 2:1 and 4:1 blend ratios tested. The finding was that 4:1 is superior to 2:1
which differed from the preliminary result. Further experiments were necessary to test the
hypothesis that limited crosslinkability would eventually end this behaviour.
Block 3) 9:1 blend ratio. The crosslinkability limit was reached at this blend ratio and
hence, the experiment was halted.
7.5.3 Materials
Specific materials used listed in alphabetic order: deionised water (University of Water-
loo Chem. stores); Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline without calcium or magnesium,
10x concentrate (Sigma D1408); oxidised-alginate (A5, Table 3.4); N-succinyl-chitosan (C1
to C3, C7 and C8, Table 3.3); pH 10, standard carbonate buffer (VWR BDH5072); pH 7,
standard phosphate buffer (VWR BDH4046); silicone oil (University of Waterloo Chem.
Stores, heating bath grade); silicone vacuum grease (DOW Corning High Vacuum Grease);
sodium hydroxide, 20 w/w% solution (as prepared in Chapter 3).
7.5.4 Sample Preparation
Chitosan solutions were prepared as in Section 4.3.5. Alginate solutions with matching
concentrations were prepared as in Section 6.3.4. Gels were formed by mixing chitosan and
alginate solutions in the desired ratio. To obtain consistent results four key approaches
were adopted, namely: 1) solutions were measured by mass, 2) the time between the start
of mixing and the end of moulding was limited to ∼3 min, 3) samples were moulded under
vacuum, and 4) samples were cured in the mould for 23-24 h at atmospheric pressure and
40 ◦C. This resulted in bubble-free gel samples with known composition, geometry and
history. The detailed procedure is as follows:
Mould Design: For initial samples vacuum tight moulds were used. Later moulds were
merely water resistant and placed inside a vacuum chamber for moulding. Moulds were
made by sandwiching an acrylic or PTFE template layer (Figure 7.3b) between two 1/4”
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Table 7.3: Typical Gel Experiment Schedule
Time Compression Swelling Sample Molding Other
08:30a — Day 0-2:
√
t = 9.2 — —
08:40a — Day 0-1:
√
t = 9.7 — —
09:00 Day 1-1: Startup — — —
09:05a — Day 1-1: Unmolding — —
09:15a Day 1-1: Unmoldiing — — —
09:20 — Day 1-1:
√
t = 1.0 — —
09:30 — — — 30 min
10:00 — — Day 2-1: Prep —
10:10 — Day 1-1:
√
t = 2.1 — —
10:20a — — Day 2-1: Timed —
10:40 — — — 10 min
10:50 Day 1-1: Cleanup — — —
11:10 — — — 20 min
11:30 Day 1-2 Startup — — —
11:35a — Day 1-2: Unmolding — —
11:45a Day 1-2: Unmoldiing — — —
11:50 — Day 1-2:
√
t = 1.0 — —
12:00 — Day 1-1:
√
t = 3.4 — —
12:10 — — — 20 min
12:30 — — Day 2-2: Prep —
12:40 — Day 1-2:
√
t = 2.1 — —
12:50a — — Day 2-2: Timed —
13:10 — — — 10 min
13:20 Day 1-2: Cleanup — — —
13:40 — — — 20 min
a Supervised or done by the authorb .
b Unmarked work suitable for an independent co-op student.
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Table 7.3: Typical Gel Experiment Schedule (continued)
Time Compression Swelling Sample Molding Other
14:00 Day 1-3 Startup — — —
14:05a — Day 1-3: Unmolding — —
14:15a Day 1-3: Unmoldiing — — —
14:20 — Day 1-3:
√
t = 1.0 — —
14:30 — Day 1-2:
√
t = 3.5 — —
14:40 — Day 1-1:
√
t = 4.7 — —
14:50 — — — 10 min
15:00 — — Day 2-3: Prep —
15:10 — Day 1-3:
√
t = 2.1 — —
15:20a — — Day 2-3: Timed —
15:40 — — — 10 min
15:50 Day 1-3: Cleanup — — —
16:00 — — — 20 min
16:20 — Day 1-3:
√
t = 3.0 — —
16:30 — Day 1-2:
√
t = 4.5 — —
16:40 — Day 1-1:
√
t = 5.5 — —
16:50 — Day 1-3:
√
t = 3.3 — —
17:00 — — — 40 min
17:40a — Day 1-3:
√
t = 3.8 — —
a Supervised or Done by Authorb
b Unmarked work suitable for independent co–op student
polycarbonate shells. Sample thickness and diameter were set by the template, the rigid
shells insured flat sample ends. The small second cavity provided a space for bubbles to
pop during moulding. To prevent sample leakage and aid sample removal a thin layer of
vacuum grease was applied to the shells prior to mould assembly. The vacuum chamber
(Figure 7.3a) consisted of a crystallizing dish with a house made lid. The neoprene gasket
seals around edges, while the quick connect allows rapid switching of the vacuum line
between degassing and moulding. An imperfect seal was acceptable due to active vacuum
generation (Welch 2534B-01 oil free filtration pump).
Moulding preparation: Chitosan solutions were weighed out in advance into 15 ml
centrifuge vials which were sealed and stored in the fridge at <4 ◦C until required. The
solution was removed from the fridge 10 min in advance to warm to room temperature,
mixed under vacuum to draw out dissolved gasses, centrifuged to drive condensation down
from sides of tube and vortex mixed again to ensure homogeneity. Alginate solutions
were removed from refrigeration and vortex mixed vigorously to mix in condensation and
maintain constant concentration.
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 10 mm 
Figure 7.3: Swelling and Compression Sample Moulding: a) Vacuum Chamber Details,
b) Mould Geometry
Timed Section: The target amount (±5%) of alginate solution was added to the pre-
weighed chitosan solution (∼15 s). The tube was vortex mixed under vacuum (∼30 s).
The sample was drawn into a syringe and injected into the mould under vacuum (∼120 s)
Some compositions were centrifuged briefly after vortex mixing or during moulding of the
first few samples to pull sample material down off the tube sides. The total time between
the start of alginate addition and the end of moulding never exceeded 3 min.
Cure: Moulds were sealed with ‘Tuck Tape’ (secondary containment against water) and
bundled in plastic bags before placing in a water bath at 40 ◦C for 24±0.2 h (preliminary
experiments) or 23±0.1 h (final experiments). Experiments were scheduled such that
samples were unmolded and used a precise time interval after preparation (see Table 7.3).
7.5.5 Compression Methodology
Tests were conducted at 37±0.5 ◦C under silicone oil using the immersion-compression
clamp of a TA DMAQ800. A 1 h thermal soak prior to test start was used to ensure minimal
temperature gradients. A pseudo-strain-controlled mode was selected, and a deformation
rate of 0.1 mm/min was used. Deformation was measured using the crosshead displacement
which was calibrated for instrument compliance. The small buoyancy force produced by
the oil was corrected for by running tests without samples and subtracting the resultant
baseline from the force results. Tests proceeded until the 18 N load limit of the instrument
was reached or the sample height was reduced to 1 mm though failure or otherwise.
For all data sets rubber elasticity theory and Hooke’s law were fit to the data using
Equation 7.1 over the first 46% logarithmic strain. The two parameter Mooney-Rivlin
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model was fit to preliminary data, however it did not provide any improvement over rubber
elasticity theory and therefore was not used for the final analysis.
7.5.6 Swelling Methodology
The swelling medium was Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline with calcium and mag-
nesium omitted [144]. This was prepared as in Section 6.3.3. For swelling, samples were
immersed in >50x their volume of PBS and held at 40±1 ◦C. Fresh media was used after
each weighing. Weighing were conducted on a schedule constructed to give evenly spaced
points on a square root time scale (see Table 7.3). Temperature control was established by
partly immersing sample bottles in a circulating bath equipped with an insulating lid. A
spacer disk served to maintain bottle separation and orientation for good thermal control.
Twice as many bottles as samples were placed in the bath at any given time, allowing
samples to be transferred to fresh bottles without significant temperature change during
weighing.
To achieve the desired precision a specialised weighing procedure was developed. In each
weighing a fresh PBS bottle was removed from the water bath, shaken to mix condensation
back into the bulk solution and then dried using laboratory wipes on its exterior and on
the inside of its lid and neck. The laboratory balance was tared to the mass of the prepared
bottle. For the first weighing, samples were removed from their moulds, trimmed of any
‘flash’ and dropped into the tared PBS. After taring the bottle was only uncovered for
the amount of time necessary to drop in the sample, and the change in mass after sample
addition was recorded as the sample mass.
For subsequent weighings polyester batting normally used for vacuum bagging was
used as a sample handling tool. To recover the sample from its bottle the PBS was poured
through a piece of batting to capture the gel with minimal stresses. The gel was flipped onto
fresh batting twice to remove surface moisture and then drooped into a tared PBS bottle
for re-weighing. In trial experiments with dummy samples this procedure was repeatable
within the precision of the weigh scale (Satorius CP 1245 laboratory balance ±0.2 mg).
7.6 Results and Discussion
7.6.1 Stress Strain Curves
Figure 7.4 shows a typical stress strain curve from the preliminary compression tests.
As can be seen, at high strains the theory of rubber elasticity provided a better fit for the
data than Hookes law. The agreement at low strains allows E ′ ≈ E, which is convenient
for comparison to other authors. With a single adjustable parameter the theory of rubber
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Figure 7.4: Uniaxial Model Comparison: 21% amine chitosan in 1:1 ratio with limit
oxidized alginate
elasticity performed comparably to the Mooney-Rivlin model. Further analysis indicates
that the Mooney-Rivlin model is unsuitable for the system because of instability in C2. The
confidence interval for this coefficient contained zero, indicating that the reduced model,
which is identical to the theory of rubber elasticity, is the correct form. This provides
strong empirical support for the use of rubber elasticity theory, which until this point
had been favoured on purely theoretical grounds. The full modulus data set is provided
in Figure 7.5. Due to varying polymer concentration across amine substitutions modulus
results are best interpreted via the hybrid-gel stiffness model in the next section.
To compare the shape of the stress strain curves across the full experiment, the stress
magnitude was normalised using E ′, Figure 7.6. In all cases, rubber elasticity theory pro-
vides a good fit to greater than 50% logarithmic strain. The disagreement at higher strains
is likely due to the onset of chain inextensibility, although it could also be an artefact of
the compression test methodology. The fact that the onset of disagreement correlates with
polymer modification extent rather than blend stiffness suggests that it is a blend prop-
erty rather than an experiment artefact. Further insight into chain inextensibility requires
use of a more sophisticated model. Several are available for networks containing a single
chain type [14, 16, 19, 25, 26]; but none of these are formulated for a hybrid system. For
future studies involving deformation of swollen samples, investigation of limited chain ex-
tensibility is recommended. In this work the maximum logarithmic strain observed during
equilibrium swelling was 45% meaning the simple theory should be adequate (Equation
7.1).
Although the strain range is much larger, the shapes of the stress strain curves in
Figure 7.6 are reminiscent of those observed for cardiac muscle tissue, where the upturn
is often described in terms of a secondary modulus [7]. A correlation appears to exist
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equivalent to Young’s modulus E at zero deformation; Polymer concentration was kept
constant for each amine substation and varied across substitutions as indicated by closed
diamonds, dotted line provides a guide to the eye; Error bars represent range where two
replicates were tested or standard deviation in cases with more than two replicates.
between the primary and secondary modulus for any given amine substitution; however, the
proportionality is different across the range of chitosans studied. This is more obvious when
all the data is superimposed as in Figure 7.7. Other than the 0.1 alginate fraction, shape
is only weakly affected by blend ratio. This is interesting because the zero deformation
modulus varies most strongly with blend ratio across a wide range of compositions (Figure
7.5). For cardiac tissue engineering, a means for decoupling elastic curve shape from the
material modulus has been desired to allow scaffold stress strain response to be more
closely tailored to that of the natural tissue [7]. It appears hybrid gels may provide such
a mechanism.
7.6.2 Hybrid Gel Stiffness Model
Figures 7.8 and 7.9 compare the hybrid gel stiffness model (Equation 7.16) to E ′ data
obtained by fitting Equation 7.1 to experimental stress strain results. In formulating the
predictive variables it was assumed that the gel network contains the same molar ratio
polymers as the blend, making the length ratio in A equal to the molar blend ratio. The
crosslinking explanatory variable B could be limiting group concentration, or the product
of reactive group concentrations. The latter assumes the initial reaction rate is the most
significant factor dictating the final number of crosslinks formed.
A good model fit is obtained for 4 out of the five chitosan substitutions. For the
product model, global fit coefficients are statistically significant at 98%, but individual
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Figure 7.7: Compression Curve Shape Comparison by Chitosan Modification: Curves
are normalised by rubber elastic modulus; 0.1 alginate fraction composition excluded
fit coefficients are not statistically significant (p-values around 0.2). The assumption fits
subsets of data well, but cannot simultaneously provide a good fit for the full data set (e.g.
both 1:2 and 4:1). Using the limiting reactant approach on the data sets shown in Figure
7.8, global and individual model coefficients are all statistically significant at better than
a 97% level. It can therefore be concluded that the limiting reactant assumption is the
correct approach.
The model indicates that chitosan is on average 16x stiffer than alginate. From the
individual fits, (Figure 7.10), the stiffness ratio is found to vary with chitosan substitution
(21% amine < 27% amine < 34% amine, minimum probability of significance 96%). When
examining the fit for individual parameters in Figure 7.11, the trend is primarily a result of
Ec so it is reasonable to attribute it to polymer modification. While the exact mechanism
for this is uncertain, possible causes include: concentration effects, crosslinking efficiency
and therefore chain length effects, or charge interaction effects. Whatever the mechanism
it only appears to operate below 34% amine. A strong indication exists that the 41% amine
stiffness ratio is lower than that of 34% amine chitosan (p-value 0.07).
Looking at Figure 7.9 it is apparent that neither crosslinking predictor provides a good
fit to 48% amine substitution chitosan. The model assumes polymer behaviour is constant
across blend ratios which appears to be inaccurate for the 48% amine gels. Focusing on the
more interesting high modulus gels, statistically significant fit coefficients are obtained for
48% amine chitosan. Comparing these to the other chitosans, we note that 48% chitosan
has a similar stiffness ratio to adjacent compositions (Figures 7.10). The much higher indi-
vidual chain stiffness in Figure 7.11 may be an artefact of the narrow focus. In particular,
as the same alginate is used for all compositions, the difference observed in Figure 7.11b
can only be attributed to chain length / crosslinking efficiency, which is expected to be
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Figure 7.8: Elasticity model test: Diamonds are experimental points, a) to d) limiting
reactant approach, solid line individual fit, dashed line global fit; e) to h) reactant
product approach, solid line individual fit, dashed line global fit; a) and e) 4.2w/w%
polymer, 21% amine chitosan; b) and f) 3.8w/w% polymer, 27% amine chitosan; c) and
g) 3.0w/w% polymer, 34% amine chitosan; d) and h) 2.0w/w% polymer, 41% amine
chitosan
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Figure 7.9: Elasticity model anomalous composition: Diamonds are experimental
points; 2.0w/w% polymer, 48% amine chitosan; a) limiting reactant approach; b) reactant
product approach; dashed line is respective global model fit to all other compositions
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Figure 7.10: Network Chain Stiffness Ratios: a) Ratio of polymer fit parameters; error
bars are a 95% confidence interval on the mean, 48% amine point excludes low modulus
data; b) Chain stiffness ratios including length effects; points are experimental
compositions
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Figure 7.11: Polymer specific Elasticity Fit Constants: a) Chitosan; b) Alginate; error
bars are a 95% confidence interval, 48% amine point excludes low modulus data
higher in the subset of blends included in the 48% amine fit.
When addressing the question of crosslinking efficiency, the hybrid gel effect must be
considered for any accuracy. Figure 7.12a is generated using the Section 7.3.2 approach
which ignores chain length and composition effects on hybrid gel stiffness. When this result
is divided through by the terms in the hybrid gel model pertaining to length and stiffness
effects (A2E−1A + (1− A)2E−1C ) the result is Figure 7.12b.
Exact values for crosslink density cannot be obtained using the derived theory because
the proportionality constant for average crosslinking efficiency (βB) is inseparable from the
chain stiffness constants. This does not prevent relative comparisons across the set over
which the average is taken. The good agreement between the overall fit and similar EA
results for the first four compositions allows relative comparisons to be made. Comparisons
within the 48% amine chitosan set are possible but it cannot be compared to the other
compositions.
Following this analysis, Figure 7.12a shows the gains in crosslinking efficiency predicted
when hybrid gel physics is ignored. The gains disappear when it is included Figure 7.12b.
The opposite trend is actually observed, where the best crosslinking efficiency appears to
be obtained by maximizing alginate content. However, as was observed above, the stiffness
losses resulting from a slightly lower rate of crosslink formation are more than offset by
stiffness gains from balancing relative chain stiffness.
Examining Figure 7.10b the crossover point for individual chain stiffness coincides with
the maximum blend stiffness observed in Figure 7.8, even though the maximum crosslinking
potential occurs much lower (inflection point Figures 7.8a to d). Model predictions are
accurate and it is concluded that the model provides a useful tool for interpreting hybrid
gel stiffness results.
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Figure 7.12: Gel Crosslinking Estimates: a) Section 7.3.2 approach ignoring relative
chain stiffness and length; b) Relative efficiency scaling after stiffness and length effects
are considered; dotted lines are a guide to the eye.
7.6.3 Gel Failure Analysis
Understanding failure modes was not a core objective of this study but can provide
insight into network topology. The trends in Figure 7.13 shows strain to failure is influenced
strongly by chitosan modification / polymer content. A weak influence by blend ratio may
also exist in the low range. Lower strain to failure with increasing amine content might
be attributable to decreasing network chain length as the average number of crosslinkable
groups per chain is increased. The increase in failure strain as blend ratio decreases is
consistent with toughness increases observed by other authors in gels of a single polymeric
species but with distinct populations of chain lengths [25]. Failure patterns provide support
for the chain inextensibility / secondary modulus hypothesis in explaining elastic curve
deviation from standard theory of rubber elasticity.
7.6.4 Equilibrium Swelling
As can be seen in Figure 7.14, results from samples with varying dimensions initially
superimpose based on the diffusion time scale (Equation 7.4). Later divergence is attributed
to degradation of the polymer network. Because degradation has different time scaling it
is possible to separate the two signals with the true equilibrium level observed at a time
between 1 and 3 h1/2 mm−1 in the 0.79 mm thick specimens.
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Equilibrium swelling results are compared to model predictions in Figure 7.15. Agree-
ment is mostly qualitative although it approaches quantitative in a few cases. The most
important contribution of the model is that the correct trend is observed across chitosan
amine substitution. The elasticity model uses experimental data with the only possible
discrepancy being the scaling resulting from gel swelling. Moving to the ‘affine’ model
reduces the magnitude of the elastic term, making the model disagreement worse. As the
best agreement is observed at high chitosan content there is a strong indication that the
source of error lies in the alginate model terms. The only model term of any significance
that pertains only to alginate is its influence on the ionic driving force.
The most plausible explanation is that all the alginate is not bonded to the network and
a significant fraction is leaching out of the blend when alginate is the majority component.
Alginate is the gel component implicated in the observed degradation [44, 88], making loss
of some alginate reasonable; however under the current theoretical premise, practically all
the alginate would have to be lost for agreement to be obtained. The weakest link in the
current theory is the counterion activity / condensation model used. A constant correction
factor γf is assumed even though the charge density of the gel changes significantly as the
alginate content is increased. Comparing Figure 7.15a with 7.15b it can be observed that
this term has a significant effect. Recent work using more sophisticated models has shown
that the assumption of a constant γf is likely inaccurate [136, 137], and it is recommended
that future work update the counterion condensation / activity terms to reflect the more
sophisticated approach.
7.6.5 Gel Appropriateness for Tissue Engineering Application
Before swelling, the maximum stiffness obtained is below the 10 kPa target. Theory
indicates swelling should decrease modulus. Therefore, none of the studied formulations
are likely to be suitable for muscle tissue engineering in their current forms. More work is
necessary to improve system performance. Two directions are recommended, namely: 1)
use of a lower molecular weight chitosan, and 2) use of a stiffer oxidised polysaccharide.
Lower molecular weight chitosan might allow higher concentrations to be used and result
in higher overall stiffness despite an increase in dangling ends. The initial modulus is
dominated by the low stiffness component. A stiffer oxidised polysaccharide, (a lower
oxidation alginate or some other polysaccharide) might result in a significant improvement
in initial stiffness. Despite failure to meet the target stiffness the ability to partially delink
curve shape from initial stiffness is interesting and justifies further work on hybrid gels.
Polyelectrolyte gel stiffness scaling is a complex subject [212], even without considering
hybrid gel effects. The ability to model hybrid gel swelling appears to be limited, posing a
design challenge. It is possible that superimposed swelling and uniaxial deformation might
activate the secondary modulus at much lower apparent deformations which could make
current formulations applicable to muscle tissue engineering. A recommended extension to
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the current work is to collect stiffness data on hybrid gels at varying degrees of swelling.
Some observations regarding cure and degradation kinetics were noted in this work but
were not characterised to fully understand their mechanisms. Prediction of these is neces-
sary for any practical application. Further study in these directions is also recommended.
7.7 Concluding Remarks
Rubber elasticity theory provides a good fit to low extension stress strain data for the
present material. The theory, however, does not account for chain inextensibility. The
‘secondary modulus’ observed at high strains is attributed to the latter effect. The onset
of disagreement and relative magnitude of the ‘secondary modulus’ is dependent on the
chitosan amine substitution. Similar dependency’s observed during gel failure analysis
corroborate this hypothesis. Hybrid gels provide the potential to control the elastic curve
shape of tissue engineering scaffold materials. Development of a hybrid gel stiffness theory
incorporating limited chain extensibility is recommended to further design efforts.
The hybrid gel stiffness model derived here provides a very good fit to modulus data
below the extensibility limit. Using the model, limit-oxidised-alginate is found to be 16x
less stiff than the studied N-succinyl-chitosans. Standard theory was shown to give erro-
neous estimates of crosslinking efficiency. Relative crosslinking efficiency for hybrid gels
was determined using the new model. It is observed to be the greatest in high alginate
compositions. In determining overall blend stiffness, this effect is completely offset by the
lower alginate stiffness.
Gel equilibrium swelling is generally lower than theoretically predicted values. The
discrepancy is attributed to inaccuracy in the alginate ion-interaction model used. Ex-
perimentally determined correction factors (see Chapter 6), allowed the current theory to
provide a good description of the relative chitosan effects on swelling. In future work, the
use of a more sophisticated ion-condensation theory is recommended [136, 137].
The maximum unswollen modulus was less than the 10 kPa target. This makes it
unlikely than any of the studied compositions are directly applicable to muscle tissue
engineering. As formulation stiffnesses are close to the target and several avenues of in-
vestigation are still open, further study is recommended. In particular, stiffness should
be characterised at varying degrees of swelling, formulations with higher concentrations of
lower molecular weight chitosans should be investigated, and a stiffer oxidised polysaccha-
ride should be used (less oxidised alginate or completely different polymer).
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Recommendations
8.1 Primary Scientific Contributions
Injectable oxidised-alginate / N-succinyl-chitosan hybrid gels have been identified as a
new material with promise for some biomedical applications. To facilitate their eventual
adoption as useful biomaterials two initial studies were undertaken, mainly: 1) to explore
compositions that meet target viscosity and stiffness ranges appropriate for common hy-
drogel applications, and 2) to develop and validate models to predict two hybrid-hydrogel
mechanical properties, i.e. swelling and stiffness behaviour.
To allow for injectability, precursor solution viscosity was constrained to <∼0.2 Pa·s.
This combined with the unexpectedly low stiffness of oxidized alginate resulted in a max-
imum low strain stiffness of 7 kPa in the current study. This is below the 10 to 30 kPa
target range recommended for muscle tissue. Despite this, the system can be engineered
further to offer potential practical use. Two key findings are interesting, namely: 1) the
turbidity observed in some formulations indicates the gels were heterogeneous, and 2) the
onset of high strain ‘secondary stiffness’ behaviour is correlated with chitosan modifica-
tion extent rather than low strain stiffness. Unlike the homogeneous systems commonly
studied, heterogeneous gels have the potential to allow both the required pore size and
the desired stiffness. Controllable ‘secondary’ stiffness behaviour provides the potential for
a much closer match to the non-linear elastic response of muscle tissue than is currently
possible. To obtain the 10 kPa stiffness target in future investigations two approaches are
recommended: 1) use of lower molecular weight N-succinyl-chitosan to see if higher poly-
mer concentrations can be obtained at the limiting viscosity, and 2) use of less oxidized
alginate or a different oxidized polysaccharide which is likely to be stiffer resulting in a
greater overall contribution to gel mechanical response.
Swelling models well documented by Chan [14] were expanded to apply to hybrid sys-
tems containing polyampholytes. Our finding is that they do not readily apply to this
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specific hybrid gel and currently do not produce quantitative agreement. The primary dis-
crepancy lies in ion condensation theory. Agreement was particularly poor at high alginate
content due to a lack of empirical data for alginate ion condensation. Qualitative agreement
across N-succinyl-chitosan compositions was obtained by handling ion-condensation phe-
nomenologically via osmometry experiments. Membrane osmometry models were updated
paralleling the approach used in swelling and incorporating modern solution nonideality
corrections. From osmometry, the simple Manning-Oosawa model for ion condensation
does not accurately predict results. It is recommended that predictions from recent mod-
els (e.g. [136, 137]) be compared to experimental results to see if quantitative agreement
can be obtained. It is also recommended that simpler conductivity experiments be inves-
tigated to characterise ion condensation. The hybrid gel stiffness model was found to offer
remarkably good accuracy and it is recommended that it be tested against other materials
and expanded to include chain inextensibility / secondary stiffness behaviour.
8.2 Other Contributions
While working on the primary questions, other findings were made that are of potential
value to the field. These can be divided into two categories, namely: 1) instrument design
/ validation, and 2) material property characterization.
Two instruments were designed: 1) a membrane osmometer suitable for characterizing
small samples of polyelectrolytes at elevated temperature and in concentrated chloride so-
lutions, and 2) a small sample capillary rheometer for characterization of polymer solution
injectability with almost 100% sample recovery. The osmometer was validated against
PVA and shown to meet the performance requirements of ASTM D3750 [45]. The rheome-
ter was calibrated using Glyserol and DI water with a typical repeatability of ±4%. Both
instrument designs are sufficiently simple and inexpensive to be built by researchers in-
house. This addresses a need by the scientific community for these types of instruments
that is not currently being filled by commercial sources.
In the material property characterization work: 1) N-succinylation results fit a log linear
empirical correlation with respect to input reagent concentrations; 2) a small increase in
chitosan moisture affinity and thermal stability is observed with increasing N-succinyl
substitution; 3) anomalous phase separation and rheological behaviour is observed in N-
succinyl-chitosan solutions as the solubility limit is approached; 4) polyampholyte solution
rheology scales differently than that of polyelectrolytes; 5) limit-oxidised-alginate stability
is too low for osmometry at 40◦C; and 6) limit-oxidised-alginate is 16x less stiff than N-
succinyl-chitosan.
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8.3 Recommendations for Future Work
Recommendations primarily pertain to the two thesis topics. The only exception is a
recommendation based on rheology results that further study be conducted into dynamic
effects on polyampholyte morphology / solubility in solution.
To advance modelling efforts and support tissue scaffold design, there are four recom-
mendations, namely: 1) characterization of alginate ion condensation by methods other
than membrane osmometry; 2) modelling of chitosan ion condensation using sub-chain
charges or the more sophisticated theory recently put forward [136, 137]; 3) updating
swelling models to incorporate whichever ion condensation approach proves most effective;
and 4) development of a hybrid gel stiffness theory incorporating limited chain extensibility
affects.
The extensive yet still preliminary work to date has demonstrated that the N-succinyl-
chitosan / oxidised-polysaccharide system is very promising as a practical, low cost alter-
native for some biomedical applications. Continued development is recommended. Charac-
terization of pore size in gels using low solubility chitosan is recommended to see if scaling
relationships are broken. Characterization of gel stiffness at varying degrees of swelling
and measurement of polymer leaching during swelling are recommended to support stiff-
ness modelling efforts. To improve gel stiffness two directions should be considered, namely:
1) use of higher concentrations of a lower molecular weight chitosan, and 2) use of a stiffer
oxidised-polysaccharide.
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Appendix A
Rheometer Design
A.1 Overview
This document provides part design detail, assembly instructions and operating pro-
cures for a simple capillary rheometer.
A.2 Operating Procedure
Though the broad outline was provided by the author, Mr. Alex Vasile is credited
with developing many of the intricate details of the sample loading procedure. He was also
responsible for producing the first electronic copy from his and the author’s notes which
in edited form is provided below.
0. Starting Assumptions
(a) All equipment cleaned and dried
(b) Syringe pump speed set for desired flow rate
(c) Safety and assumption check calculations made to select needle lengths
1. Dip loading needle into sample, and use to coat the tip of the sample syringe plunger
2. Insert plunger into sample syringe body
3. Fill sample syringe
(a) Attach stopcock to sample syringe
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(b) For very viscous samples: Draw a small amount of sample into a disposable
syringe and inject into the sample syringe to fill dead volume and ensure bubble
free loading
(c) Attach loading needle to stopcock
(d) With the stopcock open draw ∼2mL of sample into the syringe, try to ensure
that there are as few air bubbles as possible
4. Attach stopcock to sample tube and tube to rheometer core; Flush with sample
(a) On first run with a composition flush cell with ∼1ml of sample and discard
(b) On subsequent runs push out any bubbles and allow hanging drop to form to
insure bubble free connection
(c) Ensure that the syringe still has some sample left in it, this will make it far
easier to prevent air bubbles later on
5. Cap open end of main block, close stopcock and detach sample syringe
6. Attach sample syringe to drive syringe assembly, and fix the assembly to the rheome-
ter
7. Detach stopcock from hose, attach both ends of the hose to the main block in order
to make a closed loop and reattach stopcock to sample syringe
8. Using drive system, draw up as much sample as possible into the syringe
(a) Remember to set the empty position for the syringe in the pump menu. When
doing so, set the empty position at the 0.5mL mark. This volume will be used
to purge the needle of air bubbles when drawing up sample the next time.
(b) If large air bubbles are present close the stopcock with about 0.5ml of space left
into the syringe and create a vacuum
9. To get rid of any air bubbles detach the needle from the stopcock and flip the rheome-
ter upside-down
(a) This will allow the bubbles to float up to the top of the syringe where they can
be pushed out
(b) Once all the bubbles have settled at the top open the stopcock, the rush of air
will draw back most of the sample in the syringe, thus minimizing losses
(c) With a lab-wipe handy, push the air out; allow a small convex meniscus to form
on the stopcock
(d) If too little sample remains in the syringe return to step 8, otherwise continue
to 10
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(e) Attach the end of the hose that is connected to the out hole in the main block
to the stopcock and plug the out hole before flipping the rheometer right side
up
10. Retrieve the correct calibrated needle for this run, double-checking its length with a
ruler and insert it through the sample recovery septa.
11. Unplug the out hole and attach the calibrated needle to it.
12. Raise the sample recovery bracket and clamp recovery assembly.
(a) Ensure that the needle is centered radially in the tube and has as little bend in
it as possible.
(b) Allow enough space at the bottom of the tube for the sample to accumulate
without reaching the needle tip.
13. Record the volume of the sample in the sample syringe and in all of the tubes being
used.
14. If the thermocouple is not attached to the syringe, attach it and ensure that the
markings above the 3mL mark are clearly visible
15. Double check all fittings and bolts
16. If placing in water bath prepare the plastic bag, if bag is already prepared proceed
to 18, if the water bath is not being used precede to 21.
(a) Obtain a new bag and check for leaks
(b) Apply a strip of thermal tape across the entire bottom seam
17. Check bag for any leaks
18. Insert rheometer into plastic bag and fix the bag to the rheometer using ∼20cm of
nichrome wire.
19. Insert rheometer into the water bath, wait for thermal equilibration before starting
experiment
(a) If the water bath is already at temperature, you must wait at least 30 minutes
(b) If the water bath is not at temperature, or if it is the first run of the day, wait
at least 60 minutes
20. Run Experiment
(a) Enter file name and start data acquisition on computer
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(b) Check programmed flow rate and start syringe pump
(c) Wait for experiment stop.
(d) Turn off data acquisition.
A.3 Detail Design and Assembly
A.3.1 Design Tree
Main assembly:
1. Mounting Post
2. Core Assembly
(a) Core
(b) Transducer Adapter
(c) Membrane
3. Sample Recovery Assembly
(a) Vented Septa Adapter for 15ml Centrifuge Vial
(b) Modified Nut for 15ml Centrifuge Vial Lid
4. Driven Syringe Assembly
(a) Syringe Plunger
5. Sample Hose Assembly
6. Drive Hose Assembly
7. Sample Recovery Clamp
8. Sample Syringe Bracket, Re-purposed to Hold Drive Syringe
A.3.2 Engineering Drawings
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Figure A.1: Capillary Rheometer Main Assembly
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Figure A.2: Capillary Rheometer / Post
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Figure A.3: Capillary Rheometer / Core Assembly
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Figure A.8: Capillary Rheometer / Sample Recovery Assembly
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Figure A.9: Capillary Rheometer / Sample Recovery Assembly / Vented Septa Adapter
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Figure A.11: Capillary Rheometer / Driven Syringe Assembly
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Figure A.12: Capillary Rheometer / Driven Syringe Assembly / Syringe Plunger
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Figure A.13: Capillary Rheometer / Sample Hose Assembly
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Figure A.14: Capillary Rheometer / Drive Hose Assembly
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Figure A.15: Capillary Rheometer / Sample Recovery Clamp
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Figure A.16: Capillary Rheometer / Sample Syringe Bracket, Re-purposed to Hold
Drive Syringe
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Appendix B
Initial Osmometer Design -
Fuoss-Mead Variant
B.1 Overview
Credit for the basic operating principals of this design goes Fuoss and Mead [186].
Engineering change tracking used. Missing design numbers represent branch iterations
that never became the active design.
(Design 4-0) First viable design - sent to shop for quote.
(Design 4.2) Change of material for membrane backup disk at shop request, finalize
design for water-bath - First Part Manufacture
(Design 5.2) Change Core Assembly due to issues with capillary seating (fragile sili-
cone gasket needed mechanical support, titanium fittings added) Backup gasket added to
membrane clamp area.
(Design 8.0) Change to cast silicone gaskets from neoprene gaskets - neoprene gas-
kets transmitted force, silicone gaskets seated in groove. Clamping force now transmitted
through polycarbonate stiffening membrane clamping. Change partially necessary due to
excessively wide bolt spacing. Design recommendation from Shigley is less than 6 nominal
diameters [194] actual bolt spacing is greater than 9 nominal diameters. Could not easily fix
because hole pattern is repeated on all parts and would require a complete re-manufacture.
(Design 9.0) Change to solid reference reservoir and glass snorkel - Elimination of last
neoprene gaskets further stiffening assembly
B.2 Design 4.0 - Drawings for Shop Quote
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Figure B.1: Osmometer Top Level 4.0
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Figure B.2: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Waterbath Assembly
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Figure B.3: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Waterbath Assembly / Waterbath Base
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Figure B.4: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Waterbath Assembly / Waterbath Side
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Figure B.5: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Waterbath Assembly / Waterbath Front
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Figure B.6: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Waterbath Lid
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Figure B.7: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Spacer Block
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Figure B.8: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Spacer Gasket
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Figure B.9: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Core Assembly
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Figure B.10: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Core Assembly / Cap / Sheet 1
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Figure B.11: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Core Assembly / Cap / Sheet 2
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Figure B.12: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Core Assembly / Cap / Sheet 3
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Figure B.13: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Backup Disk
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Figure B.14: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Gasket
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Figure B.15: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Reservoir
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Figure B.16: Osmometer Top Level 4.0 / Reservoir Lid
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B.3 Design 4.2 - Changes For First Part Manufacture
Change Top Level Assembly 4.2 was 4.0
In Top Level Assembly 4.2
Change Water-bath Base 4.1 was 4.0
Change Backup Disk 4.2 was 4.0
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Figure B.17: Osmometer Top Level 4.2
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Figure B.18: Osmometer Top Level 4.2 / Waterbath Assembly / Waterbath Base 4.1
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Figure B.19: Osmometer Top Level 4.2 / Backup Disk 4.2
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B.4 Design 5.2 - Capillary Seating
Change Top Level Assembly 5.2 was 4.2
In Top Level Assembly 5.2
-Change Osmometer Core Assembly 5.2 was 4.0
-Add Backup Gasket 5.0
In Osmometer Core Assembly 5.2
-Change Cap 5.2 was 4.3
-Add Tube Fitting 5.1 (2x)
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Figure B.20: Osmometer Top Level 5.2
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Figure B.21: Osmometer Top Level 5.2 / Membrane Backup Gasket 5.0
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Figure B.22: Osmometer Top Level 5.2 / Core Assembly 5.2
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Figure B.23: Osmometer Top Level 5.2 / Core Assembly 5.2 / Cap 5.2 / Sheet 1
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Figure B.24: Osmometer Top Level 5.2 / Core Assembly 5.2 / Cap 5.2 / Sheet 2
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Figure B.25: Osmometer Top Level 5.2 / Core Assembly 5.2 / Cap 5.2 / Sheet 3
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Figure B.26: Osmometer Top Level 5.2 / Core Assembly 5.2 / Tube Fitting 5.1
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B.5 Design 8.0 - Cast Silicone Gaskets
Change Top Level Assembly 8.0
Change Water bath Lid 8.0 was 4.0
Change Backup Disk 8.0 was 4.2
Add Spacer Block RHS 8.0
Add Spacer Block LHS 8.0
Add Scale 8.0
Remove Spacer Block 4.0 (2x)
Remove Spacer Gasket 4.0 (2x)
Remove Backup Gasket 5.0
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Figure B.27: Osmometer Top Level 8.0
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Figure B.28: Osmometer Top Level 8.0 / Water bath Lid 8.0
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Figure B.29: Osmometer Top Level 8.0 / Backup Disk 8.0
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Figure B.30: Osmometer Top Level 8.0 / Spacer Block RHS 8.0
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Figure B.31: Osmometer Top Level 8.0 / Spacer Block LHS 8.0
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B.6 Design 9.0 - Glass Reference Snorkel
Change Top Level Assembly 9.0 was 4.2
In Top Level Assembly 9.0 was 4.2
Change Reservoir Lid 9.0 was 4.0
Add Reference Snorkel
Remove Reservoir 4.1
Remove Gasket 4.1 (2x)
Note Fixture Required to make Reservoir Lid using conventional mill.
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Figure B.32: Osmometer Top Level 9.0
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Figure B.33: Osmometer Top Level 9.0 / Reservoir Lid 9.0
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Figure B.34: Osmometer Top Level 9.0 / Reservoir Lid 9.0 / Lid Fixture 9.0
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Figure B.35: Osmometer Top Level 9.0 / Reservoir Lid 9.0 / Lid Fixture Assembly 9.0
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Appendix C
Transducer Osmometer Design
C.1 Top Level Assemblies
Initial Design: Revision 2-00
1. Water Bath from Manual Design
2. Lid Design 1-0
3. Osmometer Core Assembly 2-0
4. Transducer Well 2-00
Improved Thermal Isolation: Revision 3-00
1. Water Bath 2-0 (was Water Bath from Manual Design)
2. Transducer Well 2-00 (was item 4)
3. Osmometer Core Assembly 2-0
4. Transducer Spacer 2-0 (new)
5. Spacer Lid 1-0 (new)
6. Tank Lid 1-0 (was Lid Design 1-0)
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Figure C.1: Initial Design: Revision 2-00
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C.2 Core Design
Transducer Osmometer Core Assembly 2-00
1. Osmometer Core
2. Membrane Support
3. Sample Chamber
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Figure C.3: Transducer Osmometer Core Assembly
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Figure C.5: Transducer Osmometer Core Assembly / Membrane Support
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Figure C.6: Transducer Osmometer Core Assembly / Sample Chamber / Sheet 1
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Figure C.7: Transducer Osmometer Core Assembly / Sample Chamber / Sheet 2
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C.3 Transducer Well
Transudser Well Assembly 2-00
1. Flange
2. Tube
3. Plug
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Figure C.8: Transducer Well Assembly
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Figure C.9: Transducer Well Assembly / Flange
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Figure C.10: Transducer Well Assembly / Tube
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Figure C.11: Transducer Well Assembly / Plug
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C.4 Thermal Isolation Spacer
Thermal Isolation Spacer Assembly 2-00
1. Top Flange
2. Tube
3. Bottom Flange
4. Thermal Spacer Lid
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Figure C.12: Thermal Isolation Spacer Assembly
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Figure C.13: Thermal Isolation Spacer Assembly / Top Flange
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Figure C.14: Thermal Isolation Spacer Assembly / Tube
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Figure C.15: Thermal Isolation Spacer Assembly / Bottom Flange
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Figure C.16: Thermal Spacer Lid
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C.5 Water Bath Components
Waterbath Lid 1-00
Hotplate Based Bath Lid
Circulating Bath Lid 1-00
Adapter for Circulating Bath
Circulating Bath Assembly 2-00
1. Thermal Spacer Lid
2. Bottom
3. Side
4. Front
5. Back
6. Brace
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Figure C.17: Hotplate Based Bath Lid
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Figure C.18: Circulating Bath Lid
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Figure C.19: Circulating Bath Assembly
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Figure C.20: Circulating Bath Assembly / Bottom
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Figure C.21: Circulating Bath Assembly / Side
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Figure C.22: Circulating Bath Assembly / Front
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Figure C.23: Circulating Bath Assembly / Back
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Figure C.24: Circulating Bath Assembly / Brace
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C.6 Miscellaneous Tools
Manometer Fitting
Fitting for attaching a calibration manometer
Membrane and Gasket Preparation Tools
1. Membrane and Gasket OD Punch
2. Gasket ID Punch
3. Membrane Template
4. Gasket Template
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Figure C.25: Manometer Fitting to Check Transducer Calibration
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Figure C.26: Template for Punching Membrane and Gasket
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Figure C.27: Membrane and Gasket OD Punch
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Figure C.28: Gasket ID Punch
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C.7 Solution Degassing
Table C.1: Degassing Lid Bill of Materials
Item Part Description Quantity
Number Number
1 5478K311a Quick Connect, 1/8” NPT to 1/8” Plug 1
2 4912K71a Valve, 1/8” NPT Male to Female 1
3 93303A106a Gasket, Aramid fiber reinforced Buna-N, 3/8” ID 1
4 430829b Lid, 50ml Centrifuge Vial, 0.413”∅ hole added 1
5 50785K141a Nut, 1/8” NPT 1
a McMaster-Carr
b Corning Life Sciences
2
3
4
5
1
ITEM 
NO.
PART 
NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 5478K311 1/8" Plug Quick Connect to 1/8" NPT 1
2 4912K71 Valve 1/8" NPT Inlet - Male, Outlet- Female 1
3 93303A106 Aramid / Buna-N Gasket 3/8" ID 1
4 --- 50ml Centerfuge Vial Lid, 0.00  Hole 1
5 50785K141 1/8" NPT Nut 1
Figure C.29: Degassing Tube Lid Design: Numbers correspond to items in Table C.1
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C.8 Detailed Setup Procedure
1. Reference Solution Degas, Water bath start.
2. Transducer Fill/Initial Rinse (held upright in retort stand)
3. Support and gasket rinse
4. Membrane Rinse (Degassed solution not too hot)
5. Core O-Ring Installation
(a) Immerse O-ring in degassed solution
(b) Fill groove area with ref solution
(c) Bring o-ring with suspended drop of ref solution into grove area and press into
groove under film of water.
6. Flush and install core
(a) Wear clean gloves.
(b) With thumb lightly over membrane seat, use blunt needle to flush center channel
with ref solution, should feel bubbles and then stream of solution against thumb.
(c) Keeping channel sealed add ref to bottom of core until maximum hanging drop
size achieved.
(d) Bring drop on core into contact with drop on transducer and smoothly lower
core to minimize chance of trapped air bubbles.
(e) Start screw, keeping channel sealed until well into first turn.
(f) Rapidly screw down core allowing escaping ref solution to further flush channel.
7. Final rinse
(a) Obtain fresh tube of degassed ref direct from degassing operation (ideally still
at temp and boiling under vacuum).
(b) Open and fill syringe.
(c) Run needle down into osmometer core being careful with depth so as to not
touch the transducer.
(d) Depress plunger gently while withdrawing needle to thoroughly flush core with
fresh degassed solution.
8. Install Membrane Support
(a) Tip support from rinse solution into dish used to fill core.
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(b) Pick up support along with hanging drop and push into its socket
(c) Refill syringe from hot degassed ref and flush support (pressure should partially
lift support out of socket, use syringe tip to keep it in place.
9. Install Membrane
(a) Tip membrane into dish used for core assembly, flip and weight down with
gasket.
(b) Pick up membrane and gasket insuring hanging drop.
(c) Slip edgewise into pool over support.
(d) Use tweezers to prevent membrane escape while core area is rinsed with hot
degassed ref
(e) Lower sample chamber and lightly tighten 4 screws.
(f) Insure sample side of membrane is topped up with degassed ref.
10. Lower assembly into thermal well, add thermal isolation spacer, check o-rings, bolt
down.
11. Using sides of thermal well as guide align transducer / core assembly by manipulating
membrane clamp screws.
12. Attach to cover plate and lower into bath
13. Wait for thermal equilibrium (∼45 min)
14. Tighten clamping screws in 4 stages. (torques and timings are dependent on mem-
brane permeability, experimentally determine)
15. Leave overnight to reach thermal, mechanical and chemical (dissolved gas) equilib-
rium
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